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Abstract

Emerging infectious diseases are an ongoing threat to the health of populations around

the world. In response, countries such as the USA, UK and Australia, have outlined

data collection protocols to surveil these novel diseases. One of the aims of these data

collection protocols is to characterise the disease in terms of transmissibility and clini-

cal severity in order to inform an appropriate public health response. This kind of data

collection protocol is yet to be enacted in Australia, but such a protocol is likely to

be tested during a seasonal influenza (flu) outbreak in the next few years. However, it

is important that methods for characterising these diseases are ready and well under-

stood for when an epidemic disease emerges. The epidemic may only be characterised

well if its dynamics are well described (by a model) and are accurately quantified (by

precisely inferred model parameters).

This thesis models epidemics and the data collection process as partially-observed

continuous-time Markov chains and aims to choose between models and infer param-

eters using early outbreak data. It develops Bayesian methods to infer epidemic pa-

rameters from data on multiple small outbreaks, and outbreaks in a population of

households. An exploratory analysis is conducted to assess the accuracy and precision

of parameter estimates under different epidemic surveillance schemes, different mod-

els and different kinds of model misspecification. It describes a novel Bayesian model

selection method and employs it to infer two important characteristics for understand-

ing emerging epidemics: the shape of the infectious period distribution; and, the time

of infectiousness relative to symptom onset. Lastly, this thesis outlines a method for

jointly inferring model parameters and selecting between epidemic models. This new

method is compared with an existing method on two epidemic models and is applied

to a difficult model selection problem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the 2009 swine flu’ outbreak, countries around the world, such as the USA, UK

and Australia, have outlined data collection protocols, sometimes referred to as First

Few Hundred studies (FF100), for emerging infectious diseases [1–6]. When a novel

infectious disease emerges these intensive data collection protocols may be enacted; in

Australia, FF100 study protocol involves surveilling contacts of symptomatic individ-

uals to obtain the time of symptom onset of the first few hundred cases at a daily

resolution. These studies are not resourced to surveil every contact of every symp-

tomatic individual, so only contact from the same household, workplace or school may

be surveilled. Contacts within these subpopulations are easily surveilled, and, are most

likely to become infected. Although an FF100 study is yet to take place in Australia,

it is pertinent that methods are ready for the analysis of these data in case of a pan-

demic outbreak. Further, tests of FF100 protocol are likely to take place during a

seasonal flu’ outbreak in the next few years, so this thesis provides methods that can

be readily applied during these studies. It develops and analyses methods for choosing

between epidemiological models and inferring their parameters using simulated FF100

type data, so that these methods may be well understood and applied during the emer-

gence of an infectious disease.

Using FF100 study data to characterise the spread of novel diseases both retrospec-

tively and during an outbreak allow authorities to understand, control and respond in

an informed way. One aim of FF100 studies is to characterise the disease in terms of

clinical severity and transmissibility [7–9]. Clinical severity can be measured in a va-

1
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riety of ways, possibly involving specific symptoms, though it has been suggested that

it may be appropriate to consider visibility as a measure of severity [3, 8, 9]. Trans-

missibility can be considered in terms of the average number of exposures caused by

an infectious individual (the reproduction number) or the exponential rate at which

infections occur in the population (exponential growth rate) [10–13]. Once a model for

the epidemic is chosen, these measures of transmissibility can be used to estimate the

final size and peak time of an outbreak.

Biological and epidemiological processes can have highly complex behaviour and in

most cases we do not observe all of their underlying dynamics. For example, FF100

data only contains daily cases of symptom onset, so we do not observe the exact times

where individuals contract the disease, become infectious, or, recover. As our obser-

vations may depend on dynamics we do not see, it can be difficult to infer properties

of this partially-observed process. To add complexity to the problem, there may be

several theories about the behaviour of the epidemic process and it may not be obvious

as to which of these models is most appropriate given some set of observations. For

example in epidemiology, it is widely recognised that the variance of the infectious

period is critical to understanding historical disease incidence, and also for accurate

evaluation of control measures for public health use [14, 15]. Similarly, it has been

identified that the relative timing of symptoms and infectiousness is a key determinant

of ability to control an outbreak [16]. Investigating these features is most easily done

by encoding the structure of the model in a certain way rather than parametrising

it, hence to discriminate different possibilities we need to select between competing

models in an informed way.

For emerging diseases there is a reasonable chance that an outbreak will fade-out

immediately, or, that there is a delay before the epidemic goes into a phase of exponen-

tial growth, so modelling these stochastic features is important. Stochastic modelling

is particularly well suited to outbreaks in small populations (such as households), and

is therefore appropriate for modelling epidemics in subpopulations which give rise to

FF100 study data. Continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) are a variety of stochas-

tic models that have seen wide use in mathematical epidemiology [9,12,17,18], partially

due to their convenient mathematical properties (discussed in Chapter 2), and, par-
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tially due to their ability to model random, discrete events in continuous-time. Hence,

this thesis uses CTMCs to model epidemic outbreaks. These CTMCs are defined by a

set of possible states and transition rates between the states, which are a function of

the state of the process and some model parameters.

Given an epidemic model and data, a disease can be characterised by inferring

the models parameters. In the early stages of an epidemic there may be little data

available, but there may be prior knowledge of dynamics of the infectious disease; for

example, for influenza it may be reasonable to assume the average infectious period

is less than a week. Bayesian statistics is a framework in which parameters have a

distribution which changes as data are obtained. Bayesian inference incorporates prior

knowledge of a process, via a prior distribution, and data, via a likelihood function, to

obtain a posterior distribution. The prior distribution is chosen based on assumptions

about parameters, whereas the likelihood function is defined as the probability den-

sity of observing data given a parameter set. Given limited data and reasonable prior

knowledge in the emerging stages of a disease, a Bayesian framework is well suited.

Hence, this thesis considers inference of parameters of epidemic models in a Bayesian

framework.

As many events in the underlying epidemics are unobserved the epidemic models

and observed data are considered as partially-observed CTMCs, in which the under-

lying CTMC process is related to data via an observation process. Unfortunately,

while expressions can be written down for the likelihood function of partially-observed

CTMCs, these are infeasible to compute in all but the simplest cases; they require eval-

uation of a matrix exponential [19,20] that in some cases may even be too large to fit in

computer memory. As such, we build on and utilise Bayesian inference methods that

circumvent pointwise calculation of the likelihood. These include: data-augmented

Markov chain Monte Carlo (DA-MCMC) [17,21], which augments observed data with

the transitions which are unobserved and imputes these; particle filters [22, 23], which

are methods based around simulating the underlying epidemic; and, sequential Monte

Carlo squared (SMC-squared) [24–26], which is a method that simulates the underlying

epidemic in important regions of the parameter space. Although these methods do not

rely on direct calculation of the likelihood function, they target quantities of interest
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without introducing any error. These models and methods for inferring parameters of

epidemic models are discussed in Chapter 2.

Inference methods need to be adapted to suit FF100 study data and in particular,

as data are stratified by subpopulations, they need to incorporate models that con-

sider the epidemic in a population of subpopulations (household epidemic models) or

as multiple independent outbreaks in subpopulations. Inference for household epidemic

models has been considered in the literature previously. For example, [27] considers

outbreaks of measles in households, however, this assumed that recovery times were

observed (which is typically not the case in FF100 studies), and only considered house-

holds in which only a single secondary infection is possible. Inference for models with

two levels of mixing, such as household models, with data on final epidemic size has

also been considered [28, 29]. The final epidemic size data are typically unavailable in

the earliest stages of emerging diseases, further, FF100 study data contains temporal

information which is potentially useful for inference. Bayesian inference for emerging

infectious diseases in a population of farms was considered in [30]; however this relied on

deterministic modelling of outbreaks within farms, which is a sensible modelling choice

when there are many susceptible animals in close contact, but is less valid for modelling

outbreaks in households containing few individuals. Parameters of a model of financial

crises analogous to a household epidemic model were inferred via DA-MCMC in [31];

however, this assumed that the recovery rate was known, which is typically not the

case for emerging infectious diseases. In Chapter 3 we present computationally-efficient

implementations of DA-MCMC for epidemics in a population with household structure

and apply them to simulated FF100 type data, some of which we have published [6].

As a FF100 study has not yet been enacted in Australia, we conduct simulation stud-

ies, which allows us to generate data sets for which we know the parameter values and

validate results by checking whether inferred parameters correspond to the input val-

ues. One limitation of DA-MCMC is that incorporating new data requires inference to

begin anew, whereas sequential methods, such as particle filters allow current estimates

to be updated sequentially as new data are obtained. We describe a sequential version

of DA-MCMC which can allow for more efficient mixing than standard DA-MCMC.

This gives solutions to inference problems where mixing using DA-MCMC alone is pro-

hibitively slow, for example, inferring the shape of an infectious period distribution.
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FF100 studies are resourced to collect data on only the first few hundred symp-

tomatic individuals and their contacts [3]. Given limited resources to surveil a popu-

lation in the emerging stages of a disease, a decision needs to be made as to how the

population should be surveilled to infer measures of transmissibility most accurately.

Chapter 4 conducts an exploratory analysis to compare the accuracy and precision of in-

ferred parameters under various surveillance schemes. That is, we infer epidemiological

parameters assuming that infections are observed in different kinds of subpopulations:

many small households, few schools or workplaces, or, a mix. This kind of analysis has

not been considered before in the context of FF100 studies and is an important step in

being prepared for an emerging infectious disease. We test the robustness of estimates

from each of these surveillance schemes under model misspecification by performing

inference based on a model that did not generate the data. Through a simulation

study, we assess how different kinds of model misspecification on outbreaks in sub-

populations bias estimates. In particular we consider misspecification of the exposed

and infectious period distributions. Model misspecification has previously been con-

sidered in the context of incorrectly assuming data came from an SIR model, where

it is actually simulated from an SI model [32], whereas here we consider SEIR and

SIR models with different infectious and exposed period distributions. Biases with

respect to the basic reproduction number under assumptions of misspecified mixing

structure has been previously investigated [33]. In comparison, Chapter 4 investigates

bias with misspecification of the exposed and infectious period distributions on both

the reproduction number and the exponential growth rate. We find that under the true

model, surveilling many small households is the optimal strategy, however surveilling

a mix of small and large subpopulations was the most robust under the kinds of model

misspecification considered in this thesis. However, model misspecification did lead to

bias, and competing sources of bias makes it difficult to determine the best strategy

in general. For example, the reproduction number is negatively biased for surveillance

schemes where early fade out in subpopulations is likely, but positive bias can be in-

troduced if the infectious period distribution is assumed to be exponential when it

is actually Erlang. Further, the number of samples from final size distributions and

the length of temporal data is likely to effect the bias in estimates. The presence of

bias under misspecification, and, the presence of confounding sources of bias makes it
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difficult to choose one optimal scenario in general. Choosing a surveillance scenario

that protects against bias highlights the need to effectively choose between competing

epidemic models. The ability to both choose an appropriate model and infer model

parameters will allow for an optimal surveillance scheme to be chosen effectively and

robustly.

Selecting a model is typically done by comparing measures based upon the maxi-

mum value of the likelihood function, such as Akaike information criterion (AIC) [34]

and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [35]; once a model is chosen, parameters are

fit to only that model. This is at odds with the Bayesian paradigm, which dictates that

the space of models should have an associated posterior distribution. Bayesian model

selection is a Bayesian method for choosing between models in a way that incorporates

prior knowledge of the epidemic process; this is naturally the best approach if data are

not highly informative but we have prior knowledge of some model parameters. This

approach compares models in terms of their posterior model probability, that is, the

probability that model was the true model given the data. The outputs from Bayesian

model selection are useful for quantifying uncertainty in a way that incorporates un-

certainty in the model choice, for example, posterior distribution of the reproduction

number can be calculated under each model and these can be combined by weight-

ing these distributions by their posterior model probabilities and adding them (this is

known as Bayesian model averaging) [36].

Methods for performing Bayesian model selection include importance sampling ap-

proaches [23, 37], Reversible Jump MCMC (RJ-MCMC) [38] and SMC-squared [24].

Important sampling approaches typically involve sampling from the parameter space

and evaluating the likelihood function to estimate the probability that the data was

generated under each model (the model evidence). The model evidences can then

be weighted and normalised to obtain posterior model probabilities. This approach

can be effective for selecting between competing models but requires a sensible way

of evaluating or estimating the likelihood function. RJ-MCMC involves proposing

moves within a parameter space and between parameter spaces of different models;

each of these proposals requires an evaluation of the likelihood function. The propos-

als between parameter spaces can be difficult to implement effectively if the parameter
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spaces are dissimilar, for example, the dimensions of the parameter spaces may be

completely different. The method becomes even less effective if the likelihood function

is computationally intractable and hence is ill-suited for our needs. The SMC-squared

approach is attractive as it jointly estimates the posterior distribution and gives esti-

mates of model evidence, however, the stochasticity in model evidence estimates can

make effectively choosing between models impossible based upon a single SMC-squared

run [25]. Chapter 5 describes an importance sampling based method for choosing be-

tween partially-observed epidemic models via an efficient particle filter and importance

sampling scheme [39]. The novel feature of this method is that it uses efficient simu-

lations that are constrained to always match observed data to estimate the likelihood

function. Further, the method makes use of a stopping criterion to ensure accuracy of

model selection. We apply this approach to two important problems for understanding

emerging diseases: inferring the time of symptom onset relative to the time of infec-

tiousness; and, inferring the shape of the infectious period distribution. We find that

our approach is effective for these model selection problems and that FF100 type data

are informative enough to effectively distinguish between these models.

Inferring both parameters and choosing an appropriate model is important for ef-

fectively characterising an infectious disease; SMC-squared simultaneously does both

[24–26]. Further, it is a sequential method, so rather than beginning inference anew

when new data are available, the algorithm can update the current parameter and

model evidence estimates. A main drawback of using SMC-squared for model selection

is that there are no error bounds on model evidence and choosing sensible inputs can

be difficult. Estimating the error in model evidence estimates may require multiple

runs of SMC-squared, which can be computationally taxing. Once the error is esti-

mated, it may be too large to effectively select between models, so the process will

need to begin again with different input values. Chapter 6 describes a novel kind of

SMC-squared which allows uncertainty in the model evidence to be quantified, and,

allows error in model evidence to be reduced. These two features allow for effective

model selection to occur after a single run of SMC-squared. We provide a compar-

ison with a standard SMC-squared algorithm on two standard epidemic models and

show that the new method outperforms in terms of runtime, the accuracy of param-

eter estimates, and, the accuracy of model evidence estimates. The method is then
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applied to a difficult inference and model selection problem: inferring the time of in-

fection relative to symptom onset from multiple outbreak data in large subpopulations.



Chapter 2

Background Material

2.1 Markov Chains

Markov chains are a stochastic process that have a property known as the Markov prop-

erty, in essence this means that the future of the process depends only on the current

state of the process, not states from further in the past. This property allows probabil-

ity expressions to be simplified by ignoring dependencies across multiple time points.

A common alternative to Markov chain models are differential equation models. These

models are widely used because they are efficient to solve, however, models on discrete

state spaces are more realistic to the true process and allow data to be related to the

model in a more intuitive way. Further, the stochastic effects of infectious processes

are important in the emerging stages of an epidemic; stochasticity allows delays before

the epidemic reaches an exponential growth phase and allows the epidemic to fade out.

Once the disease is established these stochastic effects are less important. As this thesis

is concerned with inference for emerging epidemics it considers only stochastic models.

Section 2.1.1 discusses some important definitions and properties of Markov chains,

Section 2.1.2 defines partially-observed Markov chains and outlines some theoretical

considerations for inference and Section 2.1.3 outlines how to simulate from Markov

chains via the Doob-Gillespie algorithm.

9
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2.1.1 Continuous-time Markov chain theory

This section defines continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs), introduces the kinds of

Markov chains that will be considered in this thesis and discusses some of their key

properties. A CTMC is a stochastic process on the positive real numbers, R+, that

satisfies the Markov property. That is, a stochastic process Xt defined on some state

space S, for t ∈ R+ is a CTMC if it satisfies

Pr(Xt ∈ A|Xs, Xu) = Pr(Xt ∈ A|Xs)

for all s, u, t ∈ R+ with u ≤ s ≤ t and A ⊆ S. Throughout this thesis, inference is

based on stochastic epidemic models which are CTMCs defined on finite state spaces.

A CTMC, Xt, on a finite state space, S, can be described in terms of an infinitesimal

transition rate matrix, also referred to as a “Q-matrix” given by

[Q(t)]i,j =

 limh→0+
Pr(Xt+h = j|Xt = i)

h
for i 6= j

−
∑

k 6=i[Q(t)]i,k otherwise.
(2.1)

The entries of Q(t) are the “instantaneous transition rates” from one state to another,

that is [Q(t)]i,j is the rate at which the CTMC jumps to state j given that it is in state

i at time t. A Markov chain is called time homogeneous if it satisfies

Pr(Xt = j|Xs = i) = Pr(Xt−s = j|X0 = i),

for all s ≤ t. A fundamental property of time-homogeneous CTMCs is that the times

between transitions are exponentially distributed, so “transition rate” actually refers

to the exponential rate at which events occur and Q(t) is constant with respect to time,

that is, Q(t) = Q for all t [40].

The transition function, P (t), of a CTMC is defined as

[P (t)]i,j = Pr(Xt = j|X0 = i).

The Kolmogorov forward equation relates the Q-matrix to the transition function of a

CTMC. It satisfies
dP (t)

dt
= P (t)Q(t). (2.2)

For a time homogeneous CTMC, defined on a finite state space, with infinitesimal

transition rate matrix Q, Equation (2.2) has solution

P (t) = eQt;
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this is a matrix exponential operation. The matrix exponential function on some finite

dimensional matrix A denoted eA is given by

eA =
∞∑
n=0

An

n!
,

where An is a matrix product. Let pt be the probability mass function of the state of

the CTMC, {Xt}t∈R+ , at time t, such that pt is a vector with entries given by

[pt]i = Pr(Xt = i).

Given an initial distribution of the CTMC, p0, one can express pt as

pt = p0e
Qt. (2.3)

Matrix exponential operations may be computed using methods such as the software

package Expokit for MATLAB [41]. Expokit makes these calculations efficient by cal-

culating the vector p0e
Qt by the use of Krylov subspace projection methods, rather

then calculating the matrix eQt and premultiplying the answer by p0. However, this

can still be computationally infeasible to evaluate for large Q-matrices [19]. Hence the

distribution pt can be computationally infeasible to evaluate for CTMCs with large

state spaces, such as models of epidemics in large populations.

If the times at which transitions occur and the corresponding transition types, or

events, are observed we can calculate the probability of the trajectory of Xt as a product

of event probabilities and inter-arrival time probabilities,

Pr
(
Xt1 = j,X(t0,t1) = i|Xt0 = i

)
=

[Q]i,j
[Q]i,i

[Q]i,ie
[Q]i,i(t1−t0),

= [Q]i,je
[Q]i,i(t1−t0). (2.4)

These kinds of probabilities can allow inference to be performed without the need for

matrix exponential calculations; this is explained in greater detail in Section 2.3.3.

2.1.2 Partially-observed Markov chains

Partially-observed Markov chains are models constructed from an underlying Markov

chain, Xt, and an observation process, Yt, where observations are conditionally-independent
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given the underlying Markov chain; such a process is illustrated in Figure 2.1. For ex-

ample, if an epidemic were to spread according to a continuous-time Markov chain, we

may observe events related to symptom onset at a daily resolution, but we may not

observe recovery events; as we do not have perfect observation of the Markov chain this

is considered a partially-observed Markov chain. In this thesis we consider processes

where the observation depends on the hidden process through how the underlying state

changed since the last observation, that is, Pr(Yt|X[0,t], Y1:t−1) = Pr(Yt|Xt−1, Xt). Given

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a partially-observed Markov chain with observation process

Yt and hidden process Xt.

a set of observations y = (y0, . . . , yT ) from a partially-observed Markov chain, the dis-

tribution of an observation given states of the underlying process, Pr(yt|Xt, Xt−1), the

distribution of the initial state Pr(X0) and a Q-matrix which depends on model pa-

rameters, Qθ, we may calculate the likelihood function of a partially-observed Markov

chain as

Pr(y|θ) =
∑

(i0,...,iT )∈Sn+1

Pr(y0|X0 = i0)P (X0 = i0)
T∏
j=1

Pr(yj|Xj = ij, Xj−1 = ij−1)

× Pr(Xj = ij, |Xj−1 = ij−1)

=
∑

(i0,...,iT )∈Sn+1

Pr(y0|X0 = i0) Pr(X0 = i0)
T∏
j=1

Pr(yj|Xj = ij, Xj−1 = ij−1))

×
[
eQθ
]
ij−1,ij

,

where S is the state space of Xt. Note that this formula has been described only for

observations that are made at times 1, 2, . . . , T , and, throughout this thesis we only

consider processes where observations are made at constant time increments. However,

more generally, if observations are made at irregular times, where the observation
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times are independent of Xt, the only difference in the likelihood is that the matrix

exponential is taken to the power of the time between observations. That is,
[
eQθ
]
ij−1,ij

is replaced by
[
eQθ(tj−tj−1)

]
ij−1,ij

, where tj is the time of the jth transition. Although

one can write an analytical expression for the likelihood function, for all but small state

space models it is computationally intractable to calculate directly. This is because

large state spaces lead to computationally intractable matrix exponential calculations,

as well as the need for a sum over |S|T+1 terms. This motivates the need for methods

that estimate the likelihood or avoid calculation of the full likelihood, such as particle-

marginal MCMC and data-augmented MCMC, respectively.

2.1.3 Doob-Gillespie algorithm

The Doob-Gillespie algorithm is an algorithm for simulating CTMCs [42]. The al-

gorithm uses the fact that inter-arrival times of events are exponentially distributed

according to the sum of transition rates, and each transition occurs with a probability

that is proportionate to the rate associated with that transition. An efficient imple-

mentation of the Doob-Gillespie algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. The Doob-Gillespie

algorithm requires some kind of stopping condition; in this thesis stopping conditions

include: the process hits an absorbing state, the process hits some time threshold, or

the process hits a given set of states.
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Initialization:

Generate an initial state, x, according to p(x0);

Set time t = 0;

Iterations:

while some condition holds do
Calculate a vector of rates, rx, such that entries correspond to non-zero

transition rates from state x;

Calculate the cumulative sum vector of rx, Rx, let n denote the length of Rx;

Time change:

Sample an Exponential([Rx]n) distributed time increment, τ , via inverse

transform sampling. That is, take u1 ∼ Uniform(0, 1) and set

τ = − 1
[Rx]n

log(1− u1);

Set new time t = t+ τ ;

State Change:

Sample a random variable to decide the new state, u2 ∼ Uniform(0, 1);

Find the index, i, of the first entry in Rx such that Rx > u2[Rx]n;

Set new state x = f(x, i), where f(x, i) is a function that maps index, i, from

rx to the state space ;

end

Algorithm 1: Doob-Gillespie algorithm
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2.2 Stochastic Epidemic Models

Throughout this thesis we consider SIR-type and SEIR-type models, described in

Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 respectively. These models are compartmental models that

consider every individual in a population to be either susceptible (S), exposed (E),

infectious (I) or recovered (R). Susceptible individuals may become exposed to the

disease if they make “effective contact” (contact of the kind that allows transmission

to occur) with an infectious individual. For an individual in a SIR-type model an ex-

posed individual instantaneously becomes infectious, while for a SEIR-type model the

exposed individual becomes infectious after some random period of time. Infectious

individuals recover after a random period of time and remain immune to the disease

for the rest of the epidemic. Throughout this thesis we assume that the exposed and

infectious period is Erlang distributed. The assumptions about how “effective con-

tact” occur are important for providing realistic transmission dynamics; in this thesis

we concentrate on homogeneous mixing of individuals and household mixing processes,

the latter of which is described in Section 2.2.3.

For any model, the initialisation is important for modelling and inference. In this

thesis models are either initialised by seeding an infectious individual in the popula-

tion at a Uniform(0, 1) distributed time, seeding an infectious individual at time 0 or

generating an initial state at time 0 via simulation methods.

2.2.1 Homogeneous SI(n)R model

The SIR model is one of the simplest and most used epidemic models. It models infec-

tious diseases where individuals can spread the disease soon after being exposed and are

immune to the disease once no longer infectious. More generally we describe a SI(n)R

model here, in which the infectious period is Erlang-n distributed; where the standard

SIR model is equivalent to the SI(1)R model. We describe two kinds of SI(n)R model:

the standard SI(n)R model (sometimes referred to as the lumped SI(n)R model); and,

the labelled SI(n)R model. The standard model groups individuals into compartments

whereas the labelled model distinguishes between individuals, which allows for a more

natural description of transitions in terms of infectious periods, rather than recovery
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times. However, this labelled representation generally increases the size of the state

space. The utility of the labelled model is discussed and shown in Section 2.3.3.

The standard SI(n)R model in a population of N individuals tracks the number

of individuals who are classified as either susceptible (S), infectious phase k for k =

1, . . . , n (Ik) or recovered (R). Note that the infectious phases are simply used to

create a CTMC with an Erlang-n infectious period, the phase need not have a physical

interpretation. The state of the population at time t, Xt = (St, I
1
t , . . . , I

n
t , Rt), is a

vector giving the number of individuals in each of the classes at time t. As St +∑n
k=1 I

k
t +Rt = N , the state can be simplified to Xt = (St, I

1
t , . . . , I

n
t ). The state space

of the standard SI(n)R model is given by

S =

{
Xt ∈ {0, . . . , N}n+1 : St +

n∑
k=1

Ikt ≤ N

}
.

The SI(n)R model has three kinds of transitions, being transmission, phase change

and recovery which are governed by two parameters, the effective contact rate, β, and

the recovery rate, γ. Infectious individuals each make effective contact with the other

N − 1 individuals in the population at rate β, however infections only occur if the

infectious individuals make effective contact with a susceptible individual. Hence the

instantaneous infection rate in the population at time t is
βSt

∑n
k=1 I

k
t

N−1
. We define γ such

that 1/γ is the mean infectious period, hence the rate at which phase changes occur

for infectious individuals is γn. Therefore the instantaneous phase change rate in the

population at time t is γnIkt , for k = 1, . . . , n− 1, and the instantaneous recovery rate

at time t is γnInt .

The labelled SI(n)R model in a population of N individuals tracks the state of each

individual as susceptible (s), infectious (i), or recovered (r). The state of the population

at time t, Xt :=
(
X1
t , . . . , X

N
t

)
, is a vector giving the state of each individual at time

t, that is, Xk
t ∈ {s, i, r} for k = 1, . . . , N . Let the total number of susceptible and

infectious individuals in the population at time t be given by St =
∑N

k=1 1{Xk
t =s} and

It =
∑N

k=1 1{Xk
t =i}, respectively. The state space of the labelled SI(n)R model is

S = {s, i, r}N .

The labelled SI(n)R model has two kinds of transitions, being transmission and recov-
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ery which are governed by the effective contact rate, β, and the recovery rate, γ. The

infection rate in the population is as before, however, as individuals are labelled at time

t there are St individuals each of which become infected at rate βIt
N−1

. Each infectious

individual then recovers with a Gamma(n, nγ) infectious period. Note that the labelled

representation of the SI(n)R model is a semi-Markov model, where infections occur as

an inhomogeneous Poisson process and recovery times depend on the infection times.

2.2.2 Homogeneous SE(n1)I(n2)R model

The SEIR model is an extension of the SIR model where there is a delay between the

individual contracting the disease and being able to spread the disease; individuals in

this class are referred to as exposed (E). Here we describe a more general model which

allows the exposed period to be Erlang-n1 distributed, the SE(n1)I(n2)R model. In this

section we describe only the labelled SE(n1)I(n2)R model, but note that the standard

SE(n1)I(n2)R model can be expressed in a similar way to the standard SI(n)R model.

The labelled SE(n1)I(n2)R model, with a population of size N , tracks which in-

dividuals are susceptible (s), exposed (e), infectious (i) or recovered (r). This is a

semi-Markov model as times of infections and recoveries depend on the times of ex-

posure and infection respectively. The state at time t is given by Xk
t ∈ {s, e, i, r}

for k = 1, . . . , N . The number of infectious and recovered individuals are as in the

labelled SI(n)R model, in addition we define the number of exposed individuals as

Et :=
∑N

k=1 1{Xk
t =e}. The state space of the labelled SI(n1)E(n2)R model is

S = {s, e, i, r}N .

The labelled SE(n1)I(n2)R model is defined in terms of three transitions, being trans-

mission (or exposure), infection and recovery which are governed by parameters for

transmission rate, β, infectious rate, σ, and recovery rate, γ respectively. As in the

labelled S(n2)R model, susceptible individuals become exposed at time t according

to instantaneous exposure rate βIt
N−1

and infectious individuals have a Gamma(n2,n2γ)

infectious period. This model also has exposed individuals, which are exposed for a

Gamma(n1,n1σ) distributed time before becoming infectious. The latent and infectious
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periods are defined such that their expected values are 1/σ and 1/γ, respectively.

Transmissibility, or how easily the disease spreads through a population, for the

homogeneous SI(n)R and SE(n1)I(n2)R models is most commonly quantified in terms

of the basic reproduction number, R0 = β/γ. This is the expected number of sec-

ondary infections of a primary infected individual in a large population of susceptible

individuals. Another measure of transmissibility is the early growth rate, which is the

exponential rate at which the number of infectious individuals increases in the early

stages of an epidemic, this is calculated as the solution to

r(r + σn1)n1 −R0γ(σn1)n1

(
1−

(
r

γn2

+ 1

)−n2
)

= 0, (2.5)

as described in [15]. Note that the above equation holds for the SI(n)R model where

n1 = 0 and n2 = n. The reproduction number is a quantity that indicates on average

how many people will get infected, whereas the growth rate indicates how quickly the

epidemic spreads.

2.2.3 Household models

Epidemic models with two levels of mixing are models where individuals make effective

contact according to two different rates [43]. In this thesis we consider specific epidemics

with two levels of mixing called household epidemic models. These models consider

individuals grouped into M mutually exclusive households, where the kth household

has some known size, Nk. Individuals make effective contact at a high rate within

households and at a low rate between households. Household epidemic models can be

SIR-type or SEIR-type; here we describe the general household model for either type of

epidemic model. Household epidemic models have a much more complicated state space

than their homogeneous counterparts, as each household acts as a homogeneous epi-

demic in which infection can also be imported from other households. The simplest way

to describe household epidemic models is by considering a model with labelled house-

holds, that is, we consider an epidemic model which tracks the state of each household

as opposed to a model which aggregates the total number of households of the same

size which are in the same state. Let hk be a vector which tracks the state of the kth

household, so a state is given as a list of states of each household, h := {h1, . . . , hM},
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and the state space is given by Ŝ = {h : hk ∈ Sk, for k = 1, . . . ,M}, where Sk is the

state space of a household of size Nk. Here Sk is either the state space of a standard

SI(n)R or SE(n1)I(n2)R model for a population of size Nk.

Within-household transmission, recovery and, for a SEIR-type model, infection, oc-

cur within a household as in the homogeneous model. Households interact via between-

household transmission events, which are governed by a between-household effective

contact parameter, α. Specifically, let α be the rate at which individuals make effective

contact with other individuals outside of their household. Let It, s
k
t and ikt be the total

number of infectious individuals in the population, the number of susceptibles in house-

hold k and the number of infectious individuals in household k at time t respectively.

Note that between-household effective contact only occurs between members of differ-

ent households, so household k has skt individuals that the disease can be transmitted

to, between-household transmission can occur from It− ikt individuals, and susceptible

individuals could make between-household contact with
∑

j 6=kNk individuals. Hence,

the rate at which between-household transmission occurs and is transmitted to an in-

dividual in household k is
αskt (It−ikt )∑

j 6=k Nk
.

To quantify the overall transmissibility in household epidemic models we calculate

the household reproduction number, R∗ [43]. This is the expected number of households

infected by a primary infectious household in a population of susceptible households;

where a household is considered infectious while it contains at least one infectious

or exposed individual and a household is considered susceptible if it contains only

susceptible individuals. It is one of at least five reproductive numbers that might

be used when assessing the controllability of a disease in a community of households

[44–46]. We consider R∗ in this thesis as it is relatively easy to calculate and interpret.

Let {Xt}t∈R+ be the Markov chain that describes the state of an individual household

from the time of the first exposure. Let I(k) be the function which returns the number

of infectious individuals corresponding to state k. Then

R∗ = E

[∫ ∞
0

αI(Xt) dt

]
,

where X0, the initial state of the process, corresponds to a household with a single in-

fectious individual and all other individuals susceptible [43,47]. This can be calculated
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by solving a system of linear equations depending on the parameters of the epidemic

model; the household growth rate can be calculated similarly [48,49].
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2.3 Bayesian Inference

This section outlines the statistical quantities and methods that will be considered

throughout this thesis for estimating model parameters. Once model parameters are

inferred, epidemiological parameters of interest such as reproduction numbers and early

growth rate, may be inferred as functions of the model parameters. All inference meth-

ods considered in this thesis are Bayesian, that is, we consider parameters to have

distributions, rather than a fixed value, to be inferred.

Given a set of observations, y, and model parameters, θ, it is natural to consider the

likelihood function, L(θ) = p(y|θ), the probability of observing data y given parameters

θ. Finding the θ that maximises this function is a sensible target for inference. However,

in a Bayesian paradigm the objective is reversed and the quantity of interest is the

posterior distribution, p(θ|y), that is, the distribution of the parameters, θ, given

observations, y. Not only is the argument that maximises the posterior distribution

of interest, but the variance and other quantities can be analysed once a posterior

distribution is inferred. By Bayes theorem the posterior distribution is given by

p(θ|y) =
p(y|θ)p(θ)∫

Θ
p(y|θ)p(θ) dθ

=
L(θ)p(θ)∫

Θ
L(θ)p(θ) dθ

, (2.6)

where p(y) =
∫

Θ
L(θ)p(θ)dθ is a normalising constant known as the evidence; the dis-

tribution p(θ) reflects our prior beliefs about θ in the absence of data, this is known as a

prior distribution. Note that the prior distribution is not inferred, it is specified before

inference takes place. However, the choice of prior distribution may have a substantial

impact on inference, so it is important that it is chosen carefully. Priors are usually

chosen based on one of three reasons: they are chosen based on existing knowledge of

their values; they are chosen to be flat with wide support, or to be objective Jeffreys

priors, for when there is not existing knowledge of their values; or, they are chosen

to improve computational efficiency for inference. The latter is possibly a trade-off

against the former two. For example, some priors (known as conjugate priors) allow

for the posterior distribution to have a closed form, which circumvents the need for

integration and simplifies computation; they may have a mean and variance informed

by existing knowledge or may be chosen to be relatively uninformative.
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The model evidence can be thought of as the likelihood of a given model, it is

the probability that the data was generated from the assumed model, so it can be

used to perform Bayesian model selection. That is, with a set of candidate models,

{M1,M2, . . . ,Mk}, and observed data, y, the evidence of model i is p(y|Mi). So if

one chooses a prior of the candidate models, p(Mi), the posterior model probability can

be calculated as

p(Mi|y) =
p(y|Mi)p(Mi)∑k
j=1 p(y|Mj)p(Mj)

,

and is interpreted as the probability that the process is described by model Mi given

the observed data and the prior distributions. Alternatively, models can also be com-

pared by Bayes Factors, which are a ratio of model evidences; these tell us how many

times more likely observations are under one model compared to another model [50].

Though, choosing a model based on Bayes Factors is equivalent to choosing based on

posterior model probabilities with a uniform prior over candidate models. One benefit

of Bayes factors is that they do not need to be recomputed when another candidate

model is added to the set of potential models; though the recalculation of posterior

model probabilities are simple if model evidence has already been computed.

In many cases the posterior distribution is impossible to calculate analytically, due

to the difficulty in calculating the evidence and/or the likelihood, so sampling based

methods are typically employed. The remainder of this section discusses methods that

can be used to sample from posterior distributions. Sampling methods can also be

useful in estimating the evidence, and hence, performing Bayesian model selection.

2.3.1 Markov chain Monte Carlo

A classic method for Bayesian inference is Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC); this

is a class of algorithms which sample from a Markov chain with a stationary distri-

bution equal to a distribution of interest [51, 52]. In the context of model fitting, the

Markov chain samples over the parameter space of the model being fitted. Sampling

from the Markov chain’s stationary distribution allows for estimation of the posterior

distribution [51,52]. A common MCMC method is the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm,

this allows the posterior distribution to be approximated without needing to evaluate
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the evidence [51, 52]. Pseudocode for a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is shown in Al-

gorithm 2. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm requires a choice of proposal density

q(θ′|θ), a distribution that samples the next candidate parameter set, θ′, given the

current parameter set, θ. As long as q(θ′|θ) ensures irreducibility of the Markov chain,

convergence to the posterior distribution is assured. Here irreducibility means that it

is possible for the Markov chain to hit any state from any initial state. The choice

of prior, p(θ), and proposal density, q(θ′|θ), influence the rate of convergence of the

Markov chain to its stationary distribution [51,52].

Initialization:

Set a prior distribution p(θ);

Set some initial set of parameter values θ(0);

Set n = 0;

Set the number of iterations to some large value, K;

Set a proposal density of the form q(θ′|θ);

Iterations: while n ≤ K do

sample a candidate θ′ from q(θ′|θ(n));

sample a uniform [0,1] variable, u;

calculate α(θ(n), θ′) = L(θ′)p(θ′)q(θ(n)|θ′)
L(θ(n))p(θ(n))q(θ′|θ(n)) ;

if u < α(θ(n), θ′) then

θ(n+1) = θ′;

else

θ(n+1) = θ(n);

end

n = n+ 1;

end

Algorithm 2: Metrolpolis-Hastings algorithm

Algorithm 2 generates a Markov chain with stationary distribution equal to the

the posterior distribution from Equation (2.6). Hence, we need to decide when the

Markov chain has reached stationarity. The number of iterations until the Markov

chain is thought to reach stationarity, b, is referred to as burn in; this is often chosen

graphically. Specifically, we plot θ(n) for n = 0, ..., K and choose b, such that there
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is no trend in θ(b:K); this plot is known as a trace plot [51, 52]. Examples of trace

plots are shown in Figure 2.2. The top left panel shows a clear upwards trend, so

stationarity has not been reached. The top right panel shows a large jump at about

1000 iterations, so perhaps 1000 is an appropriate burnin, but more iterations are

needed to make an informed choice. The bottom left panel shows that samples are

moving around the same region for many iterations, this indicates that the stationary

distribution may have been reached, so little burn in is required. The last panel shows

very slow movement, or mixing, around the state space; many more samples may be

needed to assess stationarity. An alternative to checking a single trace plot is to run

the algorithm multiple times with various initial parameter values, θ(0), and compare

trace plots to choose b such that each of the trace plots show similar behaviour. Once
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Figure 2.2: Trace plots from MCMC algorithms

the burn in has been chosen, samples from the Markov chain, θ(b:K), can be used to
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calculate quantities of interest, such as expectations of functions of the parameters,

which can be estimated by

E[f(θ)] =
1

K − b+ 1

K∑
i=b

f
(
θi
)
.

Alternatively, a kernel smoother can be applied to the samples to approximate the

posterior distribution, p(θ|y); an example of this is given in Figure 2.3. In this thesis

kernel densities are estimated by MATLAB functions ‘kde’, ‘kde2’ or ‘akde’ by Botev

et al. [53].

The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is simple and easy to implement, however, it as-
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Figure 2.3: An example of using MCMC samples to estimate a posterior distribution

via kernel smoothing. The left panel is a scatter plot of samples of parameters, β

and γ, from an MCMC algorithm. The right panel is a contour plot of the posterior

distribution which is estimated via kernel smoothing.

sumes that the likelihood is computationally efficient to evaluate. In this thesis we

consider data that arises from partially-observed Markov chains, so the likelihood can

be written in terms of a matrix exponential calculation. However, these calculations

become computationally infeasible for all but the simplest models with small state

spaces. The remainder of this section addresses methods for Bayesian inference which
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do not require calculation of the likelihood function; the two main tactics used to per-

form this kind of inference are either to simulate in a way to give unbiased estimates of

the likelihood, or to infer unobserved transitions of the model via imputation methods

which then allow calculation of a likelihood.

2.3.2 Gibbs sampling

Gibbs sampling is a tool used in Bayesian inference, and in this thesis it has particular

utility in data-augmented MCMC (see Section 2.3.3) [17]. The Gibbs sampling scheme

allows samples from a joint distribution to be obtained via sampling from conditional

distributions. For example, consider joint density p(θ) where θ = {θ1, . . . , θk}. If it is

difficult to sample from p(θ), one can instead sample consecutively from conditional

distributions, p(θj|θ\{θj}), a large number of times (as given in Algorithm 3). After

a large number of iterations these samples are approximately distributed according to

p(θ). These kinds of sampling schemes, however, scale poorly with the dimension of

the parameter space and samples exhibit poor mixing when the target distribution is

non-convex as can be the case for posterior distributions related to SEIR models (see

Figure 2.8). The Gibbs sampler can be generalised, so that rather than sampling ex-

actly from p(θj|θ\{θj}), one can sample a candidate θj and accept the candidate with

the same acceptance-rejection probability as in a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm; we

refer to this as a Hastings step.

Initialization:

Choose an initial parameter set, θ(0) = {θ(0)
1 , . . . , θ

(0)
k };

Choose a large number of samples, K;

Sampling:

for n = 1 : K do

for j=1:k do

sample θ
(n)
j from p(θj|θ\{θj})

end

end

Algorithm 3: Gibbs sampling algorithm

Figure 2.4 shows an example of Gibbs sampling. The left panel shows the sample
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path over the parameter space alternates between jumps in the θ1 and θ2 directions.

Level sets of the target density are shown under the sample path in the left panel of

Figure 2.4, and the right panel shows a kernel density estimate of the target density

based on 10,000 Gibbs samples.
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Figure 2.4: An example of Gibbs sampling with target density p(θ), where θ = {θ1, θ2}.

The left panel shows the sample path for the first 50 Gibbs samples plotted over the

target density. For this example the target density is Gaussian and hence conditional

densities used by the Gibbs sampler are univariate Gaussian. The left panel shows

contours of a kernel density approximation of p(θ) based on 10,000 Gibbs samples.

2.3.3 Data-augmented MCMC

Data-augmented Markov chain Monte Carlo (DA-MCMC) is a powerful, exact, Bayesian

inference method for partially-observed Markov chain inference problems in which the

full likelihood is intractable. The general approach is to construct an augmented like-

lihood, the joint density of the data and the missing information given the model

parameters, and use this to construct a single-component Metropolis-Hastings algo-

rithm. Essentially it works by increasing the dimension of the inference problem in

order to infer missing events as well as parameters via Gibbs sampling or Hastings

steps [17]. That is, our observations, y1:T , are augmented by the full hidden Markov
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chain, x[0,T ]. The idea is that if the likelihood, p(y1:T |θ), is intractable then we can

sample from the joint posterior,

p
(
θ, x[0,T ]|y1:T

)
∝ p

(
y1:T , x[0,T ]|θ

)
p(θ)

∝ p
(
y1:T |x[0,T ], θ

)
p
(
x[0,T ]|θ

)
p(θ),

and integrate with respect to x[0,T ]. Note, p(x[0,T ]|θ) is given as a product of terms given

by Equation (2.4), so if p
(
y1:T |x[0,T ], θ

)
is known this posterior has a tractable aug-

mented likelihood function, p
(
y1:T , x[0,T ]|θ

)
. The remainder of this section gives some

examples of DA-MCMC implemented for epidemic models. These examples are based

on uniform priors, however, other sensible choices include: uninformative, exponen-

tial priors with low rate parameter; informative inverse uniform priors on parameters

(this is equivalent to a uniform prior on the average time spent in a compartment); or,

gamma distributed priors, which are conjugate to the augmented likelihood for many

of the models in this thesis and hence allow for efficient computation.

Example 1: SIR model

The data-augmented MCMC implemented here is a modified version of that described

in [17]. The main idea of the algorithm is that we augment the observations, y1:T ,

with a complete SIR process, x[0,T ], in which all transition times and events are given

from time 0 up to time T . Suppose our data show the total number of infection

events at a daily resolution; we must choose an x[0,T ] that agrees with y1:T in that

the number of infections each day in x[0:T ] must match up with the entries of y1:T

and must describe a feasible SIR process. Let t1 = 0, t2 . . . , tn−1, tn = T denote the

transition times and boundaries of [0, T ]. Let A be the set of transition time indices

that correspond to infection events (excluding the initial infection) and B be the indices

that correspond to recovery events. Note that, provided that x[0,T ] agrees with y1:T , we

have that p(y1:T , x[0,T ]|θ) = p(x[0,T ]|θ). Hence, by Equation (2.4), we have an augmented

likelihood of the form

f(y1:T , x[0,T ]|β, γ) =
∏
i∈A

βSti−1
Iti−1

N − 1

∏
j∈B

γItj−1
exp

{
−
∫ T

0

βStIt
N − 1

+ γIt dt

}
,

where the integral can be expressed in terms of a sum in terms of x[0,T ],∫ T

0

βStIt
N − 1

+ γIt dt =
n−1∑
j=1

(
βStjItj
N − 1

+ γItj

)
(tj+1 − tj).
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We proceed by taking Gibbs samples from f(β|x[0,T ], y[0:T ], γ) and f(γ|x[0,T ], y[0:T ], β),

and Hastings samples from f(x[0,T ]|β, γ, y[0,T ]). Suppose we have priors β/γ ∼ Uniform(a,b)

and γ ∼ Uniform(c,d), then

f(β|x[0,T ], y1:T , γ) ∝
β
f(y1:T , x[0,T ], β, γ)

∝
β
f(y1:T , x[0,T ]|β, γ)p(β|γ)p(γ)

∝
β
β|A| exp

{
−
∫ T

0

β
StIt
N − 1

dt

}
for β ∈ [aγ, bγ].

where ‘f ∝
β
g’ is notation for ‘f is proportionate to g with respect to β’. Hence,

β|x[0,T ], y1:T , γ ∼ Gamma

(
|A|+ 1,

∫ T

0

StIt
N − 1

dt

)
[aγ,bγ]

,

where Gamma(a, b)x refers to a gamma distributed variable with shape parameter a

and rate parameter b, truncated to the interval x. Similarly

f(γ|x[0,T ], y[1:T ], β) ∝
γ
γ|B|−1 exp

{
−
∫ T

0

γIt dt

}
for γ ∈ (c, d),

so,

γ|x[0,T ], y[1:T ], β ∼ Gamma

(
|B|,

∫ T

0

It dt

)
[c,d]

for |B| 6= 0.

Note that the shape parameter of f(γ|x[0,T ], y[0:T ], β) is |B|, rather than |B|+1, because

the conditional prior for β is given by p(β|γ) = 1/(γ(b − a)). As it is computation-

ally efficient to sample from gamma distributed random variables, sampling from these

conditional densities is highly efficient. Note, if |B| = 0, that is, there are no recoveries

in x[0,T ], Hastings steps are necessary to sample γ.

Lastly we sample from f(x[0,T ]|y[0:T ], β, γ) by performing Hastings steps. These

steps need to ensure irreducibility of the proposed x[0,T ] over the space of SIR epi-

demics which agree with the observed data. Hence, if given a feasible x[0,T ] we need

to be able to move infection times to over the day, move recovery events over [0, T ],

and, as we do not know the number of recoveries, we need to be able to insert and

remove recovery events. The Hastings steps consist of choosing one of these four kinds

of proposals according to an arbitrary pmf {p1, p2, p3, p4} and then proposing one the
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following moves accordingly.

(i) Uniformly randomly select an infection event and move it uniformly over the day

to give candidate path x′[0,T ]. Accept this candidate path with probability

min

{
f(y1:T , x

′
[0,T ]|β, γ)

f(y1:T , x[0,T ]|β, γ)
, 1

}
.

(ii) Uniformly randomly select a recovery event and move it uniformly over [0, T ] to

give candidate path x′[0,T ]. Accept this candidate path with probability

min

{
f(y1:T , x

′
[0,T ]|β, γ)

f(y1:T , x[0,T ]|β, γ)
, 1

}
.

(iii) Uniformly randomly select and remove a recovery event to give candidate path

x′[0,T ]. Accept this candidate path with probability

min

{
f(y1:T , x

′
[0,T ]|β, γ)|B|p4

f(y1:T , x[0,T ]|β, γ)Tp3

, 1

}
.

(iv) Insert a recovery event at a Uniform(0, T ) distributed time to give candidate path

x′[0,T ]. Accept this candidate path with probability

min

{
f(y1:T , x

′
[0,T ]|β, γ)Tp3

f(y1:T , x[0,T ]|β, γ)(|B|+ 1)p4

, 1

}
.

So the DA-MCMC algorithm, in this case, begins by choosing a feasible initial hid-

den process, x[0,T ], and model parameters. This can be done by sampling parameters

from the prior distribution, uniformly generating infection times over each day, and

Exponential(γ) infectious periods for every observed infectious case; this can be re-

peated until a feasible realisation from the SIR process is obtained. The algorithm

proceeds by sampling from truncated gamma-distributed random variables and propos-

ing simple Hastings steps for many iterations. After many iterations, the values of β

and γ will be a sample from the posterior distribution of interest, f(β, γ|y1:T ). Note

that this is a simple implementation of the DA-MCMC algorithm for demonstrative

purposes; great efficiencies can be made by optimising the proposal density in the Hast-

ings step or by using a non-centered reparameterisation of the model [54,55].

Example 2: Labelled SIR model

An alternative approach to this inference problem is to assume a more complicated
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Markov chain. In this new chain individuals are labelled, that is, a state in the chain

gives information on which individuals are susceptible, infected and recovered, as de-

scribed in the second half of Section 2.2.1. The reason we consider this slightly more

complicated Markov chain is that, rather than uniformly randomly proposing recovery

times over [0, T ], we can propose infectious periods for each individual from an appro-

priate distribution. Proposed changes to the underlying epidemic process are accepted

more often, which improves mixing. Further, the method becomes simpler as we no

longer need to change the dimension of the sample space; we can simply allow recov-

eries to occur after time T , as illustrated in Figure 2.5. While it is counter-intuitive

to fix the dimension of the hidden process at its largest possible value, this allows the

Hastings steps to be defined in terms of only two kinds of transitions, and, it simplifies

that augmented likelihood function. Further, this approach easily extends to more

complicated models.

Figure 2.5: An Illustration of the labelled SIR process. The infectious periods of

individuals are shown by red horizontal lines. Note that we have data up to the present

time, T , but for the purposes of inference we impute recovery times of all infectious

individuals, allowing recoveries to occur in the future.
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The new likelihood for transitions up to time T is given by

f(y1:T , x[0,T ]|β, γ) = γ|B|
∏
i∈A

βIti−1

N − 1
exp

{
−
∫ T

0

βStIt
N − 1

+ γIt dt

}
. (2.7)

However, as we allow recoveries to occur after time T , there is an extra term incor-

porated into the likelihood. After time T we observe no more infections, we merely

need to account for recoveries. Hence, the process can simply be thought of as a death

process, giving

f(x[T,∞)|β, γ) = γ|A|+1−|B| exp

{∫ ∞
T

γIt dt

}
, (2.8)

noting that absorbtion into It = 0 is guaranteed for some finite t. Combining Equations

(2.7) and (2.8) gives

f(y1:T , x[0,∞)|β, γ) =γ|A|+1β|A|
∏
i∈A

Iti−1

N − 1
exp

{
−
∫ T

0

βStIt
N − 1

dt

}
× exp

{
−
∫ ∞

0

γIt dt

}
.

Equation (2.8) can be simplified further by noting that
∫∞

0
It dt is simply the sum of

the infectious periods of each individual. Let the infectious period of individual p be

denoted by ∆p. We can express the augmented likelihood as

f(y1:T , x[0,∞)|β, γ) =γ|A|+1β|A|
∏
i∈A

Iti−1

N − 1
exp

{
−
∫ T

0

βStIt
N − 1

dt

}

× exp

−
|A|+1∑
p=1

γ∆p

 . (2.9)

Hence the marginal posterior for γ is

γ|β, x[0,∞), y1:T ∼ Gamma

|A|+ 1,

|A|+1∑
p=1

∆p


[c,d]

,

and the β marginal posterior is as in the previous example.

The Hastings step now consists of choosing between shifting an infection event or

an infectious period according to p and 1 − p, for p ∈ (0, 1). Specifically, the changes

to x[0,∞) are made as follows.

(i) Uniformly randomly select an infection time and move it uniformly over the day to

get candidate path x′[0,T ]. Accept the new path with probability

min

{
f(y1:T , x

′
[0,T ]|β, γ)

f(x[0,T ]|β, γ)
, 1

}
.
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Figure 2.6: Kernal density estimates of the posterior distribution based on DA-MCMC

samples from the labelled SIR model (left) and standard SIR model (right). The

true parameters are (β, γ) = (0.5, 0.75) with prior distribution given by β/γ ∼

Uniform(0.9,10) and γ ∼ Uniform(0.02,4). The population was of size N=100000

and inference is performed on a data set with 417 individuals infected over 33 days.

The kernel density estimates are based upon 1.5× 107 samples with 5× 106 iterations

of burn-in. The red dot is the MAP estimate and the black dot is the true parameter

values.

(ii) Uniformly randomly select an individual that became infectious over [0,T], q, and

sample a candidate Exponential(γ) distributed infection duration, ∆′q, to get candidate

path x′[0,T ]. The new point is accepted with probability

min

{
f(y1:T , x

′
[0,T ]|β, γ)e−γ(∆q−∆′q)

f(x[0,T ]|β, γ)
, 1

}
.

Figure 2.6 demonstrates that this method agrees with the unpaired version of the

algorithm. The benefit of this method is that, although each iteration may take slightly

longer, mixing is improved.

Example 3: Labelled SI(n)R model

Exponentially distributed infectious and latent periods are often assumed for computa-

tional reasons; in many cases it is more realistic to consider a less skewed distribution,

the simplest such distribution to implement is an Erlang distribution. Here we present

methodology for a homogeneous SIR model with Erlang(n, λ) infectious period; this is

often referred to as a labelled SI(n)R model. Throughout this thesis we let λ = nγ, such

that the mean infectious period is still 1/γ. Inference for this model via DA-MCMC

does not technically require n to be an integer, however, we only consider integers here
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to easily allow the model to be represented as a CTMC after inference.

We derive the augmented likelihood by considering the labelled approach from

the previous example. Under the labelled approach we know if there are |A| + 1

infections those individuals must each have n − 1 phase changes and a recovery; so

these individuals must have n(|A| + 1) transitions that occur at rate λ. Further, as

the rates of this likelihood do not change from phase change events, the augmented

likelihood may be expressed in terms of infectious periods without considering the

phase change transitions. Hence, the augmented likelihood is given by

f(y1:T , x[0,∞)|β, λ) =
∏
i∈A

βIti−1

N − 1
exp

{
−
∫ T

0

βStIt
N − 1

dt

}

× λn(A+1) exp

−λ
|A|+1∑
i=1

∆p

 .

Note that as this likelihood does not depend on the times of phase changes we can

consider a likelihood which only accounts for infection events and recovery events, that

is, we need not augment our data with all of the hidden transitions; this allows us to per-

form inference in a lower dimensional space. To get a new augmented likelihood in this

lower dimensional space we integrate the augmented likelihood with respect to the inter-

arrival times of all of the phase changes of each individual (where individual p has phase

i duration ∆i
p); that is we integrate over the region Ap =

{
∆

(1:n−1)
p :

∑n−1
k=1 ∆k

p ≤ ∆p

}
for all p. This yields a new augmented likelihood, f̂ , of the form

f̂(y1:T , x[0,∞)|β, λ) = f(y1:T , x[0,∞)|β, λ)

|A|+1∏
p=1

∆n−1
p

(n− 1)!

=
∏
i∈A

βIti−1

N − 1
exp

{
−
∫ T

0

βStIt
N − 1

dt

}

×
|A|+1∏
p=1

λn∆n−1
p

(n− 1)!
exp {−λ∆p} . (2.10)

Hence during the Hastings step we need not sample phase change events. Note the

likelihood above is expressed in a way such that it highlights the relationship of the

likelihood function with the Erlang distributed recoveries. Further, it can be shown

that for labelled models the augmented likelihood can be split into a term related

to the inhomogeneous Poisson transmission process and a term of the product of the

infectious period pdf’s; this is the result of all individuals acting independently after
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transmission. That is, for, a SIR model with a general infectious period that depends

on parameters ψ, the augmented likelihood becomes

f(y1:T , x[0,∞)|β, ψ) =
∏
i∈A

βIti−1

N − 1
exp

{
−
∫ T

0

βStIt
N − 1

dt

} |A|+1∏
p=1

f(∆p|ψ);

a similar statement can be made with respect to the labelled SEIR-type model.

Let λ have a Uniform(0.1n, 4n) prior distribution. From Equation (2.10) it follows

that the marginal posterior distribution for λ is

λ|β, x[0,∞), y1:T ∼ Gamma

n(|A|+ 1),

|A|+1∑
p=1

∆p


[0.1n,4n]

;

the marginal posterior distribution for β is as described in the previous sections. Lastly

the Hastings steps consists, again, of either shifting the infection times or recovery times

of the hidden process according to probabilities p and 1− p for p ∈ (0, 1). Specifically,

the changes are made to x[0,∞) as follows.

(i) Uniformly randomly select an infection time, and uniformly choose a candidate

infection time over the day. The new point is accepted with probability

min

{
f̂(y1:T , x

′
[0,∞)|β, λ)

f̂(y1:T , x[0,∞)|β, λ)
, 1

}
.

(ii) Uniformly randomly select an individual that became infectious, say individual p,

and sample a candidate Erlang(n, λ) distributed infectious period, ∆′p. The new point

is accepted with probability

min

{
f̂(y1:T , x

′
[0,∞)|β, λ)

f̂(y1:T , x[0,∞)|β, λ)
×
(

∆p

∆′p

)n−1

e−λ(∆p−∆′p), 1

}
.

The interesting feature of this scheme is that there is no need to keep track of the

time of phase changes and there is no need to consider the number of individuals in

each infectious phase, as there are no parts of the augmented likelihood that depend

on these. Hence, the paired approach for the SI(n)R model should be computationally

similar for all n ∈ N.

Results from the inference using a single simulation of a SI(3)R epidemic are shown

in Figure 2.7. From this we observe that the high kernel density values appear quite
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linear with very little variance about the line. This shows that, due to the low variance

in the infectious period, we are able to accurately estimate R0; however there is still

uncertainty around individual parameter estimates.
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Figure 2.7: A Kernal density estimate of the parameters from an SI(3)R model (left)

and kernel density estimate of R0 (right) from DA-MCMC. The true parameters are

(β, γ) = (0.5, 0.6) with prior distribution given by β/γ ∼ Uniform(0.9,10) and γ ∼

Uniform(0.02,4). The population was of size N = 105 and inference is performed on

a data set with 438 individuals infected over 21 days. The kernel density estimates

estimates are based upon 2× 107 samples with 5× 106 iterations of burn-in. The black

points are the MAP estimate and the red points are the true parameter values.

An extension of this approach is to also infer the shape parameter of the model;

the extension simply requires sampling from

f(n|γ, β, x, θ) ∝
n

(
∏|A|+1

p=1 λ∆p)
np(n)

n!|A|+1
; (2.11)

note that for p(n) on finite support, sampling is a matter of calculating f(n|γ, β, x, θ)

and normalising. In practice these quantities can be difficult to work with, as they

require division by a factorial number to a possibly large power. For all but small

data sets the mixing of the MCMC is slow in n, this is one motivation for a sequential

DA-MCMC algorithm which is discussed further in Section 3.3.

Example 4: SEIR model with stochastic seeding time

In this section we present the methodology for data augmented inference on a homo-

geneous SEIR model. Suppose that the process is still initialised by a single infectious
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individual seeded in the population at a Uniform(0, 1) distributed time. The only

difference between the SEIR and the SIR model is that there is a Exponential(σ) dis-

tributed time between the exposure of an individual to the disease and the time at

which they become infectious.

Similar to before, with C as the set of indicies corresponding to exposures from

time t1, the joint density conditional on β, σ, γ and t1 can then be expressed as

f(y1:T , x(t1,T ]|β, σ, γ, t1) =
∏
i∈A

βSti−1
Iti−1

N − 1

∏
j∈B

γIti−1

∏
k∈C

σEti−1

× exp

{
−
∫ T

t1

βStIt
N − 1

+ σEt + γIt dt

}
.

The marginal distributions of β and γ are as for the homogeneous SIR model, except

now the rates are integrated from t1. We are left to sample from the marginal posterior

distributions of σ and t1. Suppose the prior of σ is Uniform(e, f). The marginal

distribution of σ, is similar to the other parameters,

σ|β, γ, x(t1,T ], t1 ∼ Gamma

(
|C|+ 1,

∫ T

t1

Et dt

)
[e,f ]

.

The marginal posterior distribution t1 is given by

f(t1|β, σ, γ, x[t2,T ]) ∝
t1
f(y1:T , x(t1,T ]|β, σ, γ, t1)p(t1)

= e(β+γ)t1

[∫ min{1,t2}

0

e(β+γ)t dt

]−1

=
(β + γ)e(β+γ)t1

e(β+γ)min{1,t2} − 1
for t1 ∈ (0,min{1, t2}),

as the model assumption is that t1 is seeded uniformly over the day, though condi-

tionally t1 must occur before t2. As the cdf of the marginal posterior of t1 is an-

alytically invertible, t1 may be sampled via inverse transform sampling. Note that

|B| ≤ |A|+ 1 ≤ |C|+ 1, as the number of exposures and recoveries are bounded below

and above by the number of observations, respectively. As the latent process needs to

be altered by shifting removing or inserting exposure events, there are three new kinds

of Hastings steps compared to those for the standard SIR model. We make one of the

seven moves according to distribution {p1, . . . , p7}. The moves related to exposures are

as follows.
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(v) Uniformly randomly select an exposure time event and choose a candidate Uniform(t1, T )

distributed recovery time to get new sample path x′(t1,T ]. The new path is accepted

with probability

min

{
f(y1:T , x

′
(t1,T ]|β, λ, t1, σ)

f(y1:T , x(t1,T ]|β, λ, t1, σ)
, 1

}
.

(vi) If |C| > |A| uniformly randomly select an exposure time and remove it to get new

sample path x′(t1,T ]. The new path is accepted with probability

min

{
f(y1:T , x

′
(t1,T ]|β, λ, t1, σ)|C|p7

f(y1:T , x(t1,T ]|β, λ, t1, σ)(T − t1)p6

, 1

}
.

(vii) Insert a Uniform(t1, T ) distributed exposure time to get new sample path x′(t1,T ].

The new path is accepted with probability

min

{
f(y1:T , x

′
(t1,T ]|β, λ, t1, σ)(T − t1)p6

f(y1:T , x(t1,T ]|β, λ, t1, σ)(|C|+ 1)p7

, 1

}
.

Results for a simulated data set for the SEIR model are shown in Figure 2.8. Note

that there appears to be poor identifiability in individual parameters, as the posterior

shows relatively high variance, however the posterior appears to peak along the line

where the reproduction number and growth rate take their input values. That is, while

the data may not be rich enough to distinguish all model parameters, it may still be

used to accurately infer important epidemiological quantities.

2.3.4 Particle filters

Particle filters, a kind of Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) method, are a Bayesian infer-

ence method which targets a sequence of distributions [56]. This allows new data to be

incorporated into the inference procedure without needing to perform inference anew

on the whole series of observations. Further, these methods are embarrassingly paral-

lelisable, which allows for efficient inference on a cluster. In this section we describe

particle filters in their simplest form, in which a set of model parameters is fixed and

the hidden process, x[0:T ], is to be inferred.

Given some initial state density p(x0), the Q-matrix of the hidden process and a set

of observations y1:T , we wish to estimate the sequence of distributions of the hidden
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Figure 2.8: Kernel density estimate of the parameters from a SEIR model. These are

based upon 2 × 107 samples with 5 × 106 iterations of burn-in. The true parameter

values are given by the intersection of the black lines, the red dot gives the MAP

estimate and the red dotted line is the line which gives the intersection of the true

value of R and the early growth rate.

process, p(x[0,T ]|y1:T ), and the likelihood function, p(y1:T ). SMC typically makes use of

the recursive formula

p(x[0,t+1]|y1:t+1) =
p(x[0,t+1], yt+1|y1:t)

p(yt+1|y1:t)

= p(x[0,t]|y1:t)
p(x(t,t+1], yt+1|y1:t, x[0,t])

p(yt+1|y1:t)

= p(x[0,t]|y1:t)
p(x(t,t+1], yt+1|xt)

p(yt+1|y1:t)

= p(x[0,t]|y1:t)
p(yt+1|x[t,t+1])p(x(t,t+1]|xt)

p(yt+1|y1:t)
, (2.12)

where the likelihood function is given by a product of likelihood increments,

p(yt+1|y1:t) =

∫
p(yt+1|x[t,t+1])p(x(t,t+1]|xt) dx(t,t+1]. (2.13)

Typically when the state space is large it is difficult to evaluate Equation (2.13), and

hence Equation (2.12). Thus, many methods aim to sample from the sequence of target

distributions p(x[0,t]|y1:t) and use the samples to estimate the likelihood function.
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Here we outline a common particle filter method for estimating solutions to Equa-

tions (2.12) and (2.13), the sequential importance sampling filter [22]. This is a method

which obtains unbiased samples of x[0,t] by sequentially sampling x(t,t+1] from arbitrary

densities and accounting for the sampling procedure. These could be obtained via a

Doob-Gillespie algorithm, or if available, they could be obtained by sampling exactly

from p(x[t,t+1)|xt, yt+1), or by some other method. The algorithm is as follows: Take

N samples, or particles, x
(1:N)
0 , from some density q0(x0). For each i calculate particle

weights,

wi0 =
p(xi0)

q0(xi0)

and normalised weights

W i
t =

wit∑N
j=1w

j
t

. (2.14)

From t = 1 we proceed by recursively sampling xi(t−1,t] from arbitrary density q(·|xt−1)

and estimate p(xi[0,t]|y1:t) up to proportionality by calculating weights

wit = W i
t−1

p(yt|xi[t−1,t])p(x
i
(t−1,t]|xit−1)

q(xi(t−1,t]|xt−1)
,

which is a particle approximation of Equation (2.12) up to proportionality. The particle

filter approximation of p(x[0,t]|y1:t) is given by

p̂(x[0,t]|y1:t) =
N∑
i=1

δxi
[0,t]

(x[0,t])W
i,

where δx denotes the Dirac delta function with mass at x. The particle filter approxi-

mation of the likelihood increments, from Equation (2.13), is given by

p̂(yt|y1:t−1) =
N∑
i=1

wit.

The product of likelihood increments provide an unbiased estimate of the likelihood

[57]. One issue with the particle filter is that some sampling densities can lead to

weights with infinite variance and, more generally, the variance becomes large when

applying the sequential importance sampling filter to a long series of observations.

Variance can be decreased by resampling particles, where particle i is resampled with

probability W i
t . Once resampling is performed the particle weights are set to W i

t = 1
N

for i = 1, . . . , N . The resampling procedure removes particles associated with low

weights, which correspond to unlikely realisations of x[0,t], and increases the number
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of particles that correspond to likely realisations of x[0,t] given y1:t. The sequential

importance sampling algorithm with resampling is aptly referred to as the Sequential

Importance Resampling algorithm; see Algorithm 4. Algorithm 4 only gives output for

inferring the current state of the system, xT ; in practice one can infer x[0,T ] via saving

full trajectories x[0,t] at each iteration. Resampling need not be performed at every

iteration, a common strategy is to only resample if the effective sample size (ESS)

drops below a given threshold, say ζN for ζ ∈ (0, 1] [22]. The effective sample size is

given by

ESS =
1∑N

i=1 (W i)2
.

The ESS represents the number of approximately independent samples in a set of cor-

related samples.

Resampling particles many times often leads to particles xT coming from few initial

states x0; this issue is referred to as particle degeneracy. That is, if N is not sufficiently

large and we start with a sample x
(1:N)
0 and sequentially resample the particles many

times, the number of distinct x0 values can only decrease. More generally, earlier states

of the system will be degenerate if T is large and N is not sufficiently large. Particle

degeneracy implies that we have few distinct samples from the posterior distribution,

so estimates have high error. The method of resampling has an effect on how quickly

particle degeneracy occurs. Algorithm 4 uses multinomial resampling for simplicity,

but generally systematic resampling can improve performance [22, 58]. A solution

to particle degeneracy is to implement a smoothing method, for example, forwards-

filtering backwards sampling [59]. As the particle filter gives unbiased estimates of the

likelihood function, the particle filter admits joint parameter and state inference, this

is explained further in Section 2.3.5.
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Inputs: The number of particles, N and observed data, y1:T .

Outputs: The likelihood, p̂(y1:T ) and weighted particles,
{
xiT ,W

i
}N
i=1

.

Initialization:

for i = 1, . . . , N do

Sample an initial state xi0 ∼ q0(·);

Calculate initial weight wi =
p(xi0)

q(xi0)
;

end

For i = 1, . . . , N calculate normalised weights W i = wi/
∑N

j=1w
j ;

Iterations:

for t = 1 : T do

Importance sampling step:

for i = 1, . . . , N do

Sample xi(t−1,t] from arbitrary density q(·|xt−1);

Update weights;

wi = W i
p(yt|xi[t−1,t])p(x

i
(t−1,t]|x

i
t−1)

q(xi(t−1,t]|x
i
t−1)

;

end

For i = 1, . . . , N calculate normalised weights W i = wi/
∑N

j=1w
j ;

p̂(y1:t) =
(∑N

i=1w
i
)
p̂(y1:t−1);

Resampling step:

if some condition holds then

Sample N indicies, r1, . . . , rN , from 1, . . . , N with probabilities W 1, . . . ,WN ;

For i = 1, . . . , N set the new particle according to index ri, that is, set{
xit,W

i
}

= {xrit , 1/N};

end

end

Algorithm 4: Psuedocode for a sequential importance resampling algorithm

2.3.5 Particle-marginal MCMC

Particle-marginal MCMC (PM-MCMC) is a method which allows parameter inference

to be performed when the likelihood function is intractable [60]. It uses positive unbi-

ased estimates of the likelihood function, which can be obtained from a particle filter,

in an otherwise standard MCMC scheme. This new MCMC scheme still converges to

the target distribution; however this new scheme exhibits slower mixing and requires
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a longer burn in period than the ideal MCMC algorithm [60].

Here we outline and justify the particle-marginal Metropolis-Hastings algorithm

by expanding upon the description given in [60]. The algorithm works by creating a

Markov chain that samples over the parameter space and a space of positive, unbiased,

likelihood estimates. Once the Markov chain reaches stationarity, the samples from the

parameter space are distributed according to the posterior distribution. Specifically,

given some initial point θ and likelihood estimate p̂(y|θ), we propose the next parameter

value and likelihood estimate according to θ∗ ∼ q1(·|θ) and p̂(y|θ∗) ∼ q2(·|θ∗); where q1

is an arbitrary sampling density and q2 is such that E [p̂(y|θ)] = p(y|θ). The proposal

is accepted with probability

min

{
1,
p̂(y|θ∗)p(θ∗)q1(θ|θ∗)
p̂(y|θ)p(θ)q1(θ∗|θ)

}
,

which is the acceptance probability used in a standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm

where the likelihood is replaced by the unbiased estimate, p̂(y|θ). Note that the accep-

tance probability above is equal to

min

{
1,
p̂(y|θ∗)p(θ∗)q1(θ|θ∗)q2(p̂(y|θ∗)|θ∗)q2(p̂(y|θ)|θ)
p̂(y|θ)p(θ)q1(θ∗|θ)q2(p̂(y|θ∗)|θ∗)q2(p̂(y|θ)|θ)

}
.

We can see that this is equivalent to an accepting a proposal of p̂(y|θ∗) and θ∗ in a

MCMC scheme that targets p̂(y|θ)q2(p̂(y|θ)|θ)p(θ) up to proportionality. Marginalising

over p̂(y|θ) gives

p(θ)

∫
p̂(y|θ)q2(p̂(y|θ)) dp̂(y|θ) = p(y|θ)p(θ),

therefore the stationary distribution of the Markov chain marginalised with respect to

p̂(y|θ), is equal to the posterior distribution. As particle filters give unbiased estimates

of the likelihood one can choose sampler q2 to be a particle filter that samples unbiased

estimates of the likelihood. Hence, PM-MCMC can be used to obtain samples from

the parameter space, and for each of these parameter samples the particle filter gives

samples from the state space.

2.3.6 Sequential Monte Carlo squared

Sequential Monte Carlo squared (SMC-squared) is an algorithm for both inferring pa-

rameters and states of a partially-observed stochastic process [24–26]. The algorithm
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uses a sequential importance resampling algorithm in the parameter space where the

weight of each parameter value is obtained via a particle filter in the state space. This

allows parameter and state estimates to be updated sequentially as new data are ob-

tained. This provides an alternative to PM-MCMC, where the sequential nature of

the algorithm allows samples to be made in important parts of the parameter space

(samples with reasonable posterior support). During the inference, SMC-squared also

offers an estimate of the model evidence, which allows one to perform Bayesian model

selection. However, the error in the model evidence estimate can be too large to effec-

tively select between models [25].

Algorithm 5 is an example of an SMC-squared algorithm. The algorithm considers

Nθ weighted particles in the parameter space, {θi,W i}Nθi=1, where each parameter set,

θi, is associated with Nx state particles, [{xt}Nxj=1]i. For simplicity Algorithm 5 assumes

that each state particle has the same weight; though in practice one can run an SMC-

squared algorithm while keeping track of both state particle weights and parameter

particle weights. The state particles will have equal weights if resampling is performed

after the particle filter step, or if the states are sampled such that the weights are

equal, such as via the Alive particle filter [25]. Algorithm 5 avoids particle degeneracy

(discussed in Section 2.3.4) by performing a resampling step (to remove particles with

low posterior support) and a rejuvenation step (to smooth particles in the parameter

space). Just as in the sequential importance resampling algorithm, this step is imple-

mented when the ESS drops below a threshold, ζNθ, for ζ ∈ (0, 1]. Here, as the aim

is to avoid degeneracy in the parameter space, as opposed to the state space, one can

use a PM-MCMC kernel to rejuvenate particles. The PM-MCMC rejuvenation aims to

shift particles, which already correspond to values with posterior support, around the

parameter space such that there are many unique samples from the parameter space

which have posterior support. The proposals of the PM-MCMC steps can also be in-

formed by the particles; for example, fitting a Gaussian mixture to the current set of

particles, which allows parameters to be sampled in parts of the parameter space which

are known to have reasonable posterior support. Although the rejuvenation step avoids

degeneracy of parameters and state particles, it does not decrease error in estimates

of the evidence. Further, it is difficult to determine how many PM-MCMC steps are

necessary to shift parameter particles around the state space sufficiently. A main contri-

bution of this thesis is a modified SMC-squared algorithm with a rejuvenation step that
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allows evidence estimates to be updated to a given accuracy and incorporates stopping

criterion that allows for sufficient iterations to be made to avoid particle degeneracy.
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Inputs: The number of particles, Nθ, the number of state particles, Nx, the number

of PM-MCMC steps for each particle in rejuvenation step, R, and observed data, y1:T .

Outputs: The evidence, p̂(y1:T ) and weighted particles,
{
θi,W i

}Nθ
i=1

.

Initialization:

for i = 1, . . . , Nθ do

Generate an initial parameter set θi ∼ p(θ);

Set initial weight W i = 1/Nθ;

For j = 1, . . . , Nx generate initial state xj0 ∼ q0(·);

Resample initial states, where index j is sampled in proportion to
p(xj0)

q0(xj0)
;

end

for t = 1 : T do

for i = 1 : Nθ do

Particle filter step:

Run an iteration of the particle filter with inputs: θi,
[
{xt−1}Nxj=1

]i
and yt;

Return outputs:
[
{xt}Nxj=1

]i
and p̂

(
yt|y1:t−1, θ

i
)
;

Update likelihood estimates p̂(y1:t|θi) = p̂(y1:t−1|θi)p̂
(
yt|y1:t−1, θ

i
)
;

Update unnormalised weights wi = p̂(yt|y1:t−1, θ
i)W i;

end

Calculate normalised weights
{
W i
}Nθ
i=1

;

p̂(y1:t) =
(∑Nθ

i=1w
i
)
p̂(y1:t−1);

ESS = 1/
∑Nθ

i=1

(
W i
)2

;

if ESS < ζNθ then

Resampling:

for i = 1 : Nθ do

Sample index r with probability W r;

Set

{
θi,
[
{xt}Nxj=1

]i
,W i

}
=
{
θr,
[
{xt}Nxj=1

]r
, 1/Nθ

}
end

Rejuvenation:

for i = 1 : Nθ do

Run R iterations of PM-MCMC with inputs:
[
{xt}Nxj=1

]i
, θi and p̂(y1:t|θi);

Return outputs: updated samples of
[
{xt}Nxj=1

]i
, θi and p̂(y1:t|θi).

end

end

end

Algorithm 5: An SMC-squared algorithm



Chapter 3

Efficient Bayesian Inference for

Epidemics

This chapter discusses applications of efficient data-augmented Markov chain Monte

Carlo (DA-MCMC) for inferring parameters of epidemic models, given First Few Hun-

dred (FF100) study data. Section 3.1 introduces an efficient implementation of DA-

MCMC for inferring parameters of a household SIR model and compares this with

an MCMC scheme that uses an approximation of the likelihood based on branching

processes. Section 3.2 gives an implementation of DA-MCMC applied to a household

SE(2)I(2)R model with a realistic household size distribution. Lastly, Section 3.3 de-

scribes a new kind of method dubbed sequential data-augmented Markov chain Monte

Carlo (SDA-MCMC), which sequentially performs DA-MCMC in order to improve mix-

ing. This is applied to a homogeneous SIR model and multiple independent outbreaks

from an SI(n)R model with unknown shape parameter.

3.1 Data-Augmentation for an SIR Household Model

This section discusses some results from [6], which considers the problem of inferring

epidemic parameters of an SIR household model supposing we only observe the total

number of infections in each household at a daily resolution. This paper compares a

branching process method developed in [61], with a novel, efficient data-augmented

MCMC scheme. As such, this section highlights the data-augmented MCMC scheme

and shows a comparison of the two methods.

47
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3.1.1 Model and data assumptions

For this study we consider a SIR household model, as described in Section 2.2.3, in

a population of M households each of size N . Here we let households be the same

size for simplicity, however, these methods could easily be applied to a population of

households of various sizes; the next section addresses a model with inhomogeneous

household sizes.

We suppose all individuals in the population are initially susceptible, that is, the

state of household j is (st, it, rt) = (N, 0, 0) for j = 1, . . . ,M . At some Uniform(0, 1)

distributed time, t1, an infectious individual is seeded in the population. Without

loss of generality the infection can be assumed to be seeded in the first household,

that is, the state of the system becomes (st, it, rt) = (N − 1, 1, 0) for household 1 and

(st, it, rt) = (N, 0, 0), for households j = 2, ...,M . Once infection is seeded the SIR

household dynamics progress the spread of the epidemic.

We consider the SIR process as a partially-observed Markov chain where we only

observe the cumulative number of infections in each household on each day up to some

time, T . That is, we observe y = {y1, . . . , yT}, where yt is a vector of length M which

counts the total number of infections that have occurred over time (t − 1, t] in each

household. Figure 3.1 gives a visual representation of the data, red dots correspond to

observed cases in each household on each day.

3.1.2 Inference

We augment our data with the transition times and states to give x(t1,T ]. Let m ∈{∑T
t=1 yt, ..., 2

∑T
t=1 yt

}
be the unknown number of transitions over time (t1, T ]. Ad-

ditionally we augment the data with a classification of missing events, that is, we

augment the data by transition labels φ ∈ {within, between, recovery}m. This is such

that we can construct sets of transition indices, A, B and C, which correspond to

within-household infection, between-household infection and recovery events respec-

tively (excluding the first infection event). Let tj denote the time of the jth transition

and h(j) denote the household whose state changes at time tj. In writing down the
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Figure 3.1: A single realisation showing the times of symptom onset, binned into days,

in the first 50 infected households at the beginning of an epidemic outbreak. The size

of points corresponds to the number of infections on that day. The lines provide a

visual reference to link infections within the same household.

expression for the augmented likelihood function we adopt the convention that all quan-

tities sht , i
h
t and It are the number of susceptible individuals in household h, the number

of infectious individuals in household h and the number of infectious individuals in the

population at time t respectively. The augmented likelihood is the joint density of y

and x(t1,T ] conditional on the between household infection rate, α, within household

infection rate, β, recovery rate, γ, and seeding time, t1. This is expressed as

f
(
y, x(t1,T ], φ|α, β, γ, t1

)
=1{y,x(t1,T ],φ}

∏
j∈A

βs
h(j)
tj−1

i
h(j)
tj−1

N − 1

∏
k∈B

αs
h(k)
tk−1

(
Itk−1

− ih(k)
tk−1

)
N(M − 1)

∏
l∈C

γi
h(l)
tl−1

× exp

{
−
∫ T

t1

γIt +
M∑
h=1

βsht i
h
t

N − 1
+
αsht

(
It − iht

)
N(M − 1)

dt

}
, (3.1)

where 1{y,x(t1,T ],φ} denotes the indicator function which takes value 1 if x(t1,T ] with

transitions according to labels φ could give rise to data set y. Note that the house-

hold model makes no distinction between the state change associated with a within

or between household infection, however, augmenting the data with labels φ allows us

to distinguish the sets A, B and C. This allows the augmented likelihood to have a

product form which permits the use of conjugate priors. The use of conjugate priors

allows the algorithm to run efficiently via Gibbs sampling in the α, β and γ dimensions.
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We suppose that α, β/γ and 1/γ have independent Uniform(0.05,1), Uniform(0.25,4)

and Uniform(0.25,7) priors respectively. This implies that γ has prior p(γ) = 1/6.75γ2

and β has conditional prior p(β|γ) = 1/3.75γ. For simplicity let tm+1 := T . From

Equation (3.1), the conditional distributions of α, β and γ are

α|β, γ, x(t1,T ], φ ∼ Gamma

|B|+ 1,
m∑
j=1

M∑
h=1

shtj

(
Itj − ihtj

)
(tj+1 − tj)

N(M − 1)


[0.05,1]

,

β|α, γ, x(t1,T ], φ ∼ Gamma

(
|A|+ 1,

m∑
j=1

M∑
h=1

shtj i
h
tj

(tj+1 − tj)
N − 1

)
[0.25γ,4γ]

and

γ|α, β, x(t1,T ], φ ∼ Gamma

(
|C| − 2,

m∑
j=1

Itj(tj+1 − tj)

)
[1/7,4]

,

where the subscripts denote the support of the distributions. The conditional distri-

bution of γ has shape parameter |C|− 2 due to the γ terms in the denominators of the

prior distributions; this means that if |C| ≤ 2 Hastings steps may be needed to sample

γ.

As the first event, an infection at time t1, is generated at some Uniform(0, 1) dis-

tributed time, the prior distribution of t1 is Uniform(0, 1) and hence the conditional

distribution is given by

f
(
t1|α, β, γ, x[t2,T ], φ

)
=

(α + β + γ)e(α+β+γ)t1

e(α+β+γ)min{1,t2} − 1
, for t1 ∈ (0,min{1, t2})

which can be sampled efficiently by inverse transform sampling [62].

Lastly we are left to find a way of sampling from f
(
x(t1,T ], φ|β, α, γ, t1, y

)
. We do

this using a Hastings algorithm with five possible moves, described below. We abbrevi-

ate f
(
y, x(t1,T ], φ|β, α, γ, t1

)
by f

(
x(t1,T ], φ

)
for simplicity and denote our candidate val-

ues for x(t1,T ] and φ by x∗(t1,T ] and φ∗ respectively. To sample from f
(
x(t1,T ]|β, α, γ, t1, y

)
we randomly choose from the following five kinds of moves according to an arbitrary

probability mass function with non-zero components, {q1, . . . , q5}:

(i) Uniformly randomly select an infection time, tj, and choose a candidate Uniform(btjc, dtje)
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distributed infection time. The candidate is accepted with probability

min

f
(
x∗(t1,T ], φ

∗
)

f
(
x(t1,T ], φ

) , 1
 .

(ii) Uniformly randomly select an infection event and change its type, φj, from between

to within household infection or vice versa. The candidate is accepted with probability

min

{
f
(
x(t1,T ], φ

∗)
f
(
x(t1,T ], φ

) , 1} .
(iii) Uniformly randomly select a recovery time, tj, and choose a candidate Uniform(tk, T )

distributed recovery time, where tk is the time of the first infection within the house-

hold. The candidate is accepted with probability

min

f
(
x∗(t1,T ], φ

∗
)

f
(
x(t1,T ], φ

) , 1
 .

(iv) Insert a Uniform(tk, T ) distributed recovery time in a randomly chosen household.

Let M̂ be the number of households infected by time T . The candidate is accepted

with probability

min

f
(
x∗(t1,T ], φ

∗
)
M̂(T − tk)q5

f
(
x(t1,T ], φ

)
(|C|+ 1)q4

, 1

 .

(v) Uniformly randomly select and remove a recovery event with probability

min

 f
(
x∗(t1,T ], φ

∗
)
|C|q4

f
(
x(t1,T ], φ

)
M̂(T − tk)q5

, 1

 .

For the study presented here we implemented DA-MCMC by proposing moves (i)-(v)

with probabilities q1 = q2 = 0.05 and q3 = q4 = q5 = 0.3. Each iteration of the

DA-MCMC algorithm is comprised of Gibbs samples of α, β, γ and t1 followed by a

Hastings step for x(t1,T ] and φ as per (i)-(v). The stationary distribution of the samples

is the joint posterior distribution of x(t1,T ], φ, α, β and γ, where consecutive samples are

highly correlated. The marginal over the parameters is simply obtained by ignoring

the samples of x(t1,T ] and φ. That is, one can run the DA-MCMC algorithm for many

iterations and consider only samples of α, β, γ to estimate the posterior distribution,

f(α, β, γ|y).
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We also implement an approximate algorithm called the branching process algo-

rithm (BPA), so that we can compare the accuracy and run time to the DA-MCMC

method. The BPA is a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm where the likelihood function

is approximated under branching process assumptions. That is, the assumption that

infected households act independently after their initial infection, and hence infection

at a household level occurs as a branching process. This assumption is reasonable if

the number of households in the population is large and the proportion of susceptible

individuals in the population is close to one, this is because the between rate at which

new households are infected becomes αStIt
NM−1

≈ αIt and the rate at which infection

within an already infectious household occurs is αst(It−it)
MN−1

≈ 0, as It, st << MN . The

likelihood function for BPA is made up of components related to the number of newly

infected households over each day and components related to within-household infec-

tions over each day. The distribution of the number of newly infected households over

day t is approximated by Poisson(E[
∫ t
t−1

αIsds]), where this expectation is calculated

via a modified forwards-backwards algorithm and a convolution method. The within-

household infection component is made up of simple matrix exponential calculations,

which are calculated in the process of computing E[
∫ t
t−1

αIsds]. For more details on

the BPA see [6].

3.1.3 Results

We compare the DA-MCMC algorithms performance with the branching process al-

gorithm (BPA) on 50 simulated data sets with true parameter values (α, β, γ) =

(0.32, 0.4, 1/3) and 50, 000 households of size N = 3 (the average household size in

Australia is estimated to be 2.6 [63]). We only include data sets where at least 400

households became infected. The parameters are chosen such that the average infec-

tious period, 1/γ, is three days (this is a typical infectious period for influenza), the

average number of secondary infections from a primary infectious individual in a large

household of susceptibles, R0 = β/γ, is 1.2 and the average number of secondary house-

holds infected by a primary infectious household in an otherwise susceptible population,

R∗, is approximately 1.8. The simulated data sets are from the full stochastic household

model, whereas BPA performs inference under a branching process assumption, that

is, it assumes that households are conditionally independent after their initial infection.
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Each algorithm is run at various stages of the epidemic in order to show how the

posterior distributions converge as more households become infected; the inference for

each simulation is run after 50, 100, 200, 300 and 400 households become infected.

For the BPA, for each simulation, at each stage of the epidemic, 105 MCMC samples

are obtained with a burn-in of 1000 iterations. For the DA-MCMC algorithm, for each

simulation, at each stage of the epidemic, 2.5×106 iterations are run with an additional

burn-in of 106 iterations and results are thinned to a sample of size 2.5 × 105. These

numbers of iterations were chosen so that each sample had approximately the same

multivariate effective sample size (mESS), where mESS is the number of approximately

independent samples in a set of correlated samples from a multivariate distribution [64].

More iterations are needed for the DA-MCMC as the mixing is slower, the samples were

thinned for data storage reasons.

Our results are presented in terms of: maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates of

model parameters in Figure 3.2; MAP estimates of the household reproduction number,

R∗, and early growth rate, r, in Figure 3.3; and, posterior distributions of R∗ and r for

a single simulated data set over time in Figure 3.4. Means and standard deviations for

MAP estimates are given explicitly in Table 3.1.

α β γ R∗ r

True Values 0.32 0.4 0.333 1.803 0.190

BPA 0.345(0.028) 0.387(0.027) 0.310(0.034) 2.091(0.210) 0.237(0.028)

DA-MCMC 0.312(0.022) 0.392(0.027) 0.314(0.032) 1.839(0.168) 0.191(0.024)

(BPA)-(DA-MCMC) 0.033(0.012) -0.005(0.012) -0.004(0.020) 0.2519(0.066) 0.046(0.008)

Table 3.1: Means and standard deviations of maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates

of (α, β, γ, R∗, r). The means and standard deviations of the 50 MAP estimates based

upon data with 400 infected households for each parameter is shown in the form

mean(standard deviation) for the BPA and DA-MCMC methods. The last row shows

the difference in the mean and standard deviation between the two methods.

From Figure 3.2, for both methods, we observe that MAP estimates begin nega-
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Figure 3.2: Boxplots of maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates of (α, β, γ) from 50

simulations. Red and Blue boxes correspond to results from 2.5×106 iterations, thinned

to 2.5 × 105 samples, of the DA-MCMC algorithm and 105 iterations of the BPA,

respectively. MAP’s are calculated from 3-dimensional kernel density estimates. The

pairs of boxes from left to right are MAP’s from inference based upon data with 50, 100,

200, 300 and 400 infected households. Black dashed lines indicate the true parameter

values at (α, β, γ) = (0.32, 0.4, 1/3).

tively biased for all parameters and converge towards fixed points as more data are

obtained. The median of the MAPs of the BPA method for β and γ are lower than

that of the DA-MCMC method, whereas the median of the MAPs of α are higher. The

boxes associated with β and γ for each method are overlapping, whereas the boxes

associated with α are biased higher for the BPA method when data are based upon

300 and 400 infected households. In Figure 3.3, we observe that the boxes of the MAP

estimates converge to the true values of R∗ and r for the DA-MCMC method, whereas

they are biased above the true value for the BPA method. The positive bias in these

quantities is due to the overestimation of α by the BPA method. The box plots indicate

a general trend that the variability of the MAP estimates decrease as more data are

obtained. It should be noted that these box plots do not show the correlation structure
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Figure 3.3: Boxplots of maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates of (R∗, r) from 50

simulations. Red and Blue boxes correspond to results from 2.5×106 iterations (thinned

to 2.5×105) of the DA-MCMC algorithm and 105 iterations of the BPA and respectively.

MAP’s are calculated from 2 dimensional kernel density estimates. The pairs of boxes

from left to right are MAP’s from inference based upon data with 50, 100, 200, 300

and 400 infected households. Black dotted lines indicate the true parameter values at

(R∗, r) ≈ (1.803, 0.190).

of the parameters; this is not presented here as the dimension of the parameter space

makes the correlation structure difficult to display. In Figure 3.4 the posterior densities

of R∗ and r appear similar between the two methods, although the bias of the BPA is

clear.

For both methods the variability in the posterior distribution is observed to decrease

in a similar way as more households are infected. Table 3.1 shows that when inference

is run after 400 households are infected, the mean of the MAPs of both methods lie

within a standard deviation from the true values of (α, β, γ). We also find that the

average MAP estimates of β/γ is found to be 1.2484 in both methods; this excellent

agreement at the household level indicates that the branching process is an appropriate

approximation for the full household epidemic process. Out of the two methods, only

the means of the MAPs from the DA-MCMC method lie within a standard deviation
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Figure 3.4: Kernel density estimates of R∗ and r from BPA (top) and from DA-MCMC

(bottom). The BPA results are from 105 MCMC samples with 500 iterations of burn-

in. The DA-MCMC results are based upon 5 × 106 samples with 106 iterations of

burn-in. True parameter values, (R∗, r) ≈ (1.803, 0.190), are shown at the intersection

of the black dashed lines. Inference was run after 50, 100, 200 and 300 households were

observed to be infectious.

of the true values of R∗ and r. As both methods were run on the same simulations

we can compare the difference of MAPs from the two methods, this is given in the

final row of Table 3.1. The difference of the MAPs for β and γ lie within a standard

deviation of 0, the difference for α, R∗ and r are in excess of 2.5 standard deviations

from 0. This indicates that the BPA method leads to a significantly different answer,

in terms of α, R∗ and r compared to exact methods. On average we saw a 7.8%, 16.0%

and 24.7% positive error in α, R∗ and r respectively.

The efficiency of the two algorithms cannot be compared directly in terms of it-

erations per time, as samples from the DA-MCMC are more highly correlated than

samples from the BPA [65]. Hence, the algorithms are compared in terms of their

mESS per hour. Figure 3.5 shows that the DA-MCMC is initially much more efficient

than the BPA algorithm, however it scales poorly as more data are obtained and is less

efficient than the BPA after 200 households are infected. The efficiency of the BPA

algorithm appears to be highly left skewed, as there were some outlying simulations

that were much less efficient than the others. These outliers were still more efficient

when using the BPA method when inference is based on 400 infected households. Note,
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the mESS of the BPA and DA-MCMC had an average of 3366 and 4138 when infer-

ence is based on 400 infected households, so even though the results are based upon

different sample sizes, the mESS are comparable and sufficiently large. On average

the DA-MCMC algorithm with 50, 100, 200, 300 and 400 infected households will take

0.06, 0.19, 1.45, 5.14 and 13.72 hours respectively to obtain an effective sample size of

3000, whereas the BPA algorithm can do the same in 0.49, 0.53, 0.70, 0.94 and 1.24

hours respectively. The BPA method is twice as efficient as the DA-MCMC algorithm

by the time 200 households are infected and it is more than 11 times as efficient when

400 households are infected.
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Figure 3.5: Boxplots of the efficiency of each method against the number of infected

households. Here efficiency is presented in terms of log mESS per hour. These estimates

are based upon running each algorithm for 50 simulations with 50, 100, 200, 300 and

400 infected households.

In summary, we find that DA-MCMC, as an exact algorithm, leads to estimates

with lower bias than the approximate BPA. Further, these estimates have lower variance

than the BPA algorithm. For small data sets the DA-MCMC algorithm is also more

efficient, but it scales poorly as the data size increases. This indicates that for larger

data sets, if given limited computational budget, the asymptotically-exact DA-MCMC
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method may need to be swapped for the approximate BPA.
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3.2 Inference for an SE(n1)I(n2)R Household Model

This section shows an efficient way to implement DA-MCMC to infer parameters of

an SE(n1)I(n2)R model with a distribution of households from daily resolution case

data. The inference method is based on ideas from the previous section, but also uses

a labelled representation of the model to make efficient proposals and allows events to

be proposed after the time of the last observation (as discussed in Example 2, Section

2.3.3).

3.2.1 Model

We consider an SE(n1)I(n2)R household model, as described in Section 2.2.3, with

Erlang(n1, λ1) latent periods and Erlang(n2, λ2) infectious periods such that σ = λ1/n1

and γ = λ2/n2. For this study we consider a population of M households of various

sizes N1, . . . , NM , with a total population size P :=
∑M

h=1 Nh. In our example we

apply DA-MCMC to a simulated outbreak in a population of households of up to six

individuals with a household size distribution similar to that of Adelaide, informed by

the Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016 report [63]. As in Example 2, from Section

2.3.3, we suppose each individual is labelled, such that we can propose changes to the

hidden process based upon latent and infectious periods, as opposed to exposure and

infection times.

We suppose all individuals in the population are initially susceptible, that is,

the state of household j is (st, et, it, rt) = (Nj, 0, 0, 0) for j = 1, . . . ,M . At some

Uniform(0, 1) distributed time, t1, an infectious individual is seeded in the population

uniformly randomly. That is, household k moves to state (st, et, it, rt) = (Nk−1, 0, 1, 0)k

with probabilityNk/P and all other households remain in state (st, et, it, rt) = (Nj, 0, 0, 0).

Unlike in the previous section, the infection cannot be seeded in the first household;

households have different sizes, so infection is more likely to be seeded in larger house-

holds. Once infection is seeded the SE(n1)I(n2)R household dynamics progress the

spread of the epidemic.

We consider the SE(n1)I(n2)R process as a partially-observed Markov chain where

we observe only the cumulative number of infections in each household on each day
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up to some time, T . That is, as in the previous section, we observe y = {y1, . . . , yT},

where yt is a vector of length M which counts the total number of infections that have

occurred over time (t− 1, t] in each household.

3.2.2 Inference

As in the previous section we augment our data with the transition times and states to

give x(t1,T ]. Let m ∈ {
∑T

t=1 yt, ..., 2
∑T

t=1 yt} be the unknown number of transitions over

time (t1, T ]. Additionally we augment the data with a classification of missing events,

that is, we augment the data by transition labels φ ∈ {within, between, infection, recovery}m.

This is such that we can construct sets of transition indices, A, B, C and D which

correspond to within-household exposure, between-household exposure, infection and

recovery events respectively (excluding the first infection event). Let tj denote the

time of the jth transition and h(j) denote the household whose state changes at time

tj. We denote the number of infectious individuals in household h and the number

of infectious individuals in the population at time t by iht and It respectively. The

augmented likelihood is the joint density of y, φ and x[t1,T ] conditional on α, β, γ, σ

and t1. This is expressed as

f(y, x[t1,T ], φ|α, β, σ, γ, t1) =1{y,x[t1,T ],φ}
∏
j∈A

βi
h(j)
tj−1

Nh(j) − 1

∏
k∈B

α
(
I
h(k)
tk−1
− ih(k)

tk−1

)
P −Nh(k)

× exp

{
−
∫ T

t1

M∑
h=1

βsht i
h
t

Nh − 1
+
αsht

(
It − iht

)
P −Nh

dt

}

×
(

λn1
1

(n1 − 1)!

)|A|+|B|+1
|A|+|B|+1∏

l=1

δn1−1
l

 exp

−λ1

|A|+|B|∑
l=1

δl


×
(

λn2
2

(n2 − 1)!

)|D| |D|∏
r=1

∆n2−1
r

 exp

−λ2

|D|∑
r=1

∆r

 (3.2)

where It is the number of infectious individuals in the population, and sht and iht are the

number of susceptible and infectious individuals in household h, at time t. We suppose

that β and α have Uniform(0, 10) priors and γ and σ have InverseUniform(0.25,7)

priors. Hence, from Equation (3.2), their conditional distributions are

α|β, σ, γ, x[t1,T ], φ, y ∼ Gamma

|B|+ 1,
m∑
j=1

M∑
h=1

shtj

(
Itj − ihtj

)
(tj+1 − tj)

P −Nh


[0,10]

,

β|α, σ, γ, x[t1,T ], φ, y ∼ Gamma

|A|+ 1,
m∑
j=1

M̂∑
h=1

shtj i
h
tj

(tj+1 − tj)
Nh − 1


[0,10]

,
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λ1|α, γ, β, x[t1,T ], φ, y ∼ Gamma

n1(|A|+ |B|+ 1) + 1− 2,

|A|+|B|+1∑
l=1

δl


[n1/7,4n1]

,

λ2|α, σ, β, x[t1,T ], φ, y ∼ Gamma

n2|D|+ 1− 2,

|D|∑
r=1

∆r


[n2/7,4n2]

,

and as infection is seeded in the population at a Uniform(0, 1) distributed time the

conditional distribution is given by

f(t1|γ, β, α, x[t2,T ], φ) =
(α + β + λ2)e(α+β+λ2)t1

e(α+β+γ)min{1,t2} − 1
, for t1 ∈ (0,min{1, t2})

which can be sampled efficiently by inverse transform sampling.

We use a Hastings step to sample from f(y, x[t1,T ], φ|β, σ, α, γ, t1). For this model

we choose one of the following seven moves according to distribution {p1, . . . , p7}:

(i) Uniformly randomly select an individual that became infectious at time tj and

choose a candidate Uniform(btjc, dtje) distributed infectiousness time, t∗j . Randomly

choose a Gamma(n1, λ1)[0,t∗j−t1] distributed candidate exposed period δ∗l ; denote the pdf

of the candidate distribution by g1(δ∗l , t
∗
j). Randomly choose a Gamma(n2, λ2) infec-

tious period ∆∗r; denote the probability density function of the candidate distribution

by g2(∆∗r). The new point is accepted with probability

min

{
f(x∗[t1,T ], φ

∗)g1(δl, tj)g2(∆r)

f(x[t1,T ], φ)g1(δ∗l , t
∗
j)g2(∆∗r)

, 1

}
.

(ii) Uniformly randomly select an exposure event and change its type, φj, from between-

household to within-household exposure or vice versa. The new point is accepted with

probability

min

{
f(x[t1,T ], φ

∗)

f(x[t1,T ], φ)
, 1

}
.

(iii) Uniformly randomly select an individual that is exposed at time T . Randomly

choose a candidate exposure time with distribution T − Exponential(λ1
n1

)[0,T−t1], and

randomly choose a candidate infection time with distribution T + Exponential(λ1
n1

) to

give candidate latent period δ∗j . The new point is accepted with probability

min

{
f(x∗[t1,T ], φ

∗)

f(x[t1,T ], φ)
e
−λ1
n1

(δj−δ∗j )
, 1

}
.
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(iv) Uniformly randomly select an individual who is susceptible at time T in an infec-

tious household and choose a candidate T−Exponential(λ1
n1

)[0,T−t1] distributed exposure

time and corresponding T + Exponential(λ1
n1

) distributed infection time to give candi-

date exposed period, δ∗j . Let the exposure be of either type with probability 1/2.

Denote the number of susceptible individuals in infectious households by Ŝ and note

that the number of exposed individuals in the population at time T is |A|+|B|−|D|+1.

The new point is accepted with probability

min

f(x∗[t1,T ], φ
∗)

f(x[t1,T ], φ)
×

2Ŝ
(

1− e−
λ1
n1

(T−t1)
)

p4

(
λ1
n1

)2

e
−λ1
n1
δ∗j

× p6

|A|+ |B| − |D|+ 2
, 1

 ,

this probability is expressed in the form: likelihood ratio × the reciprocal of the pro-

posal density × the proposal density associated with moving from the candidate state

back to the current state.

(v) Uniformly randomly select an individual who is susceptible at time T in non-

infectious household and choose a candidate T − Exponential(λ1
n1

)[0,T−t1] distributed

exposure time and corresponding T + Exponential(λ1
n1

) distributed infection time to

give candidate exposed period, δ∗j . Note that the number of susceptible individuals in

the population at time T is P − |A| − |B| − 1. The exposure type must be a between

household exposure. The new point is accepted with probability

min

f(x∗[t1,T ], φ
∗)

f(x[t1,T ], φ)
×

(P − |A| − |B| − 1− Ŝ)
(

1− e−
λ1
n1

(T−t1)
)

p5

(
λ1
n1

)2

e
−λ1
n1
δ∗j

× p6

|A|+ |B| − |D|+ 2
, 1

 .

(vi) Uniformly randomly select an individual who is exposed at time T and remove

the corresponding exposure and infection time. If the individual is in an infectious

household accept the proposal with probability

min

f(x∗[t1,T ], φ
∗)

f(x[t1,T ], φ)
× |A|+ |B| − |D|+ 1

p6

×
p4

(
λ1
n1

)2

e
−λ1
n1
δ∗j

2(Ŝ + 1)
(

1− e−
λ1
n1

(T−t1)
) , 1

 ,

else accept with probability

min

f(x∗[t1,T ], φ
∗)

f(x[t1,T ], φ)
× |A|+ |B| − |D|+ 1

p6

×
p5

(
λ1
n1

)2

e
−λ1
n1
δ∗j

(P − |A| − |B| − Ŝ)
(

1− e−
λ1
n1

(T−t1)
) , 1

 .

(vii) For the first infected individual choose a Gamma(n2, λ2) infectious period, ∆∗r and
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accept the move with probability

min

{
f(x∗[t1,T ], φ

∗)g2(∆r)

f(x[t1,T ], φ)g2(∆∗r)
, 1

}
.

3.2.3 Results

This method was applied to a population of households with a household distribution

informed by the household distribution of Adelaide, Australia, as per the Australian

Bureau of Statistics 2016 report [63]. This report estimates the number of households

in Adelaide, Australia, with one to five individuals and the number of houses of more

than five individuals, this is shown in Figure 3.6. Hence, we apply the method to

a population with the same household distribution, however, as we have no further

information on households larger than five individuals, we suppose these all contain

six individuals. The shape parameters of the exposed and infectious periods were fixed
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Figure 3.6: The household size distribution of Adelaide, Australia, according to the

Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016 report.

at n1 = n2 = 2, this allows for these periods to have a mode that is not centred at 0

without being too restrictive on their variance. Samples are obtained by running 20

independent chains of DA-MCMC for three days with 106 iterations of burn-in, these

are thinned by a factor of 10 for data storage reasons. The priors considered here

were less informative than in Section 3.1, however, the data seem to have been able to

infer each parameter to reasonable accuracy (see Figure 3.7). Further, we are able to

infer epidemiological parameters of interest to reasonable accuracy, in particular, the

household reproduction number and early growth rate.
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A major limitation of this approach is that all cases are assumed to be observed,

whereas in reality there may be multiple unobserved households and possibly unob-

served cases in observed households. Further, a long burn-in period meant that DA-

MCMC had to run for days with multiple independent chains to obtain a reasonable

sample from the posterior distribution. The scale of days can make the approach diffi-

cult in terms of being practically useful for FF100 studies. Further, the mixing scales

poorly with the length of the time series and number of observations, so while it may

be possible to apply this with 200 infected households, it may be prohibitively slow for

300 infected households.
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Figure 3.7: Marginal kernel density estimates from DA-MCMC inference based on a

simulated data set of 200 infected households from an SE(2)I(2)R model with the

household distribution of Adelaide, Australia. The data set contained 322 infec-

tious cases over 30 days. Panels on the left give marginal kernel density estimates

of model parameters, whereas panels on the left give marginal kernel density estimates

of epidemiological parameters of interest. The DA-MCMC is based on 20 indepen-

dent chains with 106 iterations of burn-in run over three days. The samples were

thinned by a factor of 10 to give a total of 1.73× 106 samples. True parameter values,

(1/γ, 1/σ, β, α) = (1.5, 2, 0.933, 0.6).
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3.3 Sequential DA-MCMC

Sequential Monte Carlo methods are able to update a posterior distribution iteratively

as more data are obtained, rather than beginning the inference anew when new obser-

vations are made. Methods such as data-augmented MCMC do not naturally allow for

sequential updates, as they rely on imputing a whole sequence of transition times and

events. This section presents an approximate Bayesian inference algorithm, dubbed

sequential data-augmented Markov chain Monte Carlo (SDA-MCMC), that allows for

iterative updates on Markov chains with missing data. This is an approximate in-

ference method as some distributions are approximated by kernel density estimates.

The sequential updates of SDA-MCMC allow for faster mixing of the chain than DA-

MCMC in some cases, as fewer hidden variables are integrated over in each step. This

improved mixing allows SDA-MCMC to perform inference in cases that DA-MCMC

cannot, such as for inferring the shape parameter of an SI(n)R model from multiple

outbreaks data. Due to limitations of the method, which are discussed in Section 3.3.6,

this section gives a only a brief outline of SDA-MCMC and applications where it has

been applied effectively.

3.3.1 The aim of SDA-MCMC

Suppose we are to infer parameters, θ, of some Markov chain which is partially observed

over time. Assume that if we have data set y1:t, observed at times 1, . . . , t, where each

data point, ys, depends on the state of the underlying Markov chain, xt, over time in-

terval (s− 1, s] such that Pr(yt+1:T |x[0,t], y1:t) = Pr(yt+1:T |xt). The algorithm described

here does not require data to be observed at constant time steps, though it is presented

as such here for simplicity.

We present an algorithm that allows inference to be performed sequentially as more

data becomes available. More generally, the algorithm presented allows one to update

the posterior given a new set of data points, that is, the algorithm need not run every

time new data are made available, but rather, can be run in batches. This allows for

greater flexibility and possibly allows for more efficient inference.

If we have performed DA-MCMC for the parameter set, θ, based on data y1:t we
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have stored samples of θ and can construct a kernel density estimate of the posterior

distribution. Further, we would have sampled full sequences of x[0,t]. The scheme

proposed here does not require storage of the entire set of sequences, rather, we store

the state of the process at time t, xt. If we obtain more data such that we have a larger

data set, y1:T , we want to calculate the target distribution

f(θ, xT |y(1:T )) =

∫
f(θ, x[t,T ]|y1:T ) dx[t,T ).

This target distribution can be approximated by using samples from f(θ, x[t,T ]|y1:T )

and integrating over sample paths, x[t,T ). To sample from f(θ, x[t,T ]|y1:T ) we note that

f(θ, x[t,T ]|y1:T ) ∝ f(yt+1:T , x(t,T ]|xt, θ)f(θ, xt|y1:t),

∝ f(yt+1:T , x(t,T ]|xt, θ)f(θ|xt, y1:t)f(xt|y1:t).

Here we have used the conditional independence of yt+1:T , xT |xt and y1:t. Note we

already have samples from f(θ, xt|y1:t) from the DA-MCMC run at time t. So we can

create an algorithm from taking samples from f(θ, xt|y1:t) in order to sample from

f(yt+1:T , x(t,T ]|xt, θ).

3.3.2 Algorithm description

The SDA-MCMC algorithm is comprised of the following four steps.

(i) Initialise by sampling (xt, θ) from the initial DA-MCMC sample, then choose aug-

mented data x(t,T ] such that it agrees with data yt+1:T . Denote the discrete and con-

tinuous elements in θ as θd and θc respectively. For each xt and θd, calculate kernel

density estimates of θc samples to approximate f(θc|xt, θd, y1:t). Calculate probability

mass function f(xt, θ
d|y1:t) as the proportion of samples from the initial DA-MCMC

run in each state.

(ii) Sample θc by a Metropolis-Hastings step with target density

f(θc|x[t,T ], θ
d, y1:T ) ∝ f(x(t,T ], yt+1:T |xt, θ)f(θc|xt, θd, y1:t).

Often efficient proposals can be made by sampling θc with probability proportionate

to augmented likelihood, f(x(t,T ], yt+1:T |xt, θ); this is a reasonable proposal as it corre-

sponds to a Gibbs step if xt were known and yt+1:T were our only observations. The
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proposed parameters, θ̄c, is accepted with probability

f(θ̄c|xt, θd, y1:t)

f(θc|xt, θd, y1:t)
. (3.3)

(iii) Propose new θd and changes to x[t,T ] and accept via a Metropolis-Hastings step

with target density

f(yt+1:T , x(t,T ]|xt, θ)f(θc|xt, θd, y1:t)f(xt, θ
d|y1:t).

(iv) Repeat step (ii)-(iii) for many iterations.

3.3.3 SIR model example

We first apply this method to the SIR model, as one of the simplest epidemic models

that these methods could be applied to. We assume that data are the total number

of infectious cases at a daily resolution up to some time T . The method requires

the posterior distribution of the two model parameters and the number of infectious

individuals at the end of each day; note we do not need to infer any other states as

the number of susceptible individuals are known at the end of each day. That is, SDA-

MCMC requires samples from f(β, γ, It|y1:t), for some time t < T , in order to infer

f(β, γ|y1:T ) sequentially.

Suppose we have already performed DA-MCMC up to day t, and hence have samples

from f(β, γ, It|y1:t). To calculate the posterior distribution based upon data up to time

t+1, f(β, γ, It|y1:t+1) we consider the augmented likelihood at time t+1. As per usual,

assume that we augment the likelihood with hidden states x(t,t+1], where xt = (St, It).

Denote the transition times by {t1, t2, . . . , tm}, let t0 = t, and, sets A and B denote the

sets of indices that correspond to infection and recovery events over (t, t+1] respectively.

This gives augmented likelihood

f(x(t,t+1], yt+1|β, γ, xt) = 1{x[t,t+1],yt+1}f
(
x(t,t+1]|β, γ, xt

)
∝ 1{x[t,t+1],yt+1}

∏
j∈A

βStj−1
Itj−1

N − 1

∏
k∈B

γItj−1
exp

{
−
∫ t+1

t

βSτIτ
N − 1

+ γIτ dτ

}
.

Note that, with respect to β and γ, the augmented likelihood is proportional to

Gamma(|A| + 1,
∫ t+1

t
Sτ Iτ
N−1

dτ) and Gamma(|B| + 1,
∫ t+1

t
Iτ dτ) respectively. Hence,
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if β and γ are proposed according to these distributions they cancel out the likeli-

hood term in the acceptance probability, so the acceptance probability is simplified to

Equation (3.3). The augmented likelihood and these proposal densities can be used

to construct an efficient SDA-MCMC algorithm as given by Algorithm 6. We sample

new initial conditions, xt, by noting that the only unknown state at the end of day t

is It, so if a new state I∗t were chosen, S[t,T ] is unchanged and the number of infectious

individuals over [t, T ] becomes I∗[t,T ] = I[t,T ]− It + I∗t , which is only feasible if I∗[t,T ] > 0.

The acceptance probability in Equation (3.4) targets f(x[t,t+1]|y1:t+1, β
(l), γ(l)) as

f(x[t,t+1]|y1:t+1, β, γ) =
f(x[t,t+1], yt+1|y1:t, β, γ)

f(yt+1|y1:t, β, γ)

=
f(x(t,t+1]|xt, β, γ)f(xt|y1:t, β, γ)

f(yt+1|y1:t, β, γ)

=
f(x(t,t+1]|xt, β, γ)f(β, γ|xt, y1:t)f(xt|y1:t)

f(yt+1|y1:t, β, γ)f(β, γ|y1:t)
,

so the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability with proposal density f(xt|y1:t) re-

duces to Equation (3.4).

Figure 3.8 shows the posterior densities calculated by the SDA-MCMC and by a

standard DA-MCMC algorithm over time. Inference for the first 13 days was performed

by DA-MCMC and inference for days 14, 15 and 16 was performed by both algorithms

for comparison. We observe that the posterior distributions appear rather similar;

though the kernel density estimates from the SDA-MCMC algorithm appear coarser,

this is may be due to parameters being inferred by Hastings steps, rather than by

Gibbs sampling. The SDA-MCMC algorithm also, in this case, appears to show a slight

reduction in support around the boundary of the posterior distribution. For t = 14, 15

and 16, DA-MCMC and SDA-MCMC achieve a multivariate-effective sample size per

minute of 1230, 856 and 796, and, 3752, 2021 and 1955, respectively. This shows that

the SDA-MCMC in this case is much more efficient than the DA-MCMC algorithm,

that is, there is a benefit to sequentially updating the posterior in this way, rather

than running inference anew each time. Figure 3.9 shows the distributions f(It|y1:t)

for t=14, 15 and 16; they appear smooth, indicating that there were sufficient samples

to estimate p(xt|y1:t) in each iteration.
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Initialization:

Run DA-MCMC, or SDA-MCMC on data set y1:t to obtain samples from

f (β, γ, xt|y1:t).

For all xt calculate kernel density estimates of f (β, γ|xt, y1:t) from the samples of β

and γ corresponding to each value of xt.

Empirically estimate f (xt|y1:t) as the proportion of DA-MCMC samples with state xt.

Choose initial parameters (β, γ)(0) and augmented data x[t,t+1], set x
(0)
t+1 = xt+1.

Set the number of iterations to some large K.

Iterations:

for l = 1 : K do

Hastings Step for β and γ:

Propose β∗ according to Gamma
(
|A|+ 1,

∫ t+1
t

Sτ Iτ
N−1 dτ

)
Propose γ∗ according to Gamma

(
|B|+ 1,

∫ t+1
t Iτ dτ

)
Let (β, γ)(l) = (β, γ)∗ with probability

min

{
1,

f (β∗, γ∗|xt, y1:t)

f
(
β(l−1), γ(l−1)|xt, y1:t

)} ,
otherwise (β, γ)(l) = (β, γ)(l−1).

Hastings Step for xt:

Propose x∗t from f(xt|y1:t) and set x∗[t,t+1] = x[t,t+1] − xt + x∗t .

If x[t,t+1] is feasible given y1:t+1, let x
(l)
t+1 = x∗t+1 and x[t,t+1] = x∗[t,t+1] with

probability

min

1,
f
(
x∗(t,t+1]|β

(l), γ(l), x∗t

)
f
(
β(l), γ(l)|x∗t , y1:t

)
f
(
x(t,t+1]|β(l), γ(l), xt

)
f
(
β(l), γ(l)|xt, y1:t

)
 , (3.4)

otherwise x
(l)
t+1 = x

(l−1)
t+1 .

Hastings Step for x(t,t+1]:

Move infection times and/or insert, remove or move recovery times as in the

DA-MCMC algorithm

end

Save (β, γ, xt+1)(1:K) as samples from f(β, γ, xt+1|y1:t+1).

Algorithm 6: An example of the SDA-MCMC algorithm for an SIR model.
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Figure 3.8: Posterior distributions of an SIR model calculated from the SDA-MCMC

algorithm (left) and the DA-MCMC algorithm (right). The population size was N =

100000 and the true parameter values were (R0, γ) = (1.5, 1/3). The model is initialised

at a Uniform(0, 1) time in state (N − 1, 1, 0). The algorithm progresses 1 day at

a time from top to bottom, beginning from two weeks worth of data. The black

dots corresponds to the true parameter values and red dots correspond to the MAP

estimates.
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Figure 3.9: The posterior distribution of the number of infectious individuals, f (It|y1:t),

for t = 14, 15 and 16.
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3.3.4 Modifications for independent outbreak data

Suppose we observe p independent outbreaks of the same disease, we can express the

augmented posterior distribution (up to proportionality) as

f
(
θ, x1:p|y1:p

)
∝ f(θ)

p∏
i=1

f
(
xi, yi|θ

)
,

where xi is the entire path corresponding to outbreak i and yi is the datum obtained

over outbreak i. Note that here we use superscripts to denote the outbreak index,

whereas previously we used subscripts to index time. Suppose we were to observe

completed outbreaks over time, if we had performed inference on m completed out-

breaks and then data on p −m more outbreaks became available, we can express the

augmented posterior distribution as

f
(
θ, xm+1:n|y1:n

)
∝ f

(
θc|θd, y1:m

)
f(θd|y1:m)

p∏
i=m+1

f(xi, yi|θ).

Estimating the posterior distribution based on all p outbreaks now only requires im-

putation of hidden variables related to the p−m new outbreaks, that is, we need not

impute hidden variables related to the first m outbreaks. Inference is performed simi-

lar to in Algorithm 6, where f
(
θc|θd, y1:m

)
is analogous to f (β, γ|xt, y1:t), f(θd|y1:m) is

analogous to f (xt|y1:t) and
∏n

i=m+1 f(xi, yi|θ) is analogous to the augmented likelihood

f(x(t,t+1], yt+1|β, γ, xt).

3.3.5 SI(n)R example

Suppose there is data on multiple completed outbreaks from an SI(n)R epidemic where

n is an unknown parameter to be inferred. Once many infections occur, mixing be-

comes prohibitively slow for the DA-MCMC algorithm and some states corresponding

to positive probability become virtually inaccessible (as discussed in Section 2.3.3, Ex-

ample 3). A DA-MCMC scheme that can be applied to multiple completed outbreaks

is outlined in Appendix A; we apply both an SDA-MCMC and a DA-MCMC scheme

to a simulated data set from multiple completed SI(n)R outbreaks. Figure 3.10 shows

that the DA-MCMC algorithm results in a posterior distribution with no support for

n = 1, whereas the SDA-MCMC algorithm returns a posterior distribution with sup-

port for n = 1. Clearly there is non-zero posterior probability for n = 1, this highlights
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that the DA-MCMC algorithm mixes very slowly in the n dimension whereas the SDA-

MCMC algorithm has successfully reduced the correlation between successive iterations

by integrating out the latent parameters in batches.
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Figure 3.10: Posterior distributions calculated using the SDA-MCMC algorithm (left)

and a DA-MCMC algorithm (right) based upon case data from 200 SI(2)R com-

pleted outbreaks in subpopulations of size 3. The true parameter values are (R0, γ) =

(1.5, 1/3) and infection is seeded in each household at a Uniform(0, 1) distributed time.

The red dot corresponds to the MAP estimate and the black dot corresponds to the

true parameter value. SDA-MCMC was based upon inference performed on batches of

67, 67 and 68 outbreaks with 1× 107 iterations and 2× 106 iterations of burn-in each.

The DA-MCMC algorithm was performed based upon 1 × 107 iterations and 2 × 106

iterations of burn-in.

3.3.6 Discussion

SDA-MCMC targets the same sequence of distributions as SMC, however, SDA-MCMC

may be preferable if it is difficult to simulate from x(t,T ] in a way that agrees with the

data set yt+1:T . The new algorithm requires us to have a reasonable empirical approx-

imation to f(xt, θ
d|y1:t) from the initial DA-MCMC run; so if the sample size from

the initial DA-MCMC is too low this distribution may be inaccurate. These inaccu-

racies are most likely to occur in Markov chains with high-dimensional state-spaces or

if f(xt, θ
d|y1:t) has large variance. The algorithm also relies on us having a reasonable
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approximation of f(θc|xt, θd, y1:t), which can also be inaccurate depending on mixing

of the DA-MCMC chain. Further, kernel density estimation of f(θc|xt, θd, y1:t) is inef-

ficient to compute for high-dimensional θc. For example, we attempted to implement

this for the SEIR model but calculation and use of the kernel density estimate was too

computationally expensive.

Some of the key differences from DA-MCMC is that SDA-MCMC is that

f(x(t,T ], yt+1:T |yt+1:T , xt, θ) does not have an analytical form, as it depends on f(xt, θ|y1:t),

which is estimated via kernel density estimation, whereas, DA-MCMC considers aug-

mented likelihood of the form f(x[0,T ], y1:T |θ), which typically can be expressed analyt-

ically. As a result we generally cannot Gibbs sample from the parameters, so Hastings

steps are required.

A difficulty in constructing the Hastings step is that x(t,T ] trivially depends on xt

so it could be difficult to sample paths with new starting points; that is, we may need

to sample an xt and based on the xt alter x(t,T ] to ensure feasibility of the new sample

path. For compartmental models when xt is sampled, states x(t,T ] can be moved up or

down accordingly, such that all events in (t, T ] are preserved (though feasibility does

need to be checked). For example in the SIR case, we propose a new state I∗t so the

number of infectious individuals over [t, T ] becomes I∗[t,T ] = I[t,T ]−It+I∗t , which is only

feasible if I∗[t,T ] > 0.

The reduction of support in the tails of the posterior distribution in the SIR ex-

ample indicate that some kind of rejuvenation step may be required (similar to SMC

algorithms) [22, 24]. That is, if there is too much error in the posterior distribution

estimate DA-MCMC may need to be run on the full chain. How one assesses error in

the posterior distribution estimate is unclear, which makes it difficult to decide when

to rejuvenate.
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Chapter 4

Accuracy and Precision of

Estimates Under Various

Surveillance Schemes

In the early stages of an outbreak, FF100 studies are resourced to collect data on

only the first few hundred symptomatic individuals and their contacts [3]. The most

important contacts of infectious individuals are typically members within their house-

hold, colleagues from their place of work, or peers from their school, as they are easily

surveilled and are more likely to become infected than other contacts. It is impor-

tant to optimise data collection protocols in order to most accurately characterise the

disease given limited resources to collect. This chapter aims to explore the accuracy

and precision of estimates of measures of transmissibility (the reproduction number

and exponential growth rate, as defined in Section 2.2.2) under various schemes for

collecting temporal infectious case data. In particular, we aim to determine the best

contacts to surveil: those in small subpopulations, such as households; those in large

subpopulations, such as workplaces; or, a combination of small and large subpopula-

tions. Supposing that there are resources available to surveil up to, say, 600 individuals;

we wish to decide how to split these individuals into subpopulations to obtain precise

estimates of the reproduction number and exponential growth rate. We first conduct

an analysis on the sizes of subpopulations to surveil to obtain estimates with the lowest

variance and bias under the model that generated the data. The variances of estimates

under a known model are useful, but in practice we do not know the most appropriate
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model; so it is also important to choose to surveil subpopulations in a way that is

robust with respect to model misspecification. Hence, we conduct an analysis of the

robustness of estimates under model misspecification. The bias introduced via model

misspecification shows that model selection is a necessary aspect of choosing an opti-

mal surveillance scheme.

This chapter employs DA-MCMC and SDA-MCMC to solve inference problems;

DA-MCMC is an exact Bayesian algorithm and SDA-MCMC is an approximate Bayesian

algorithm (see Chapter 3). Given a data set, estimates from these algorithms are as

precise as possible, however, some data sets are more informative than others. There

is control over how the population is surveilled given fixed resources, for example, ei-

ther households, schools or workplaces could be surveilled; differences in surveillance

protocol may lead to differences in how informative a typical data set is. Note that

these kinds of subpopulations are surveilled as they contain contacts of infectious indi-

viduals which are most easily surveilled, and, surveilling all contacts of every infectious

individual is practically infeasible. We base inference on daily infectious case count in

each of the surveilled subpopulations until the disease dies out in each subpopulation.

Hence, our data has both final size and temporal information. If we surveil many small

households, we get the benefit of observing many short sets of time series data and

many samples from final epidemic size distributions. Conversely, outbreaks in a few

large workplaces gives few samples from the final epidemic size distribution, but may

lead to long time series data. It is not yet known in the literature which of these will

lead to more informative data sets. Observing outbreaks in a mix of both small and

large subpopulations may average out the benefits and drawbacks each of the dataset

types.

Results from this chapter can be used to inform how to conduct epidemic surveil-

lance in a way that gives as precise an assessment of the disease as possible under the

models considered. Throughout this chapter there are three important assumptions:

the first is that outbreaks in subpopulations act independently, the second is that

transmission is frequency-dependent, the third is that all infectious cases are observed

within a subpopulation. The first assumption is reasonable if members of surveilled

subpopulations are non-overlapping and if the overall population is large. The second
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assumption is that the transmission rate in a subpopulation is of the form βSI/(N−1),

which depends on the proportion of the subpopulation infected, as opposed to βSI,

which depends on the number of individuals infected in the subpopulation. We mention

this assumption here to highlight that the conclusions may not carry over to density-

dependent models. In the literature household models with frequency-dependent trans-

mission [49, 66] and density-dependent transmission [67–69] have been considered.

Frequency-dependence is generally accepted as suitable for sexually-transmitted infec-

tious diseases and vector borne diseases [70]. A study, which considered both density

and frequency dependent infection for influenza A in small households, found that

frequency-dependent model was a better fit for influenza A [69]. There is some ev-

idence for density-dependant infection of pneumococcal in households [67], but it is

not known how the transmission term changes for lager households, and it is accepted

that actual transmission is likely to be somewhere between density and frequency de-

pendent [67, 68]. As there is limited knowledge of the appropriate transmission rate

function for large households, and frequency-dependent transmission suits small house-

holds for influenza A, it may be an appropriate model for transmission for pandemic

preparedness. The third assumption is reasonable if the disease results in few asymp-

tomatic cases and if we either are likely to observe the first case in a subpopulation, or

we are able to retrospectively determine the days on which individuals became symp-

tomatic.

In general, inference with model misspecification, that is, inference on a model

that did not give rise to the data, can lead to biased results. Through a simulation

study, we assess how different kinds of model misspecification on outbreaks in sub-

populations bias estimates. In particular we look at misspecification of exposed and

infectious period distributions. Misspecification has been considered in the context of

incorrectly assuming data came from a SIR model, where it is actually simulated from

an SI model [32], whereas here we consider SEIR and SIR models with different infec-

tious and exposed period distributions. Biases with respect to the basic reproduction

number, R0, under assumptions of misspecified mixing structure has been previously

investigated [33]. In comparison, this chapter investigates bias with misspecification of

the exposed and infectious period distributions on both the reproduction number and

the exponential growth rate, r. This growth rate is a function of parameters related to
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within-subpopulation infection, so in the context of small households the term does not

have a direct applicability. However, for a frequency-dependent transmission model,

the estimated growth rate translates to the exponential growth rate in outbreaks in

large subpopulations, which is of practical importance.

In cases where bias is large if the model is misspecified, it is advantageous to perform

inference on both the model and parameters. This chapter aims to understand how

different kinds of model misspecification biases estimates of transmissibility if model

selection is not performed. To this end, we compare results from inference where

data are generated and inferences are made on the model that generated the data,

and inferences are made on a different model. We use DA-MCMC to infer the model

parameters of SE(n1)I(n2)R models, and SDA-MCMC to infer both shape and model

parameters for a SI(n)R model. It should be noted that we do not make inferences

on the shape parameters of the SE(n1)I(n2)R model as the mixing for the DA-MCMC

method is prohibitively slow; alternative methods such as SMC-squared or PM-MCMC

could possibly be employed, but could be inefficient due to the relatively large data

sets. We investigate inference on multiple SE(n1)I(n2)R outbreaks using these kinds

of methods in Chapter 6.
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4.1 Methods

Our data sets are simulated from SEIR and SE(2)I(2)R models and inference is con-

ducted assuming the underlying model is a SEIR, SE(2)I(2)R or SI(n)R model (with

unknown shape parameter), for specific details on the inference procedure see Appendix

A. The data sets used give the total number of infectious cases at a daily resolution,

though, we also investigate whether final epidemic size data are more robust under

model misspecification. We assume that in each subpopulation a single infection is

seeded at a uniformly distributed time on the first day and from there on the epidemic

proceeds as per the continuous-time Markov chain model dynamics, until there are only

susceptible or recovered individuals in the subpopulations. If there are no secondary

infections in any of the subpopulations then the likelihood function is given by(
n2

R0 + n2

)n2M

,

where n2 is the shape parameter of the infectious period and M is the number of sub-

populations. Hence, if there are no secondary infections, the data set only informs the

reproduction number. Data sets without any secondary infections would infer R0 as

a low value; in this case as R0 has a uniform prior and a monotonically decreasing

likelihood function so the MAP of R0 is at its lower boundary value, 0.25. Further, the

exposed period will be entirely informed by the prior distribution and the infectious

period will be negatively biased. As such, we only include simulated data sets in which

at least one secondary infection occurs in one of the subpopulations.

We infer parameters given 600 individuals grouped into different subpopulations

and assess the impact of the grouping of the 600 individuals on inference. The goal is

to group the 600 individuals in a way such that estimates have as low variance and bias

as possible. Note, the number 600 was chosen as it is roughly the number of people

we may expect to be able to surveil, in a FF100 study and it can be divided evenly in

many ways. We simulated 250 epidemics from an SE(2)I(2)R model and a SEIR model

for both a moderately and highly transmissible disease, (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 2/3)

and (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 0.45), respectively. The scenarios considered had the 600

individuals split into 200 subpopulations of 3 individuals, 150 subpopulations of 4 in-

dividuals, a combination of 100 subpopulations of 3 individuals and 3 subpopulations
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of 100 individuals, 6 subpopulations of 100 individuals and 2 subpopulations of 300

individuals, these scenarios are labelled 200:3, 150:4, (100:3,3:100), 6:100 and 2:300

respectively. Model parameters were estimated for each simulated data set using the

DA-MCMC algorithm described in Appendix A, with a burn-in of 106 iterations with

2 × 106 samples (thinned to 2 × 105 for data storage reasons) and 10 Hastings steps

proposed for the hidden process in each iteration. Once model parameters are inferred

we calculate key epidemiological parameters R0 and r as β/γ and the solution to Equa-

tion (2.5) (Section 2.2.2) respectively [15]. All results from the DA-MCMC samples are

given as box plots of the median values and contour plots of kernel density estimates

of the posterior distribution of R0 and r.

In Section 4.2.1 we perform inference on the SEIR and SE(2)I(2)R data sets assum-

ing the correct model is known. In Section 4.2.2 we use the same simulated data sets

from the SE(2)I(2)R model used in Section 4.2.1 and perform inference as though the

data were generated from a SEIR model and a SI(n)R model with an unknown shape

parameter to be inferred. The results based on the SEIR model are used to show how

simplifying the exposed and infectious period to be exponentially distributed biases

our assessment of transmissibility. The results based on the SI(n)R model show how

the lack of a exposed period affects results. This is important as the exposed period

has an impact on temporal data but not final size distribution. The shape parameter

is inferred here, as this is a tractable inference problem using SDA-MCMC (imple-

mented as in Section 3.3.5). However, the high dimensionality of inference with the

SE(n1)I(n2)R model makes joint inference of shape parameters and rate parameters a

difficult problem. Lastly, we perform inference based on a SIR, or equivalently a SEIR

model, using only the final epidemic size data. This allows us to assess the biases due

to temporal information under model misspecification.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 Subpopulation size and outbreak repetitions

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show boxplots of the median estimates of the reproduction number,

R0, and growth rate, r, for a SEIR and SE(2)I(2)R model, respectively (with param-

eters inferred under the models that generated the data). We observe that estimates

of key epidemiological parameters tend to be unbiased, possibly apart from estimates

related to scenario 2:300 with moderate transmissibility parameters. In this scenario

for the SEIR model, on average, estimates of r were 35% lower than the true value

and estimates of R0 were 9% lower than the true value, and for the SE(2)I(2)R model,

on average, estimates of r were 46% lower than the true value and estimates of R0

were 17% lower than the true value. For the moderate transmissible parameters, bias

from the 2:300 scenario correspond to simulations where each of the subpopulations

experience early fade out. Figure 4.3 shows the total number of secondary infections

under each model and scenario; we find that the moderately transmissible SEIR and

SE(2)I(2)R models experience early fade out in every subpopulation roughly 40% and

30% of the time for scenario 2:300, respectively. Similarly, outliers from the moderately

transmissible 6:100 scenario and the high transmissible 2:300 scenario correspond to

simulations which experienced early fade out (which occurs in roughly 5%-15% of these

simulations). The multiple modes in Figure 4.3 for scenarios 6:100 and 2:300 correspond

to various numbers of subpopulations experiencing epidemic fade out. High transmis-

sibility parameters led to unbiased estimates in all scenarios, as there is a lower chance

of epidemic fade out in subpopulations. The variance in estimates in all cases was

lowest for the 200:3 scenario. For the SEIR model with moderate and high transmis-

sibility the variance of estimates of (R0, r) were (0.0221, 0.0011) and (0.0500, 0.0012),

respectively. For the SE(2)I(2)R model with moderate and high transmissibility the

variance of estimates of (R0, r) were (0.0143, 0.0008) and (0.0353, 0.0008), respectively.

The variance in estimates in all cases was highest for the 2:300 scenario. For the

SEIR model with moderate and high transmissibility the variance of estimates of

(R0, r) were (0.0550, 0.0033) and (0.1845, 0.0068), respectively. For the SE(2)I(2)R

model with moderate and high transmissibility the variance of estimates of (R0, r)

were (0.0922, 0.0035) and (0.1175, 0.0043), respectively. Many outbreaks in small pop-
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ulations tend to led to lower variance estimates than few outbreaks on large subpopula-

tions. This informs us that transmissibility can be more accurately inferred if data are

collected on many small subpopulations rather than few large subpopulations. We see

that in almost all cases the variance in the estimates of the SE(2)I(2)R model is slightly

lower than that of the SEIR model, that is, we are more easily able to determine key

model parameters for models with Erlang-2 distributed exposed and infectious periods;

this is likely due to the lower variance in the infectious and exposed period distributions.

We conclude that in all cases data on many outbreaks in subpopulations leads to

more accurately inferred epidemiological parameters, assuming we know the model

that gives rise to the data. Out of the scenarios considered it was best to surveil 200

subpopulations of size 3 or 150 of size 4. These resulted in accurate estimates with low

variance, this partially because the distribution of the number of secondary infections

has low variance and no support near 0, and because the temporal data are informa-

tive enough to obtain low variance estimates of r. Hence, if we know which model is

most appropriate, we would recommend surveilling many households as opposed to few

schools or workplaces. Further, if the disease is highly transmissible and has Erlang

distributed infectious and exposed periods we are able to more accurately infer param-

eters.

4.2.2 Latent and infectious period distribution

Figure 4.4 shows box plots of median parameter estimates of R0 and r from data gen-

erated from an SE(2)I(2)R model and inference based on a SEIR model. For moderate

transmissibility scenarios 200:3, 150:4, (100:3,3:100), 6:100 and 2:300 the average per-

centage difference between estimates of (R0, r) and their true value is (18,20), (12,11),

(12,9), (-2,-17) and (-9,-40), respectively. For high transmissibility scenarios 200:3,

150:4, (100:3,3:100), 6:100 and 2:300 the average percentage difference between es-

timates of (R0, r) and their true value is (30,8), (21,6), (13,0.3), (1,-2) and (-2,-5),

respectively. We conclude that, for both highly and moderately transmissible diseases,

misspecifying an SE(2)I(2)R model as a SEIR model gives positively biased estimates

of R0 from scenarios with many outbreaks in small households. Estimates of R0 tend
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Figure 4.1: Boxplots of median estimates of R0 and r from 250 completed simulations

of SEIR epidemics. Infection in each subpopulation is seeded at a Uniform(0, 1) dis-

tributed time. Subpopulation distribution 1-5 correspond to 200 households of size 3,

150 of size 4, 100 of size 3 and 3 of size 100, 6 of size 100 and 2 of size 300 respectively.

Parameter sets were (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 2/3) (top) and (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 0.45)

(bottom).
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Figure 4.2: Boxplots of median estimates from 250 completed simulations of SE(2)I(2)R

epidemics. Infection in each subpopulation is seeded at a Uniform(0, 1) distributed

time. Subpopulation distribution 1-5 correspond to 200 households of size 3, 150 of

size 4, 100 of size 3 and 3 of size 100, 6 of size 100 and 2 of size 300 respectively.

Parameter sets were (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 2/3) (top) and (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 0.45)

(bottom).
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Figure 4.3: Histograms of the total number of secondary infections from moderate and

high transmissibility SEIR and SE(2)I(2)R epidemics. Subpopulation distributions

correspond to 200 households of size 3, 150 of size 4, 100 of size 3 and 3 of size

100, 6 of size 100 and 2 of size 300 respectively. Each histogram is generated from

1000 simulated data sets. Parameter sets for moderate and high transmissibility were

(β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 2/3) and (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 0.45), respectively.
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to have low bias for scenarios 6:100 and 2:300 and for the high transmissibility scenario,

estimates of r have low bias for scenarios 6:100 and 2:300. Understanding these biases

is confounded by opposing sources of positive and negative bias. Some positive bias

in R0 occurs as the SE(2)I(2)R model generally leads to more secondary infections in

total than the SEIR model (see Figure 4.3). However, the scenarios with larger sub-

populations still have a reasonable probability of early epidemic fade out in all of the

subpopulations, which leads to negative bias in R0. Further, it is unclear as to how the

temporal information affects results. In the moderate transmissibility scenario all of

our estimates of r are biased, but the high transmissibility scenario has low bias, par-

ticularly in scenarios with large subpopulations. Note that as r is the positive solution

to Equation (2.5) from Section 2.2.2, for the SEIR model r is given by

r =
1

2

(
−σ − γ +

√
(σ + γ)2 − 4(1−R0)γσ

)
. (4.1)

Hence, positive bias in R0 may lead to positive bias in r. In comparison to Figure 4.2,

the parameter estimates have comparable variance, but are highly biased, particularly

in the scenarios with small subpopulations. The lower bias for larger subpopulations

may be due to both a lower bias in R0 and longer sets of temporal information, which

are useful for estimating r. It is important to note that estimates of key epidemiologi-

cal parameters were generally positively biased, so this kind of model misspecification

generally leads to conclusions that more people will get infected and that the disease

will spread faster than is actually the case.

The results of SE(2)I(2)R data analysed under a SI(n)R model (where n is an in-

ferred parameter), given in Figure 4.5. These show that all epidemiological parameters

tend to be underestimated for both high and moderate transmission epidemics across

all subpopulation sizes. However, the bias in general tended to be lower in scenarios

with outbreaks in larger subpopulations. In general we would expect to see this neg-

ative bias in r when we perform inference from a SI(n)R model, as infections are not

delayed due to an exposed period.

Figure 4.6 shows individual posterior distributions from a single SE(2)I(2)R simu-

lation under each scenario with inference based on the true model, a SEIR model and a

SI(n)R model. We observe that under the true model the small subpopulation scenario
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Figure 4.4: Boxplots of median estimates based on SEIR inference from 250 completed

simulations of SE(2)I(2)R epidemics. Infection in each subpopulation is seeded at

a Uniform(0, 1) distributed time. Subpopulation distribution 1-5 correspond to 200

households of size 3, 150 of size 4, 100 of size 3 and 3 of size 100, 6 of size 100 and 2 of

size 300 respectively. Parameters for the simulations were (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 2/3)

(top) and (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 0.45) (bottom).
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Figure 4.5: Boxplots of median estimates based on SI(n)R inference from 250 com-

pleted simulations of SE(2)I(2)R epidemics. Infection in each subpopulation is seeded

at a Uniform(0, 1) distributed time. Parameters for the simulations were (β, σ, γ) =

(0.933, 0.5, 2/3) (top) and (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 0.45) (bottom).
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leads to posterior distributions with low variance in R0, whereas large subpopulations

scenarios led to posterior distributions with larger variance in R0 but comparable vari-

ance in r, and the mixed scenario had the lowest variance in r. Under the SEIR model

the small subpopulation scenarios have a large positive bias in r and a slight positive

bias in R0 with an greater variance in both variables compared to results based on the

true model. The mixed scenario saw a change in the location of the posterior distribu-

tion, with an increased variance in r. The large subpopulation scenarios had very little

change in the location of the posteriors, but the variance in R0 increased. Under the

SI(n)R model all posteriors had a reduction in variance and a slight change in location.

For the small and mixed scenarios the location moved lower with respect to R0 and r;

for the large scenarios the locations of the posteriors shifted up with respect to R0.

Lastly, we assess whether final epidemic size data are preferable to temporal data

under model misspecification when inferring R0. Note, these results are only expressed

in terms of R0 as r cannot be inferred from final epidemic size data only. Results based

on final epidemic size data are given in Figure 4.7. We see that estimates have very

low variance and high bias for scenarios 200:3 and 150:4; the low variance is due to the

large number of repetitions of final epidemic size data, and the high bias is due to the

misspecification of the infectious period distribution. For scenarios 6:100 and 2:300 we

note results look very similar to results from Figures 4.4 and 4.5; this indicates that

R0 is largely estimated by the final epidemic size data for outbreaks in large subpopu-

lations under model misspecification.

It appears that scenarios 6:100 and 2:300 had the lowest bias under all model mis-

specifications considered. Scenario 6:100 has the least bias introduced from epidemic

fadeout and has a lower variance than scenario 2:300, so this is preferred. However sce-

nario (100:3,3:100) tended to have lower variance estimates and was not as biased as

scenarios 200:3 and 150:4 in all cases. For the models considered, scenario (100:3,3:100)

leads to unbiased estimates with lower variance under the correct model, and is less

susceptible bias from initial fadeout than both scenario 6:100 and 2:300. The mix of

many small subpopulations and a few large subpopulations allow for many sets of final

epidemic size data and some longer sets of temporal data in large populations. So,

although the mix is not the best choice under a correctly specified model, it appears
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Figure 4.6: Posterior distributions of R0 and r based on completed SE(2)I(2)R sim-

ulated data from each scenario inferred under each model. Infection in each subpop-

ulation is seeded at a Uniform(0, 1) distributed time. Parameters for the simulations

(β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 0.45).
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Figure 4.7: Boxplots of median estimates based on a SIR inference on final epidemic

size data from 250 simulations of SE(2)I(2)R epidemics. Parameter sets were (β, σ, γ) =

(0.933, 0.5, 2/3) (top) and (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 0.45) (bottom).
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to be the most robust surveillance scheme under the kinds of model misspecification

considered here.
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4.3 Discussion

We investigated how to surveil a mix of subpopulation sizes, for example, corresponding

to households, schools and workplaces, in a way that gives the most precise estimates

of epidemiological parameters. These units are a natural setting for surveillance as

they are less resource intensive to surveil than many randomly selected individuals in

the population.

We used data-augmented MCMC methods to infer parameters of models from sim-

ulated data sets. We found that, if we knew the correct model, having many repetitions

of small outbreaks led to more precise estimates than few outbreaks in large popula-

tions. However, under model misspecification the least biased results came from the

scenario with six outbreaks in subpopulations of size 100, that is, the least biased esti-

mates came from a scenario in which the subpopulations were large but the probability

of initial epidemic fadeout in all subpopulations was relatively low. The scenario with

a mix of many small subpopulations and few large subpopulations led to estimates

with lower variance compared to those based on large subpopulations, and a lower

bias under model misspecification compared to those with only small subpopulations.

The ‘mix’ scenario is a trade-off between the many small, and few large subpopulation

outbreaks. These results indicate that if a model is not selected in an informed way,

we should not surveil only small subpopulations; a mix of small and large, such as

households and schools would be more appropriate. Definitively claiming this as the

most robust scheme in general is difficult, as there are confounding effects from biases

arising from different probabilities of initial fade out, different lengths of data sets,

different distributions for the number of secondary infections and different numbers of

samples from final size distributions in subpopulations. If there is good evidence for

a particular model, we should surveil many small subpopulations, such as households.

In general, R0 tended to be more robust under model misspecification than r, though r

was estimated well if the disease is highly transmissible and the infectious and exposed

periods are modelled but have misspecified distributions.

The limitations of our analysis include that we only considered models with frequency-

dependent transmission, so results may not hold if density-dependent transmission
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is more appropriate. Although, there is some evidence that models with frequency-

dependent transmission fit influenza A better than models with density-dependent

transmission in small households [69], it is unknown as to how this behaves for larger

households. In other cases, density-dependent models were found to be more suit-

able [67, 70]. In reality, the transmission for infectious diseases may be somewhere

between the two [67,68]. The kind of transmission has an impact on the effect of vac-

cination measures [71], so the characterisation of the transmission may be of practical

concern. This indicates that further study into the transmission type may be necessary,

this could be done by via model selection, or by inferring an extra model parameter,

ω, for transmission rate β SI
(N−1)ω

for ω ∈ [0, 1], which represents a trade-off between

density and frequency-dependence.

We also assumed that all cases in subpopulations are observed, which is only sensi-

ble if asymptomatic cases are rare and symptoms are easily detected within a surveilled

subpopulation. We also only included data sets that contained at least one secondary

infection in one of the subpopulations, this meant that some simulated data sets for

scenarios with few outbreaks and moderate transmissibility were rejected. These data

sets were entirely uninformative for the exposed period and led to negatively biased

the estimates of R0 and the infectious period.

All inference was based on transmission within subpopulations, however, we wish to

use this to characterise transmission in the overall population. Hence the estimates are

implicitly related to the spread of disease in a homogeneously mixing population and

does not necessarily capture the spread of disease between subpopulations in a pop-

ulation with inhomogeneous transmission. We also assumed that data sets are from

completed outbreaks in each subpopulation, however, in general it is unknown as to

when the outbreak is completed. Our analysis could be extended to allow some out-

breaks to be continuing, however this reduces the efficiency of data-augmented MCMC

algorithms as the dimension of the hidden process is large; whereas data from full out-

breaks give the exact number of exposed, infectious and recovered individuals. Further,

we note that subpopulations are chosen as they are an efficient unit to surveil, however,

our analysis does not account for any difference in efficiency of data collection. For

example, it may be as easy to surveil 600 individuals in subpopulations of size 3 as it
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is to surveil 800 individuals in subpopulations of size 100. It is possible to redo the

analysis by modelling the efficiency of surveillance, but it is unclear as to how the ef-

ficiency varies with the subpopulation size, so a fixed number of individuals was chosen.

The analysis of robustness of the inferred epidemiological parameters under model

misspecification revealed that biases were unpredictable due to differences in the dis-

tributions of number of secondary infections, the number of samples from final size

distributions, and, the lengths of data sets. This indicates that model selection is

a necessary aspect of characterising emerging infectious diseases from FF100 study

data. Our work in Chapters 5 and 6 aims to improve efficiency of current methods for

Bayesian model selection, such as SMC-squared [24,25], so that they can be applied to

these kinds of data sets and models. To assess which surveillance scheme is optimal,

we propose choosing a sensible subset of models, with frequency and density dependent

transmission and various infectious and exposed period distributions, then simulating

from different models and performing Bayesian Model Averaging under each surveil-

lance scenario. The resulting estimates should be robust and lead to a more definitive

optimal surveillance scheme.



Chapter 5

Model Selection via Importance

Sampling

Bayesian model selection is a way of choosing between competing models in a way that

incorporates prior knowledge of models and their parameters; this is naturally a desir-

able approach if there are few datum but reasonable prior knowledge of a process. It

compares models using the probability that each model generated the data given some

observations and prior distribution over models and parameters [72]. We consider

the model to be inferred as a parameter (typically with a uniform prior) and hence

multiplying the model evidences, that is, the likelihood of each model, by the prior

distribution and normalising gives the probability of each model given the data [38].

While the interpretability and the consistency with the Bayesian paradigm is desir-

able, Bayesian model selection has some issues: many datum may be required before

models can be distinguished; and the evidence is typically difficult to calculate as the

likelihood is intractable. This is true for epidemic models, which for small populations

are most naturally represented as partially-observed continuous-time Markov chains

(CTMCs) [6, 73, 74].

This chapter describes an efficient way of performing Bayesian model selection for

partially-observed CTMCs and applies our method to the two important problems in

mathematical epidemiology: inferring the shape of the infectious period distribution

and identifying the onset of symptoms relative to infectiousness. Our method works by

calculating unbiased estimates of the likelihood via sequential importance resampling,
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which in turn is used in another importance sampling algorithm to estimate posterior

model probabilities. A novel feature of this method is that the likelihood is estimated

via a scheme which is ideally suited for partially-observed CTMCs, where one compo-

nent of the state is observed exactly [74]. This works by sampling realisations of the

partially-observed process in a way that realisations always match with observations.

Our combined method is both computationally efficient and embarrassingly parallelis-

able and hence well suited to implementation on modern computing hardware. Further,

the ability to estimate error bounds and use stopping criterion ensures the accuracy

of evidence estimates. Similar CTMC models see wide use in areas of biology such as

phylogenetics [75], ecology [76] and cell biology [77], and hence our method may be

applied to a broad range of biological model selection problems.

We first discuss the methods for importance sampling over the parameter space,

and the sequential importance resampling algorithm used to estimate the likelihood in

Section 5.1. We then describe the two case studies, their implementation and results

in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Lastly we conclude in Section 5.4 and discuss how our method

relates to those already in the literature.
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5.1 Methods

Importance sampling is a method for estimating properties of one distribution by sam-

pling from another distribution; the bias is corrected to obtain unbiased estimates

related to the distribution of interest [78]. This technique is useful when the target

distribution is difficult to sample from, such as the distribution of latent variables from

a partially-observed Markov chain. This method has been effectively applied for pa-

rameter inference, for example in particle marginal MCMC schemes [60, 79] and has

also been applied to model selection [23,25,72,80]. In this chapter we use importance

sampling in the space of latent variables to estimate likelihoods via sequential impor-

tance resampling and within the parameter space to calculate the model evidence. The

novelty of this approach is that the likelihood is estimated via the most suitable kind

of importance sampling scheme for these kinds of models, as described in [74].

Here we introduce importance sampling for model selection, detail how likelihood

estimates are used in model selection and describe how sequential importance resam-

pling is used for likelihood estimation.

5.1.1 Importance sampling for evidence estimation

Importance sampling for model selection has been discussed in [23, 25, 72], and in this

chapter we adopt a similar approach. However, our implementation uses an efficient

particle filter to obtain unbiased estimates of the likelihood, which allows us to obtain

unbiased estimates of the evidence.

Suppose we have data set y of observations from a model with parameter set θ

in parameter space Θ. Let p(θ) denote the prior distribution and p(y|θ) denote the

likelihood function, then the model evidence is given by

p(y) =

∫
Θ

p(y|θ)p(θ)dθ.

To estimate p(y) we may sample m parameter sets θ1, . . . , θm from some arbitrary,

importance sampling, density, q(·|y), with support Ψ where Θ ⊆ Ψ. We then compute

random variables
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Zi =
p(y|θi)p(θi)
q(θi|y)

, (5.1)

for i = 1, . . .m, where p(θ) is the prior distribution and p(y|θ) is the likelihood function.

These random variables are chosen so that their expectation is given by

E[Zi] =

∫
Ψ

p(y|θ)p(θ)
q(θ|y)

q(θ|y) dθ

=

∫
Θ

p(y|θ)p(θ) dθ

= p(y).

Hence, the mean of the Zi’s provides an unbiased estimate of the evidence, p̂(y). If

the likelihood is intractable we can use unbiased estimates, p̂(y|θ), instead of p(y|θ) in

Equation (5.1), by the law of total expectation. Note that using importance sampling

to estimate p(y) involves obtaining independent identically distributed samples of Zi

and taking their mean. Therefore the central limit theorem can be applied once a

large number of samples are obtained, so we can estimate error bounds on p̂(y) which

shrink like 1/
√
m. Hence, one can sample until estimates of the evidence are within a

specified tolerance. Further, the independence of the sampling procedure allows these

computations to be run in parallel and so modern computation hardware can be easily

utilised. Of course, having to estimate the likelihood inflates the variance of p̂(y), so a

larger number of samples are required for p̂(y) to converge to a given accuracy.

The variance of this estimate is lowest if the sampling density, q(·|y), is similar to the

posterior distribution. Our method requires no parameter inference, but may be made

more efficient, especially in higher dimensions, by choosing a sampling distribution

similar to the posterior distribution if parameter inference has been performed; for

example, the sampling distribution could be a Gaussian with the mean and covariance

matrix estimated from MCMC samples [23]. In this chapter we do not use MCMC

samples to inform the choice of q(·|y), but this could be done in practice to improve

the convergence of estimates.
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5.1.2 Sequential importance resampling algorithm for likeli-

hood estimation

Consider a time series, y = (y1, . . . , yT ), from a partially-observed CTMC. We can

express the likelihood at θ as

p(y|θ) =
T∏
t=1

p(yt|y1:t−1, θ),

where we adopt the convention that p(y1|y1:0, θ) is taken to mean p(y1|θ). Hence, the

likelihood can be calculated via a product of the likelihood increments, p(yt|y1:t−1, θ),

for t = 1, . . . , T . We apply a sequential importance resampling algorithm, which uses

importance sampling to estimate the likelihood increments [81, 82]. This algorithm

uses resampling at the end of each time increment to lower the variance of likelihood

estimates, and remove realisations that were unlikely to have occurred. Throughout

this section all probabilities are calculated with respect to some parameter set, θ, but

this notation is suppressed to make statements concise.

Let xt denote the state of the partially-observed process at time t. The sequen-

tial importance resampling algorithm begins with a set of n particles, each particle

is associated with an initial state and a weight, {x0, w}1:n. These initial states are

distributed according to p(x0) and the weights begin as 1. Suppose at each iteration

of the algorithm we have states x1:n
t−1 distributed according to particle filter density

p̂(xt−1|y1:t−1) ≈ p(xt−1|y1:t−1), we evolve these over a day according to the importance

sampling density, q(·|yt, xt−1), to obtain realisations x̃1:n
(t−1,t] with weights given by

wi =
p
(
x̃i(t−1,t], yt|xit−1

)
q
(
x̃i(t−1,t]|yt, xit−1

) , for i = 1, . . . , n.

These are computed such that the expected value of the weights are

E[w] =

∫ ∫
p
(
x̃(t−1,t], yt|xt−1

)
q
(
x̃(t−1,t]|yt, xt−1

)q (x̃(t−1,t]|yt, xt−1

)
× p̂(xt−1|y1:t−1) dx̃(t−1,t] dxt−1

≈
∫ ∫

p
(
x̃(t−1,t], yt|xt−1

)
p(xt−1|y1:t−1) dx̃(t−1,t] dxt−1

= p(yt|y1:t−1).
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Hence, the mean of these weights provides an approximation of the likelihood in-

crement, p(yt|y1:t−1); the product of these increments gives an unbiased estimate of the

likelihood [57]. Further, resampling states from x̃1:n
t according to normalised weights,

wi/
∑

j wj, gives a sample, x1:n
t , from p̂(xt|y1:t). Hence, from the initial conditions we

can iterate forwards and recursively estimate the likelihood. Performance of this algo-

rithm can be improved by updating weights over multiple steps and only resampling

once the effective sample size drops below a specified threshold [83].

Thus far we have described the general approach of using importance sampling and

sequential importance resampling to estimate posterior model probabilities, however,

an important aspect of the sequential importance sampling process is the evolution of

particles over each day. The difficulty in evolving particles in the cases considered here

is that precise observations are made from models with many latent variables, which

can make data-augmentation or rejection-sampling approaches slow. In Sections 5.2.2

and 5.3.3 we describe the method from [74], which builds upon [84], for generating

realisations x̃(t−1,t] from initial state xt−1 for each of the case studies. The main benefit

of this approach is that we use an efficient sampling distribution q(·|yt, xt−1) which is

tractable and generates x̃(t−1,t] which match observations almost surely, and, are similar

to the partially-observed process. This method makes particles match observations

by first generating observation times, then generating events between observations

and occasionally forcing events to occur or blocking events to ensure feasibility of the

process. For example, if we are yet to observe an infection but a recovery would lead

to the epidemic ending, the recovery rate is set to 0. Importance sampling in this

way allows for estimation of likelihoods associated with rare events – for example it

can be easily used to estimate the tails of the likelihood, or just used to sample when

observations are unlikely – whereas rejection sampling methods tend to perform poorly

as simulations are unlikely to match the data.

The overall approach to model selection here is to: (i) sample from the parame-

ter space using some importance sampling distribution; (ii) for each of those samples

estimate the likelihood by sequential importance sampling; (iii) plug this likelihood

estimate into Equation (5.1) to obtain importance weights; and, (iv) use the mean of

these weights as an unbiased estimate of the model evidence. We can keep sampling

and obtaining estimates of the model evidence until they satisfy some stopping criteria;
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for example, once credible intervals are of a specified width. Once the model evidence

is computed for all candidate models we can multiply these by the prior distribution

over the models and normalise to obtain the posterior model probabilities.
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5.2 Case study I: Inferring the shape of the infec-

tious period distribution

Our first case study uses the importance sampling Bayesian model selection method

to infer the appropriate infectious period distribution for an SI(k)R model [85–87],

where symptoms are assumed to coincide with a transition into the infectious class.

This study is motivated by influenza outbreaks in which only symptom onset (which

is correlated with infection) is observed, and recoveries are not. Here we consider

the infectious period to be either exponential, Erlang-2 or Erlang-5 distributed; these

represent high, medium and low variance infectious periods respectively. This study

aims to answer whether case data at a daily resolution are sufficient for discriminating

between these models, how well parameters need to be known in order to discriminate

between models, and how much data are required to effectively discriminate between

models.

It is known that with final size data the SI(k)R model has a tractable likelihood

function [87,88], which allows for efficient Bayesian model selection. But, it is currently

an open question as to whether full temporal data are more effective for model selec-

tion as, although there is more information in the data, the parameter space is larger

(effectively going from 2 to 3 dimensions to also infer γ). Hence, we compare model

selection results from the full temporal data with results from final outbreak size data.

The temporal data considered in this chapter consists of daily symptom onset counts

from completed outbreaks in small populations, which we refer to as households. Final

size data are derived from the temporal data by summing over the total number of

cases in each household. We let all households be of size 4 for simplicity, though this

can easily be extended to allow for a distribution of household sizes. Each outbreak is

modelled as a compartmental CTMC, however we only observe a small portion of the

epidemic process, so this is a partially-observed CTMC. We assume that all events of

symptom onset are observed until the epidemic fades out in the household and set the

time of the first observation within each household as 0.

We describe the epidemic model for households in Section 5.2.1, the importance

sampling method for estimating likelihood increments in Section 5.2.2, the parameters

used for the simulation study in Section 5.2.3, and show results in Section 5.2.4.
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5.2.1 SI(k)R model

For a population of size N , the SI(k)R model is a compartmental model that allows each

individual to be in one of k+2 compartments: they are either susceptible; infectious in

phase j, for j = 1, . . . , k; or, recovered. Here the different phases of infectiousness have

no physical interpretation; they are introduced in order to allow the overall infectious

period to be Erlang-k distributed [85–87]. Let S, Ij and R denote the number of

susceptible, infectious phase j and recovered individuals respectively. As these numbers

must always be non-negative and sum to N , we have the state space

S =

{
(S, I1, . . . , Ik, R) ∈ Nk+2 : S +

k∑
j=1

Ij +R = N

}
,

where we take N to contain 0. There are three kinds of transitions for this model: in-

fection; phase change; and, recovery. Infectious individuals of all phases make effective

contact with other individuals in the population at rate β, and if this contact is with

a susceptible individual then that individual becomes infectious, corresponding to a

transition into the infectious phase 1 compartment. An infectious phase j individual

for j = 1, . . . , k− 1, moves into the next phase at rate kγ; this rate is chosen such that

the infectious period is Erlang-k distributed with mean 1/γ. Similarly, an infectious

phase k individual recovers at rate kγ and is no longer able to spread the disease.

The transitions and rates associated with changes in the number of individuals in each

compartment are given in Table 5.1.

For this study we assume that symptom onset corresponds to the infection tran-

sition, and we assume that we observe the number of these transitions at a daily

resolution. The model is initialised at the time of the first observations, hence the

initial state is (S, I1, I2, . . . , R) = (N − 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0).

5.2.2 Importance sampling for SI(k)R outbreaks

Suppose we have observations from M outbreaks, y1:M . As these outbreaks occur

independently we have a likelihood function which is of the form

p
(
y1:M |θ

)
=

M∏
i=1

p
(
yi|θ
)
.
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Table 5.1: Transitions and rates for the SI(k)R model. Only compartments that change

are shown, all other compartments remain the same.

Transition Type State Change Rate

Infection (S, I1)→ (S − 1, I1 + 1)
βS

∑k
j=1 Ij

N−1

Phase change type j (Ij, Ij+1)→ (Ij − 1, Ij+1 + 1) kγIj

Recovery (Ik, R)→ (Ik − 1, R + 1) kγIk

Hence, the likelihood can be estimated via multiplying estimates of likelihoods for each

outbreak, p(yi|θ). The sequential importance resampling scheme allows us to calculate

each of these iteratively, so we are left to describe how to generate realisations over the

day from an initial state, xt−1, in a way that ensures consistency with the observations,

and, how to evaluate the importance sampling weights. We do this as per the method

of [74].

Suppose for each outbreak we have a dataset y = (y1, . . . , yT ) where yt gives the

cumulative number of infection events over (t−1, t] for t = 1, . . . , T ; note that this does

not include the initial infectious individual in the population. To estimate p(yt|y1:t−1),

we begin by uniformly generating yt observation times over (t− 1, t]. These times are

ordered, so the joint density is that of yt order statistics of Uniform(t− 1, t) random

variables, so we initialise the importance weights by w = 1/yt!. Then, beginning from

time τ = t− 1 in state,

x̃τ = (S(τ), I1(τ), . . . , R(τ)) ,

determined by the final state of the previous iteration, we generate events between

observation times. However, we only allow phase change or recovery transitions to

occur, as the observations (and hence infections) have already been generated. Let a

be a vector of rates,
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a =

(
βS(τ)

∑k
j=1 Ij(τ)

N − 1
, kγI1(τ), . . . , kγIk(τ)

)
,

as per Table 5.1, associated with state x̃τ . We consider a process with modified rates

b, given by

b1 = 0

b2:k = a2:k

bk+1 = 1{∑j Ij>1}ak+1;

where 1{A} is an indicator function which takes the value 1 if logical statement A holds

or 0 otherwise. The modified rates are constructed so that no further observations

(infections) can occur, as b1 = 0, and no recoveries can occur if it would lead to epi-

demic fade-out. Let τ ′ denote either the next observation (or if there are no further

observations over the day let τ ′ = t). We sample an Exponential(
∑

j bj) candidate

time increment, ∆τ . Then one of three kinds of updates occur:

(i) if τ + ∆τ < τ ′ we generate an event at time τ + ∆τ and let the event be of

type i with probability bi/
∑

j bj, the importance weight is updated to

w ← w × aie
−

∑
j aj∆τ

bie
−

∑
j bj∆τ

,

we update the time τ ← τ + ∆τ , and we update the state to x̃τ according to transition

type i;

(ii) if τ + ∆τ > τ ′ and τ ′ 6= t no event occurs in (τ, τ ′) and the next event is an

observation, so we update the weights to

w ← w × a1e
−

∑
j aj(τ

′−τ)

e−
∑
j bj(τ

′−τ)
,

we update the time, τ ← τ ′, and update the state x̃τ according to an infection transi-

tion; or,

(iii) if τ + ∆τ > τ ′ and τ ′ = t then no event occurs before the end of the day and the

weights are updated to
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w ← w × e−
∑
j aj(τ

′−τ)

e−
∑
j bj(τ

′−τ)
.

We repeatedly recalculate the rates and make updates until an update of type (iii)

occurs, at which time the process ends for this time increment.

Once all particles have gone through this process the weights are averaged to form an

approximation of p(yt|y1:t−1) and the states are resampled, using systematic resampling

[89], according to the normalised weights. These samples provide initial states for

calculating the next likelihood increment. Once the last observation in the time series

has been generated, we generate from a modified process where b = (0, a2:k+1) and

update weights according to (i) until the epidemic dies out; this allows us to calculate

the portion of the likelihood associated with the assumption that the epidemic died

out after our last observation.

5.2.3 Implementation

We simulate 50 temporal and final size data sets of multiple completed outbreaks in

households of size 4 with parameters (β, γ) = (0.933, 2/3) under each of the three

models. We use 500 particles per likelihood calculation, as this is found to be sufficient

for low variance likelihood estimates. Our implementation uses the prior distribution

as the importance sampling distribution over the parameter space, q(θ|y), however

a more efficient sampler could be chosen if PM-MCMC is performed before model

selection [23]. We begin by sampling 500 points from q(θ|y) and continue to sample

in batches of 500 samples from the parameter space until 95% credible intervals of the

model evidence are non-overlapping. The initial 500 samples are such that the central

limit theorem can provides estimates of precision of model evidence with small bias.

Sampling in batches allows for sample weights to be calculated efficiently in parallel

before the precision of the evidence is calculated again. The stopping criterion is chosen

so that we can accurately choose the most appropriate model; in practice other stopping

criteria could be used to calculate model evidence to a given precision. Implementing a

stopping criterion in this way ensures that the number of particles for point estimates

of the likelihood only effects the run time of the algorithm, not the precision of model

evidence estimates. We calculate posterior model probabilities using data from 50, 100

and 150 complete household outbreaks. For each of these data sets we consider two
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cases: where the mean infectious period and the reproduction number are known to a

high level of accuracy a priori; and, where the prior distribution on model parameters

is relatively uninformative. We refer to these as the assumption of tight priors and

loose priors, respectively. We set the mean of the tight priors to their true value; we

suppose that 1/γ has a gamma distributed prior with mean 3/2 and variance 0.01, and

that β/γ has a Uniform(0.933 × 3/2 − 0.03, 0.933 × 3/2 + 0.03) prior. For the loose

priors we suppose that 1/γ has a gamma distributed prior with mean 2 and variance

0.75, and we assume that β/γ has a Uniform(1, 2) prior; which is a typical range of

β/γ for influenza. Note the likelihood estimates can have high variance in regions of

the parameter space where the rate associated with observed events is large [74]. This

issue is avoided as the prior distributions ensure that parameters only have support in

places away from these values. In the simulation study the relatively low variance of

likelihood estimates allowed the sample variance of the weights to remain low enough

for convergence to occur.

5.2.4 Results

Our results are given in terms of box plots of the difference in posterior model prob-

abilities of the true model and other candidate models in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, and in

terms of the proportion of times the correct model was identified (having the highest

posterior model probability) in Table 5.2. If the box plots are near one it means the

posterior model probability for the correct model is nearly one; values that are nega-

tive represent times at which the other candidate models have higher posterior model

probabilities.

For tight priors, the correct model was most often associated with the highest

posterior model probabilities for each of the models considered (Table 5.2). Note that

the lowest box in the panels on Figures 5.1 and 5.2 always corresponds to an adjacent

model. This fits with the intuition that adjacent models are most often misidentified as

each other, that is, models with more similar infectious period distributions are more

difficult to discriminate. The SI(2)R model is most often misidentified; this agrees with

intuition as this model’s infectious period has a shape parameter between the other two

(Table 5.2). Results were similar under loose priors, (Figure 5.2), however the box plots

tended to have a larger range, showing that there was less certainty in the correct model.
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There was also very little difference in the proportion of correct times the model was

identified under loose and tight priors (Table 5.2). Even if the parameters are not well

known, with multiple completed outbreaks (from small populations), infectious case

data can be used to distinguish between these models, but the SI(2)R model is the

most difficult to identify. Of the 900 runs, 744 estimates had converged in the first 500

samples, another 115 had converged in less than 10,000 samples and all of the samples

converged in under 91,000 samples. Slow convergence occurs when two models are

nearly equally likely, in this case it may not be relevant as to whether credible intervals

are non-overlapping. This could be avoided by implementing a stopping rule which

ensures posterior model probabilities are either non-overlapping or within a specified

tolerance. Estimates based on tight priors converged at least as fast as those with loose

priors in all but 13 cases.

We compare the results with those obtained by only considering the final size data

of the same simulated data sets. Here sampling over the parameter space is the same,

however, now the likelihood function is calculated exactly as in [87]. For all cases except

for the SIR model with loose priors and 50 outbreaks, one-sided Wilcoxin signed-rank

tests at the 95% level show that the posterior model probabilities of the true model are

statistically significantly higher when the full temporal data are used. The proportion

of times the correct model was identified from final size data are given in Table 5.2.

Interestingly, for the SI(2)R model with loose priors and 50 outbreaks the correct

model was identified less often than if we had uniformly randomly guessed between

the models. This model also saw the biggest improvement from temporal data; the

proportion of times the correct model was identified more than doubled. We find that

in all cases, except for the SIR model with loose priors and 100 outbreaks, using the full

temporal data increased the proportion of times that the correct model was identified.

These results show that the full temporal data sets are useful for performing model

selection, even though they are more computationally intensive to work with.

As the runtimes of the algorithm were reasonable and we chose a number of particles

for likelihood estimates to ensure that estimates of precision of the model evidence had

low bias, the number of state particles were not chosen to optimise efficiency. If one

had a fixed computational budget and required estimates of model evidence to be as

accurate as possible it would be important to make the algorithm as efficient as possible.

As such, we have included a comparison of the coefficient of variation of model evidence
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Figure 5.1: Box plots of the difference in posterior model probability of the true model

and the other candidate models for the SI(k)R models with tight priors based on 50

simulated data sets. For example, in the upper left panel, boxes on the left and right

of are made using 50 estimates of p(SIR|y) − p(SI(2)R|y) and p(SIR|y) − p(SI(5)R|y)

respectively. Rows from top to bottom show results from data sets generated from

the SIR, SI(2)R and SI(5)R models. Columns from left to right represent data sets

containing 50, 100 and 150 independent outbreaks in households.
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Figure 5.2: Box plots of the difference in posterior model probability of the true model

and the other candidate models for the SI(k)R models with loose priors based on 50

simulated data sets. For example, in the upper left panel, boxes on the left and right

of are made using 50 estimates of p(SIR|y) − p(SI(2)R|y) and p(SIR|y) − p(SI(5)R|y)

respectively. Rows from top to bottom show results from data sets generated from

the SIR, SI(2)R and SI(5)R models. Columns from left to right represent data sets

containing 50, 100 and 150 independent outbreaks in households.
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Table 5.2: The proportion of times the model that generated the data corresponded

to the highest posterior model probability estimate from 50 data sets. Data sets were

generated from each of the SIR, SI(2)R and SI(5)R models with 50, 100, and 150

outbreaks. These data sets were analysed using the full temporal data and the final

size data under the assumption of loose or tight priors.

Loose priors Tight priors

Number of outbreaks 50 100 150 50 100 150

Temporal data SIR 0.76 0.72 0.82 0.78 0.86 0.86

SI(2)R 0.44 0.6 0.62 0.58 0.72 0.8

SI(5)R 0.68 0.74 0.86 0.8 0.84 0.96

Final size data SIR 0.7 0.76 0.74 0.72 0.84 0.82

SI(2)R 0.2 0.4 0.52 0.36 0.56 0.74

SI(5)R 0.6 0.58 0.64 0.62 0.74 0.78

estimates against the number of particles used in likelihood calculations, n, in Figure

5.3. For three data sets from the SI(2)R model we ran the model selection algorithm for

a fixed computation time with differing numbers of particles. The sample weights were

used to estimate the coefficient of variation as s/(
√
mp̂(y)), where m is the number of

samples from the parameter space, s is the sample standard deviation of weights, and

p̂(y) is the mean of the weights. We find that the smallest coefficient of variation is

achieved at n = 125 for one data set and n = 75 for the other two. This indicates that

the algorithm would run more efficiently with n around 100. As run time per sample

is linear with respect to n there will be 5 times the number of samples per unit time if

n were decreased to 100.
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Figure 5.3: The coefficient of variation of the model evidence estimate against n, the

number of particles used for likelihood calculations. For three SI(2)R data sets we

estimate the coefficient of variation after running the model selection algorithm for 24

hours. The coefficient of variation is estimated as s/(
√
mp̂(y)), where m is the number

of samples from the parameter space, s is the sample standard deviation of the weights,

Z1, . . . , Zm, and p̂(y) is the mean of the weights.
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Figure 5.4: A diagram showing how we relate post-symptomatic (Post), coincidental-

symptomatic (Co) and pre-symptomatic (Pre) infections to transitions in the

SE(2)I(2)R model.

5.3 Case study II: Inferring symptom onset relative

to infectiousness

This study considers inferring the time of infectiousness relative to symptom onset,

where infectiousness could either be pre-symptomatic (Pre), coincidental-symptomatic

(Co) or post-symptomatic (Post). For example, influenza may have symptoms that

largely coincide with infectiousness [90], SARS is largely infectious post-symptom onset

[91] and HIV is infectious pre-symptom onset [16]. We consider diseases that have a lag

between exposure of individuals and infectiousness, specifically an SE(2)I(2)R model,

which is detailed in Section 5.3.1. This kind of model has been used in previous work

on inference using early outbreak data; it has realistic features, such as non-exponential

exposed and infectious periods, while being simple enough for inference [66,73,92–94].

We model the observations of symptom onset as either a transition into an exposed,

infectious or recovered state for the Post, Co and Pre models respectively (Figure 5.4).

5.3.1 SE(2)I(2)R model

For a population of size N , the SE(2)I(2)R model is a compartmental model that

allows each individual to be in one of six compartments: they are either susceptible;

exposed phase 1 or 2; infectious phase 1 or 2; or, recovered. The key differences

between this model and the SI(k)R model is that the infectious period is assumed to

be Erlang-2 distributed and there is an Erlang-2 distributed lag between being exposed

to the disease and being able to spread it. Let S, Ei, Ij and R denote the number of

susceptible, exposed phase i, infectious phase j and recovered individuals respectively.
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Again, as these numbers must always be non-negative and sum to N , we have state

space

S =
{

(S,E1, E2, I1, I2, R) ∈ N6 : S + E1 + E2 + I1 + I2 +R = N
}
.

There are five kinds of transitions: exposure; exposed phase change; infectious; infec-

tious phase change; and, recovery. These transitions are similar to those described for

the SI(k)R model and are shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Transitions and rates for the SE(2)I(2)R model. Only compartments that

change are shown, all other remain the same.

Transition Type State Change Rate

(1) Exposure (S,E1)→ (S − 1, E1 + 1) βS(I1+I2)
N−1

(2) Exposed phase change (E1, E2)→ (E1 − 1, E2 + 1) 2σE1

(3) Infectious (E2, I1)→ (E2 − 1, I1 + 1) 2σE2

(4) Infectious phase change (I1, I2)→ (I1 − 1, I2 + 1) 2γI1

(5) Recovery (I2, R)→ (I2 − 1, R + 1) 2γI2

We assume that symptom onset corresponds to a transition into either the exposed

phase 1, infectious phase 1 or recovered class for the Post, Co and Pre models respec-

tively, as shown in Figure 5.4. Hence, the process has an initial state that is either

(S,E1, E2, I1, I2, R) = (N − 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0),

for exposure observations,

(S,E1, E2, I1, I2, R) = (N − 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0),
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for infectious observations, or a stochastic initial state for the recovery observations;

this last case is discussed in the following section.

5.3.2 Importance sampling for initial state generation

For the SE(2)I(2)R model, if we observe the daily number of recovery transitions, then

a population with a single exposed individual initially may be in one of several states

at the time of the first observation, as multiple exposures may have occurred before the

first recovery. If we see no secondary transmission in the household we can calculate

the likelihood exactly as

p(y|β, γ, σ) =

(
2γ

2γ + β

)2

.

If the epidemic does not die out after the initial infection we can efficiently generate

weighted initial states of the process via importance sampling.

If our data set for the household has daily observation vector y1:T = (y1, . . . , yT ) we

know that each type of transition can occur at most ψ = 1 +
∑T

t=1 yt times and that

recovery cannot occur if it would lead to epidemic fade out; note that the plus 1 is

because the initial condition is not included in y1:T . So if the SE(2)I(2)R process has

rate vector

a =

(
βS(τ) (I1(τ) + I2(τ))

N − 1
, 2σE1(τ), 2σE2(τ), 2γI1(τ), 2γI2(τ)

)
,

as per Table 5.3, we consider a modified process with rates that never lead to incon-

sistencies in our data. The modified rates are

b = a ◦
(
1{z1<ψ}, 1{z2<ψ}, 1{z3<ψ}, 1{z4<ψ}, 1{z4−z1>1}

)
;

where ‘◦’ denotes an elementwise product, zi denotes the cumulative number of in-

dividuals that entered the ith compartment, and 1{·} denotes the indicator function.

The modified process is used to generate transitions until an observation occurs; the

bias from simulating from this modified process is corrected for by using importance

sampling weights.

The process begins with particles in state

(S,E1, E2, I1, I2, R) = (N − 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0),
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with importance weight w = 1. Each particle makes transitions according to probabil-

ities b/
∑
b, and with each transition the particles weight is updated to

w ← w ×
ai
∑

j bj

bi
∑

j aj
,

where i is the type of the transition that occurred (type is numbered as per Table 5.3).

When the first recovery (transition type 5) occurs the process ends. Once we have a set

of particles distributed according to the initial state they are resampled according to

the normalised importance weights to give initial particles for the sequential importance

resampling algorithm.

5.3.3 Importance sampling for SE(2)I(2)R outbreaks

The importance sampling scheme for the SE(2)I(2)R model is similar to the SI(k)R

model except that the modified rates are slightly different, and, at times, we need to

force certain events to occur to ensure feasibility of samples [74]. Again, we uniformly

generate observation times over (t − 1, t] and from time t − 1 generate rates between

observations according to a modified process with rate vector, b. We set modified rates

bj = aj for all j that correspond to rates which are not set to 0 (those set to 0 will

be specified in this section). For the Post, Co and Pre models we set the modified

rates b1 = 0, b3 = 0 and b5 = 0 respectively. We also set b5 to 0 if a recovery would

lead to epidemic fadeout without the correct number of observations occurring. For

these models we may also need to force events to occur to ensure that the particle

generated, x̃(t−1,t], is a feasible realisation from an SE(2)I(2)R process. For example,

for the Co model, if there are no exposed phase 2 individuals in the population and an

observation is yet to occur, an exposed phase change would need to occur. If there were

also no exposed phase 1 individuals then an exposure time would need to be generated

before the exposed phase change; we refer to these kinds of events, and observation

events, as forced events. More generally, if the particle is a realisation generated up

to time τ , x̂(t−1,τ ], where the next forced event occurs at time τ ′ and would lead to

an infeasible realisation, we generate a new forced event which would allow the next

forced event to be feasible. The next forced event is chosen by proposing transitions

further back in the chain, or forcing an infectious event (transition type 3), until an

event with a positive rate is proposed. The order in which to propose events is shown
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Figure 5.5: A flow chart showing the order in which transitions are proposed as forced

events in order to ensure feasibility of the particle. Starting from the type of the next

forced event, propose a new forced events according to arrows in the flow chart.

via a flowchart in Figure 5.5. For other CTMCs this can be done by proposing forced

events according to a logic tree which is model specific. If we need to generate a forced

event of type i, we generate an inter-arrival time, s, according to a TruncExp(ai, τ
′−τ)

distribution, set bi = 0, set the next forced event as type i at time τ ′ = τ + s, where

TruncExp(a, t) refers to the truncated exponential distribution with rate a, truncated

to [0, t]. The truncated exponential distribution is chosen as it has appropriate support

and generates events with a similar distribution to the true process. The weights are

updated according to

w ← w × aie
−ais

1− e−ai(τ ′−τ)
.

If no more forced events are necessary we continue to propose candidate events from

time τ according to the new modified rates; as in Section 5.2.1, we let these occur,

move to the next forced event, or move to the end of the time increment as per (i),

(ii) and (iii) respectively. Once the cumulative number of events of type i equals the

number of observations in total we set bi = 0; as the epidemics are completed within

households the final state must be (N−ψ, 0, 0, 0, 0, ψ), so no event can occur more than

ψ times. For more details and a more general description of the importance sampling

scheme see [74].

5.3.4 Implementation

We simulate 20 data sets of multiple completed outbreaks in households of size 4 with

parameters (β, σ, γ) = (0.933, 0.5, 2/3) under each of the three models and calculate

posterior model probabilities with data from 50, 100 and 150 completed household
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outbreaks. In this case we used 2000 particles per likelihood calculation; a larger

number of particles were chosen because the sampling distribution is less like the true

process, due to the possibility of needing to force events. Our implementation uses the

prior distribution as the importance sampling distribution over the parameter space,

q(θ|y). We first sample 1000 points from the parameter space and continue to sample

from the parameter space until 95% credible intervals of the model evidence are non-

overlapping. We consider inference based upon tight and loose priors on all model

parameters. We set the mean of the tight priors to their true value; we suppose that

1/γ has a gamma distributed prior with mean 3/2 and variance 0.01, similarly we

assume that 1/σ has a gamma distributed prior with mean 2 and variance 0.01 and we

assume that β/γ has a Uniform(0.933× 3/2− 0.03, 0.933× 3/2 + 0.03) prior. For the

loose priors we suppose that 1/γ and 1/σ have gamma distributed priors with mean

2 and variance 0.75 and we assume that β/γ − 1 has a gamma distributed prior with

mean 1 and variance 0.75.

5.3.5 Results

Our results are given in terms of box plots of the difference in posterior model prob-

abilities of the true model and other candidate models in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, and in

terms of the proportion of times the correct model was identified in Table 5.4. The Pre

model is the most difficult model to identify with data on 50 outbreaks. With data

on 150 outbreaks the correct model was selected every time except for data generated

from the Co model. The boxes in Figure 5.6 are all situated near 1, indicating that

with tight priors, when only 50 households are infected, we are usually certain of which

model is the true model. By the time 150 households are infected effectively all poste-

rior model probabilities are close to 1, so we are almost always certain of which model

is the true model. The boxes in Figure 5.7 are situated lower than those in Figure

5.6, indicating that loose priors reduces the certainty of the correct model. However,

each model is easily identifiable whether or not the priors are informative and by the

time 150 households have had completed outbreaks the correct model is identified in

almost all cases. Figure 5.7 also shows that even with loose priors the posterior model

probabilities for the correct model are almost always near 1 for Post and Pre models

once 150 households are infected. It also shows that the Co model tended to be chosen
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with less certainty when priors were loose, with one outlier choosing an incorrect model

with posterior model probability near 1. Of the 360 runs, 336 converged in the first

1000 iterations and all 360 runs converged within 5000 iterations; the fast convergence

is likely due to easy identifiability of the three models.

Table 5.4: The proportion of times the model that generated the data corresponded

to the highest posterior model probability estimate from 50 data sets. Data sets were

generated from each of the Post, Co and Pre models with 50, 100, and 150 outbreaks.

These data sets were analysed under the assumption of loose or tight priors.

Loose Priors Tight Priors

Number of outbreaks 50 100 150 50 100 150

Post 0.95 1 1 0.9 1 1

Co 0.85 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.85 0.95

Pre 0.7 0.8 1 0.75 0.8 1
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Figure 5.6: Box plots of the difference in posterior model probability of the true model

and the other candidate models for the SE(2)I(2)R observation models with tight priors

based on 20 simulated data sets. For example, in the upper left panel, boxes on the left

and right of are made using 20 estimates of p(Post|y)−p(Co|y) and p(Post|y)−p(Pre|y)

respectively. Rows from top to bottom show results from data sets generated from the

Post, Co and Pre models. Columns from left to right represent data sets containing

50, 100 and 150 independent outbreaks in households.
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Figure 5.7: Box plots of the difference in posterior model probability of the true model

and the other candidate models for the SE(2)I(2)R observation models with loose priors

based on 20 simulated data sets. For example, in the upper left panel, boxes on the left

and right of are made using 20 estimates of p(Post|y)−p(Co|y) and p(Post|y)−p(Pre|y)

respectively. Rows from top to bottom show results from data sets generated from the

Post, Co and Pre models. Columns from left to right represent data sets containing

50, 100 and 150 independent outbreaks in households.
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5.4 Discussion

This chapter has introduced an exact method for Bayesian model selection which used

importance sampling for estimating the likelihood function as well as for estimating

the evidence. The novelty of this method is the use of an efficient importance sampling

scheme ideal for partially-observed state space models used to estimate the likelihood

function [74]. Implementation of this scheme has some overhead compared to Doob-

Gillespie simulations; however, by construction all simulations agree with the observed

data, hence all strictly contribute to the likelihood estimate. This is in sharp contrast

to rejection-sampling approaches which do not force samples to fit with observations,

such as in approximate Bayesian computation [95] or the Alive particle filter [25, 96].

Hence, it is able to greatly improve computational efficiency, particularly in estimating

the tails of the likelihood. This is also an exact method, in that it computes unbiased

estimates which converge to the target as the number of iterations increases. In con-

trast, other methods may not be guaranteed to converge; for example, approximate

Bayesian computation, which accepts samples that do not perfectly agree with data.

Further, methods may have an exact implementation, but in practice approximations

are needed for computational feasibility; for example, the Alive particle filter [25, 96]

can be implemented as an exact method but may require too many simulations to be

practical, so the likelihood function is set to 0 in the tails instead.

If it is possible to evaluate conditional densities, a different approach is to directly

calculate the evidence after use of a Gibbs sampler [97,98]. This is problematic in that

typically the Gibbs sampler for partially-observed CTMCs will require data augmen-

tation [6, 17], making mixing slow and convergence problematic when the amount of

missing data to be imputed becomes large [6,65,84]. Further, the conditional densities

are usually only analytically tractable if priors are conjugate. In [23] data-augmentation

is used to estimate the evidence, but this required a time discretisation of the model

so that the forward-filtering backwards-sampling algorithm could be applied to sample

from the latent process. If the model is not discretised and it is not possible to sample

exactly from the latent process, data-augmentation may still be applied. However, for

each point estimate of the likelihood function this requires imputing latent variables

until the process reaches stationarity. Imputation is undesirable as convergence can be

slow for models with high dimensional latent processes and likelihood estimates may
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still have a high variance. Our method circumvents this difficult imputation by instead

marginalising over the latent variables in estimating the likelihood. A weakness of our

approach is that we are currently restricted to Markovian models where a single event

type is observed whereas data-augmented approaches are much more flexible. Current

research is looking at how our method can be extended to situations where multiple

types, and combinations, of events are observed.

Other methods for Bayesian model selection include reversible-jump MCMC (RJ-

MCMC) [38], nested sampling [99, 100] and sequential Monte Carlo-squared (SMC-

squared) [24–26]. RJ-MCMC is an algorithm in which the model is considered as one

of the parameters to be sampled [38]. One issue with such an approach is that if mod-

els are non-nested it can be difficult to make sensible proposals between the different

parameter spaces, particularly if data-augmentation techniques are used to address un-

observed transitions [23]. Hence, at times, proposals are accepted with low probability

and the mixing of the algorithm can be prohibitively slow. Nested sampling is an ap-

proach to model selection which does not require MCMC samples, however it requires

a tractable likelihood [99, 100], which is uncommon for most dynamical mechanistic

models. SMC − squared is an alternative that jointly infers model parameters and

the posterior model probabilities by using particle filters in the parameter space and in

the state space [24–26]. As noted by [25], the estimates that allow for model selection

may have large Monte Carlo error, but use of importance sampling after SMC-squared

can be an effective way of reducing this error. During the revision process we became

aware, by a personal communication, of a similar method for Bayesian model selection

for partially-observed continuous-time Markov chains using importance sampling [101].

The paper uses an alive particle filter to estimate the likelihood function. The alive

particle filter, in practice, introduces bias into likelihood estimates in the tails [25,101].

The particle filter used in this chapter does not introduce any bias into the likeli-

hood function. Further, we consider different examples from epidemiology, which are

important for understanding emerging infectious diseases.

Other than in [101] and this chapter, the method of importance sampling for esti-

mating the evidence has typically only been considered for cases where the likelihood

function is known [72, 80], for inference on continuous-state models [80], where data

augmentation is used to estimate the likelihood function [23, 80], or in conjunction

with another method which is not suitable for processes with highly variable observa-
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tions [25]. This sort of implementation is inefficient for models with high dimensional

parameter spaces. One way to overcome this is by using particle-marginal MCMC steps

to inform a sampling distribution over the parameter space prior to model selection [23].

In this chapter we described the general method used but made no attempt to

optimise the algorithm. We found that, in cases where posterior model probabilities

were close, it may take many samples before estimates have non-overlapping credible

intervals. Performance could be improved by implementing a stopping criterion where

sampling occurs until either evidence estimates are non-overlapping or are within a

specified tolerance. For the simulation study we chose a large number of state particles,

n, for likelihood calculations to avoid needing a large number of samples from the

parameter space. The choice of the number of particles for estimating the likelihood

was chosen for reasonable performance, rather than optimal performance. There is

potential to improve efficiency by informing the number of particles based on optimality

criteria, such as minimising the coefficient of variation of evidence estimates after a

fixed amount of computation. We estimated the coefficient of variation after running

the model selection algorithm for a fixed computation time on three SI(2)R data sets

with differing numbers of particles. We found that the coefficient of variation was

minimised at n = 125 in one case and the other two were minimised at n = 75. If

we had chosen n = 100, say, the runtime of the algorithm would be reduced. As run

time per weight calculation is linear in n, this would represent a five-fold increase in

the number of samples per unit time, though the variance of weight estimates would

be larger. We also note that the models considered in this chapter are likely to give

rise to household outbreak data sets that are equivalent, so computational gains could

be made by re-using likelihood estimates for these data sets, as in [73]. However, these

steps were not considered in this chapter as the computational benefit is model specific

and is decreased when considering a slightly more complicated example, such as a

model with heterogeneous household sizes. Whereas, the current implementation is

versatile enough that it will readily run on models with heterogeneous household sizes.

A number of other approaches to model selection exist. Competing models are com-

monly discriminated using information criteria which are based on maximum likelihood

estimates, such as AIC [34], AICc [102], BIC [35] or DIC [103]; note none of these ac-

count for prior information about model parameters, they depend on asymptotic results

or depend on distributions being approximately Gaussian. Further, interpretation of
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these quantities is non-intuitive other than that they represent a function of maximum

likelihood values which are penalised for each parameter in the model, and comparison

of Bayesian model selection and DIC found DIC to be unreliable [104].

Our method was applied to two case studies: inferring the shape of the infectious

period distribution of an SI(k)R, model and inferring the time of symptom onset relative

to infectiousness for an SE(2)I(2)R model. In each of the studies we considered daily

symptom onset data from completed outbreaks in multiple households. The first study

showed that the data were sufficiently informative to select the correct model much

more often than by randomly guessing. The study also showed that temporal data were

better able to choose an appropriate model than the final size data alone, although at

a higher computational cost. For example, from data generated from 150 outbreaks

from the SI(5)R model with loose priors the proportion of times the correct model

was identified was 0.64 from final size data compared to 0.86 from the full temporal

data. Although using the full temporal data is more computationally expensive, when

run on multiple CPUs the runtime is divided by the number of CPUs used, indicating

that the full data sets should be used if the computational facilities are available. The

SI(2)R model was the most difficult model to select correctly, intuitively this seems to

be because the disease has an infectious period distribution that has a variance between

the other two models. It is worth noting that the posterior model probabilities were

often near 1 when the correct model was chosen and most often multiple models had

reasonable support when the incorrect model was chosen. This shows that if there was

insufficient information to identify the correct model, the correct model was often still

given some posterior support. We find that this method does well even with datasets

from 50 outbreaks in households.

In the second case study we found that the data was highly informative for being

able to determine the time of symptom onset relative to infectiousness. In the case of

the post-symptomatic infection model we selected the correct model every time once

100 households were infected and for the pre-symptomatic infection model we selected

the correct model every time once 150 households were infected. In all cases we gen-

erally saw an increased ability to select the correct model as more data was obtained.

With data on 50 outbreaks and loose priors the Pre model had the lowest proportion

of correct selections at 0.7. With data on 150 outbreaks and loose priors the Co model

had the lowest proportion of correct selections at 0.9. This shows that symptom onset
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data from multiple outbreaks is highly informative for choosing the time of symptom

onset relative to infectiousness. The results of both studies show that these kinds of

data sets are sufficient for discriminating between these models in the early stages of

an outbreak of a novel disease, which has important implications for informing public

health response [14–16].



Chapter 6

Joint Inference and Model Selection

We present a sequential Bayesian joint inference and model selection (JIMS) algorithm

for partially-observed Markov chains. This is an adaptation of a standard SMC-squared

algorithm (as described in Section 2.3.6) where the standard particle-marginal MCMC

rejuvenation is replaced by a model selection algorithm based on importance sampling.

This form of rejuvenation allows for both parameter particles and model evidence to

be rejuvenated. Further, it provides a stopping criterion for the rejuvenation step,

which ensures accuracy of estimates, and easily allows the sampling procedure to be

adapted, which allows for fewer iterations to meet the stopping criterion. We apply

JIMS algorithm and SMC-squared to simulated data sets from an SIR model and an

SE(2)I(2)R model and find that JIMS algorithm out-performs a standard SMC-squared

algorithm in terms of accuracy of model evidence, inferred parameters and run time.

We apply JIMS algorithm to infer model parameters and infer time of symptom-onset

relative to infectiousness from multiple outbreak data from an SE(2)I(2)R model.

6.1 JIMS and SMC-squared

To jointly infer the evidence of a model, p(y1:t), and the posterior distribution, p(θ|y1:t),

is a difficult inference problem. For partially-observed models with intractable likeli-

hoods the only existing algorithm that does both is SMC-squared [24, 25]. Unfortu-

nately, the evidence estimates from the SMC-squared algorithm have no guaranteed

131
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error bounds, and error is accumulated as the algorithm progresses. We present a

new algorithm that switches between a particle filter for parameter inference and an

importance sampling scheme for estimating model evidence. Switching between these

two steps allows both model selection and parameter inference to be more accurate. It

allows parameter inference to inform an appropriate importance sampling distribution

for model selection; this is because the model evidence estimates converge fastest when

the importance sampling density is a good approximation to p(θ|y1:t). The model se-

lection component of the algorithm recalculates the model evidence to a given accuracy

and provides weighted samples from the posterior distribution of interest, these provide

a set of rejuvenated particles for the next iteration of the algorithm.

Both JIMS and SMC-squared use a particle filter to sequentially update particles in

an inference step. Then, if there are too many samples from the parameter space with

low posterior support (according to effective sample size criteria described in Section

2.3.4), they swap to a resampling and rejuvenation step. In standard SMC-squared

the rejuvenation step occurs according to PM-MCMC [60, 79]; each particle is shifted

according to a Metropolis-Hastings step where an unbiased estimate is used in place of

the likelihood function. For JIMS algorithm the rejuvenation step is made according to

a model selection algorithm, as presented in Chapter 5, which uses importance sampling

to estimate the model evidence and resamples to rejuvenate parameters [39]. Here, the

importance sampling distribution is an approximation to the posterior distribution at

the current time point, which allows for efficient sampling of the parameter space. This

efficient, independent, sampling allows for implementation of a stopping criterion for

the rejuvenation, whereas there is no clear, sensible, stopping criterion for PM-MCMC

rejuvenation (this is discussed further in Section 6.1.3).

6.1.1 Inference step

The inference step for JIMS algorithm is the same as for SMC-squared, except that like-

lihood estimates are not needed as they are only used in SMC-squared for PM-MCMC

rejuvenation. Here, for simplicity, we assume that resampling of state particles is per-

formed during the particle filter step, so state particles associated with a parameter

particle have equal weight. In practice, this could be generalised to allow state par-
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ticles to have unequal weights, which can reduce variance in parameter particle weights.

Algorithm 7 shows the inference step at iteration t for JIMS algorithm, this assumes

inputs of the observation, yt, the number of parameter particles, Nθ, the number of

state particles, Nx, the ESS cutoff for rejuvenation, ζNθ, the evidence estimate from

the previous step, p̂(y1:t−1), and particles from the previous step,

{
θi,
[
{xt}Nxj=1

]i
,W i

}
,

for i = 1, . . . , Nθ. In addition, for SMC-squared, likelihood estimates from the previous

step, p̂(y1:t−1|θi), are required. The function ‘particlefilter’ in Algorithm 7 is assumed

to be a particle filter that takes a parameter value, θi, equally weighted state particles,

{xs}Nxj=1, and observations, ys:t, and returns an unbiased estimate of the likelihood

increment, p̂(ys:t|y1:s−1, θ
i), and updated, equally weighted, state particles, {xt}Nxj=1.

Our implementation uses the sequential importance resampling particle filter, where

likelihood increments are estimated by the same method as described in Chapter 5.

Update parameter weights

for i = 1 : Nθ do[[
{xt}Nxj=1

]i
, p̂ (yt|y1:t−1, θ

i)

]
= particlefilter

(
θi,
[
{xt−1}Nxj=1

]i
, yt

)
;

Likelihood estimate (SMC-squared only):

p̂(y1:t|θi) = p̂(y1:t−1|θi)p̂(yt|y1:t−1, θ
i);

Weights: wi = p̂(yt|y1:t−1, θ
i)W i;

end

Normalised weights: W 1:Nθ = w1:Nθ/
∑Nθ

i=1 w
i;

Effective sample size: ESS = 1/
∑Nθ

i=1 (W i)
2
;

Model evidence: p̂(y1:t) =
(∑Nθ

i=1w
i
)
p̂(y1:t−1);

Algorithm 7: Inference Step of JIMS and SMC-squared algorithms

6.1.2 Importance sampling densities

If ESS < ζNθ at the ‘Update model evidence’ section of the inference step (Algorithm

7), rejuvenation steps are required to avoid particle degeneracy. Before the rejuvena-

tion step is performed an appropriate importance sampling density must be chosen.

JIMS algorithm uses independent samples over the parameter space to rejuvenate par-

ticles and estimate the model evidence. So, the sampling density is not of the form
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qt(·|θ), as is the case for standard SMC-squared. Hence, it may be the case that JIMS

scales worse for high dimensional inference problems. However, for many epidemiolog-

ical models of interest the dimension of the parameter space is relatively low, so this

may not be an issue.

Note the variance in estimates of the model evidence are minimised when the sam-

pling density, qt(·), is the posterior distribution [23]. Hence, we choose a sampling

density based on an approximation of the posterior distribution fitted to the current

set of particles. As the posterior distribution of interest is typically non-Gaussian, we

approximate it by a Gaussian mixture. This approximation to the posterior is evalu-

ated by resampling particles according to their weights and using these in an inbuilt

MATLAB routine, fitgmdist, for fitting Gaussian mixtures via the EM algorithm [105].

The number of Gaussian distributions in the mixture, k, is decided by fitting mixtures

for k = 1, . . . , 4 and choosing the mixture that corresponds to the minimum AIC value.

Defence mixtures are found to improve efficiency by guarding against sampling distri-

butions with too little variance [23, 106]; these are distributions that are a mixture of

an estimate of the target distribution and a distribution with heavier tails. We choose

a sampling distribution which is a defence mixture that uses Gaussian mixture approx-

imations to the posterior distribution. Suppose at iteration t the Gaussian mixture

fitted to the posterior distribution is denoted p̂(θ|y1:t), we choose a sampling density

of the form

qt(θ) = p0p(θ) +
t∑

s=1

psp̂(θ|y1:s), (6.1)

where {p0, . . . , pt} is a probability vector which is increasing, that is, ps < pu for s < u.

Rather than only sampling from the current approximate posterior distribution this

mixture allows one to sample from a mixture of all of the approximate posterior dis-

tributions and the prior. These are weighted such that the most recent approximation

to the posterior distribution is sampled from most often and the prior is sampled from

least often. One choice of defence mixture is to choose a mixture of an approximation

to the posterior distribution and prior [23]. The rationale behind the distribution in

Equation (6.1) is that the tails should be heavier than the posterior distribution but

lighter than the prior, so the sampling density will be suitable even if the posterior has

much smaller support than the prior. Samples from this kind of defence mixture are
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displayed in Figure 6.1. The current set of equally weighted particles is represented by

blue dots, samples from the sampling distribution of the form given in Equation (6.1)

are represented by red dots. It appears that most of the samples from the importance

sampling distribution cover the same region as the particles, however there are some

samples further in the tails, as desired.
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Figure 6.1: Blue dots are a sample from the posterior distribution inferred via a particle

filter for a simulated data set from an SEIR model. Red dots represent sampling

from a Gaussian mixture approximation based on the posterior distribution samples,

mixed with the prior distribution. Here {p0, . . . , pt} is based on a truncated geometric

distribution with parameter 0.2 which is reversed so that the distribution is increasing.

6.1.3 Model selection step

Once a sampling density has been evaluated the rejuvenation step may be performed.

This is essentially the model selection algorithm from Chapter 5, however, the impor-

tance sampling distribution is chosen as described in the previous section and may be

adapted. That is, if the stopping criterion is not met after many iterations the sampling

distribution can be changed (or adapted) to reduce the number of samples required.

The rejuvenation step is given in Algorithm 8, the rejuvenation for SMC-squared is
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given in Algorithm 9 for comparison. Algorithms 7 and 8 are combined to give JIMS

algorithm in full in Algorithm 10. JIMS algorithm allows for ESS to be evaluated and

for error bounds on the model evidence to be obtained, each of which allow for sensible

stopping criteria to be chosen. By comparison, the ESS for standard SMC-squared

is unknown and the model evidence has unknown error; so a sensible choice for the

number of steps of rejuvenation, R, is unclear. It has been proposed that R could be

chosen via a method which has been applied in an MCMC scheme [25], where

R =
log(c)

log(1− pacc)
,

where pacc is an estimate of the acceptance probability from the previous rejuvena-

tion step and c is a fixed chosen probability that a resampled particle does not get

moved [107]. However, this rule is only appropriate if the initial value of R is suffi-

ciently large that the acceptance probability estimate is accurate and the acceptance

probability does not change sufficiently between consecutive rejuvenation steps. Un-

fortunately, as a particle filter is used to estimate the likelihood in SMC-squared, given

a fixed number of state particles the acceptance probability will decrease between reju-

venation steps (as variance in likelihood estimates increase) [25]. If the number of state

particles is increased between rejuvenation steps the acceptance probability will still

be affected, though it is unclear as to whether this will increase or decrease the runtime.

R = 0;

while some condition holds do

R = R + 1;

sample θR from density qt(·) ;[[
{xt}Nxj=1

]R
, p̂
(
y1:t|θR

)]
= particlefilter

(
θR,
[
{x0}Nxj=1

]R
, y1:t

)
;

WR =
p̂(y1:t|θR)p(θR)

qt(θR)
;

p̂(y1:t) = 1
R

∑R
i=1 W

i;

ESS = 1/
∑R

i=1 (W i)
2
;

end

Algorithm 8: Rejuvenation step of JIMS Algorithm

The stopping criterion for rejuvenation in JIMS algorithm has an impact on the
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Resample

Use systematic resampling to sample Nθ indices, a1, . . . , aNθ , from 1, . . . , Nθ with

weights W 1, . . . ,WNθ ;

Set new particles according to indicies a1 : aNθ , that is, set{
θ1:Nθ ,

[
{xt}Nxj=1

]1:Nθ
,W 1:Nθ , {p̂(y1:t|θi)}

Nθ
i=1

}
={

θa1:aNθ ,
[
{xt}Nxj=1

]a1:aNθ
, 1/Nθ, {p̂(y1:t|θai)}Nθi=1

}
;

Run PM-MCMC rejuvenation

for i = 1, . . . , Nθ do

for r = 1, . . . , R do

sample θ̃ from density qt(·|θj) ;[[
{x̃t}Nxj=1

]i
, p̂
(
y1:t|θ̃

)]
= particlefilter

(
θ̃,
[
{x0}Nxj=1

]i
, y1:t

)
;

Sample u ∼ Uniform(0, 1);

if
p̂(y1:t|θ̃)p(θ̃)qt(θi|θ̃)
p̂(y1:t|θi)p(θi)qt(θ̃|θi)

< u then

θi = θ̃;

p̂ (y1:t|θi) = p̂
(
y1:t|θ̃

)
;[

{xt}Nxj=1

]i
=
[
{x̃t}Nxj=1

]i
;

end

end

end

Algorithm 9: Rejuvenation step of SMC-squared algorithm
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runtime of the algorithm and accuracy of estimates. In Chapter 5 we sampled until

credible intervals of evidence estimates were non-overlapping. In practice, this stopping

criterion is difficult to implement for JIMS algorithm; it requires that the algorithm

run on all models at once and that rejuvenation is performed at the same iterations

for every model, which could lead to unnecessary rejuvenation steps for some models.

One sensible stopping criterion is to sample until the ESS reaches a given threshold

value, say, Nθ. Another sensible choice is to sample until the credible interval, [L,U ],

for the model evidence estimate, p̂(y1:t), is a given width. As specifying the width for

the intervals can be difficult, we instead specify that the width of the credible interval

be less than a proportion, ρ, of the model evidence estimate. That is

U − L ≤ ρp̂(y1:t),

for ρ > 0. As p̂(y1:t) is a probability, this rule is only sensible for ρ < 1/p̂(y1:t).

Note that some of the stopping criteria for Algorithm 8 lead to a stochastic num-

ber of parameter particles, R, whereas standard SMC-squared rejuvenation always

returns a set of Nθ particles. If a constant number of particles is desired for JIMS

algorithm (to constrain memory requirements, for example), a post-rejuvenation re-

sampling step may be performed. That is, after rejuvenation is performed one can use

systematic resampling to sample Nθ indices, a1, . . . , aNθ , from 1, . . . , R with weights

W 1, . . . ,W n. For i = 1, . . . , Nθ the new particles are given by

{
θi,
[
{xt}Nxj=1

]i
,W i

}
={

θai ,
[
{xt}Nxj=1

]ai
, 1/Nθ

}
.

Rejuvenation can also be performed in a way such that the algorithm adapts. That

is, the sampling procedure may be changed to reduce the number of iterations in the

rejuvenation step, or possibly to reduce the number of times rejuvenation is needed.

One example that has been applied to SMC-squared is to double the number of state

particles, Nx, if the acceptance-rate for PM-MCMC steps drops below a threshold [26].

For JIMS algorithm there is no acceptance rate, so this kind of criterion can not be

implemented. An alternative measure of efficiency is ESS divided by the number of

iterations of rejuvenation. Hence, the algorithm can be adapted by calculating ESS/n

and doubling Nx if this is below a threshold. Another option is to make a rule based on

the width of the credible intervals of the model evidence. We also implement a criterion
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in JIMS algorithm which chooses a new sampling distribution qt(·), if the algorithm

does not converge after a given number of samples. The new qt(·) is a defence mixture

as given in Equation (6.1), where p̂(θ|y1:t) is a Gaussian mixture fit to the samples from

the rejuvenation step. That is, if rejuvenation is run for S iterations, resample parti-

cles and fit a Gaussian mixture to obtain a new p̂(θ|y1:t), then begin rejuvenation again.
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Inputs: The number of particles, Nθ, the number of state particles, Nx, and

observed data, y1:T .

Outputs: The evidence, p̂(y1:T ) and weighted particles, {θi,W i}Nθi=1.

for i = 1, . . . , Nθ do

Generate an initial parameter set θi ∼ p(θ);

Set initial weight W i = 1/Nθ;

For j = 1, . . . , Nx generate initial state xj0 ∼ q0(·);

Resample initial states, where index j is sampled in proportion to
p(xj0)

q0(xj0)
;

end

for t=1:T do

for i = 1 : Nθ do[[
{xt}Nxj=1

]i
, p̂ (yt|y1:t−1, θ

i)

]
= particlefilter

(
θi,
[
{xt−1}Nxj=1

]i
, yt

)
;

Weights: wi = p̂(yt|y1:t−1, θ
i)W i;

end

Normalised weights: W 1:Nθ = w1:Nθ/
∑Nθ

i=1w
i;

Effective sample size: ESS = 1/
∑Nθ

i=1 (W i)
2
;

Model evidence: p̂(y1:t) =
(∑Nθ

i=1w
i
)
p̂(y1:t−1);

if ESS < ζNθ then

Evaluate qt;

R = 0;

while some condition holds do

R = R + 1;

sample θR from density qt(·) ;[[
{xt}Nxj=1

]R
, p̂
(
y1:t|θR

)]
= particlefilter

(
θR,
[
{x0}Nxj=1

]R
, y1:t

)
;

WR =
p̂(y1:t|θR)p(θR)

qt(θR)
;

p̂(y1:t) = 1
R

∑R
i=1W

i;

ESS = 1/
∑R

i=1 (W i)
2
;

end

end

end

Algorithm 10: JIMS Algorithm
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6.2 Comparison based on SIR model

We compare twenty runs the standard SMC-squared algorithm with JIMS algorithm

on a single, randomly selected, simulated data set from the SIR model. Note that

in this section there are no competing models, we obtain model evidence estimates,

which could be used for model selection, and compare the algorithms in terms of the

precision of these estimates. The simulated data were from completed outbreaks in a

populations of N = 160 individuals, with transmission rate β = 1.5 and recovery rate

γ = 0.6 and consists of 143 infectious cases over 16 days. The model is initialised with

a single infectious individual at time 0. We choose a prior distribution defined in terms

of the reproduction number and mean infectious period, where β/γ ∼ Uniform(1, 4)

and 1/γ ∼ Uniform(1, 7).

Each of the algorithms is implemented using the same particle filter, as described in

Chapter 5. The algorithms also use the same independent sampler in the rejuvenation

step, a Gaussian mixture fit to particle weights as described in Section 6.1.2. The

Gaussian mixtures were weighted according to a truncated geometric distribution with

parameter 0.4 which is reversed so that the distribution is increasing. That is, at time

t, the mixture weights, {p0, . . . , pt}, are given by

ps = c(0.6)t−s,

where c is a normalisation constant. We set the number of parameter particles to

Nθ = 1000 and the number of state particles to Nx = 50. For the SMC-squared we

set the number of PM-MCMC steps per state particle to R = 5. The rejuvenation

step for JIMS algorithm ends when the width of the credible interval for the evidence

estimate, p̂(y1:t), is less than 0.1p̂(y1:t) (after an initial Nθ samples). The rejuvenation

step for JIMS algorithm ends with resampling to keep a consistent number of parameter

particles.

6.2.1 Results

Our results are given in terms of box plots of the model evidence estimates from the

twenty runs in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, scatter plots of particle filter estimates of the mean

of the reproduction number, R0, and the mean infectious period, 1/γ, from the twenty
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runs in Figure 6.4; and box plots of the total runtime in Figure 6.5.

The medians of boxes in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 agree well between the two methods,

however the estimates of model evidence from JIMS algorithm have lower variance,

as desired. Further, estimates of the mean parameter values in Figure 6.4 have lower

variance, which is likely due to JIMS algorithm rejuvenating particles more effectively.

Figure 6.5 shows that JIMS algorithm takes less time to run in every iteration, and by

the final iteration the total runtime of SMC-squared was twice that of JIMS algorithm.

The jumps in the cumulative runtime in Figure 6.5 correspond to rejuvenation steps

of the algorithms, these jumps in runtime are larger for SMC-squared than for JIMS

algorithm; indicating that the stopping criterion in the rejuvenation step allows the

algorithm to run faster. By all measures JIMS algorithm outperformed standard SMC-

squared in this case.

SMC-squared JIMS
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-30.7
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Figure 6.2: Box plots of the posterior model probability estimates from 20 runs of

SMC-squared and JIMS algorithm on a single simulated SIR data set.
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Figure 6.3: Box plots of the posterior model probability estimates at each iteration

from 20 runs of SMC-squared and JIMS algorithm on a single simulated SIR data set.

The black boxes are estimates from JIMS algorithm and the blue boxes are estimates

from SMC-squared.
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Figure 6.4: Scatter plots of the mean estimates of R0 and 1/γ from 20 runs of SMC-

squared and JIMS algorithm on a single simulated SIR data set. The true parameter

values were R0 = 2.5 and 1/γ ≈ 1.667.
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Figure 6.5: Boxplots of the total runtime, in seconds, from 20 runs of SMC-squared

and JIMS algorithm on a single simulated SIR data set. The total runtime is given for

each iteration of the algorithm.
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6.3 Comparison based on SE(2)I(2)R model

We compare twenty runs the standard SMC-squared algorithm with JIMS algorithm

on a single, randomly selected, simulated data set from the SE(2)I(2)R model. Again,

in this section there are no competing models, we obtain model evidence estimates un-

der one model and compare the algorithms in terms of the precision of these estimates.

The simulated data were from a completed outbreak in a population of N = 300 in-

dividuals, with transmission rate β = 0.933, infectiousness rate σ = 0.5, and recovery

rate γ = 0.6, and consists of 184 infectious cases over 36 days. The model is initialised

with a single infectious individual at time 0. We choose a prior distribution defined

in terms of the reproduction number, mean latent period and mean infectious period,

where R0−1, 1/σ and 1/γ are each gamma distributed with means 2 and variances 0.75.

Again, the algorithms are implemented using the same particle filter, as described in

Chapter 5 and an independent sampler is chosen for the rejuvenation step in the same

way as in the previous section. We set the number of parameter particles to Nθ = 2000

and the number of state particles to Nx = 50. For the SMC-squared algorithm we

set the number of PM-MCMC steps per state particle to R = 5. The rejuvenation

step for JIMS algorithm ends when the width of the credible interval for the evidence

estimate, p̂(y1:t), is less than 0.1p̂(y1:t) (after an initial Nθ samples). The rejuvenation

step for JIMS algorithm ends with resampling to keep a consistent number of parameter

particles.

6.3.1 Results

Our results are given in terms of box plots of the model evidence estimates from the

twenty runs in Figure 6.6; box plots of the mean estimates of the reproduction number,

R0, the mean exposed period, 1/σ, and the mean infectious period, 1/γ, in Figure 6.7;

variances of the mean estimates in Figure 6.8; and box plots of the total runtime in

Figure 6.9.

Again, the medians of boxes in Figure 6.6 agree well between the two methods,

however, estimates of model evidence from JIMS algorithm have lower variance, as

desired. Figure 6.4 shows that the estimates of the mean parameter values in agreed
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well at all time points between the two methods, however, Figure 6.8 shows that the es-

timates from JIMS algorithm have lower variance. Lastly, Figure 6.5 shows that JIMS

algorithm takes less time to run in every iteration, and by the final iteration the total

runtime of SMC-squared was generally around three times that of JIMS algorithm. By

all measures JIMS algorithm outperformed standard SMC-squared in this case.

SMC-squared JIMS
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-84.7

-84.6

-84.5

-84.4

Figure 6.6: Box plots of the posterior model probability estimates from 20 runs of

SMC-squared and JIMS algorithm on a single simulated SE(2)I(2)R data set.
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Figure 6.7: Box plots of the mean estimates of 1/σ, 1/γ, β/γ from 20 runs of SMC-

squared and JIMS algorithm on a single simulated SE(2)I(2)R data set. The true

parameter values were R0 = 1.555, 1/γ ≈ 1.667 and 1/σ = 2.
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Figure 6.8: Variance estimates of the mean estimates of 1/σ, 1/γ and β/γ from 20

runs of SMC-squared and JIMS algorithm on a single simulated SE(2)I(2)R data set.
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Figure 6.9: Box plots of run times, in minutes, from 20 runs of SMC-squared and JIMS

algorithm on a single simulated SE(2)I(2)R data set. The total runtime is given for

each iteration of the algorithm. Runtimes from JIMS algorithm is given by black boxes

and runtimes of SMC-squared are given by blue boxes.
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6.4 Application to multiple outbreaks data

We employ JIMS algorithm to jointly infer model parameters and select between models

for multiple outbreaks data. Here we apply JIMS algorithm to perform model selection

on few large outbreaks from an SE(2)I(2)R model and infer the time of symptom onset

from daily case data. We apply model selection to identify whether observed symptoms

correspond to a transition from the E1 to E2 class, the E2 to I1 class, or, the I1 to I2

class. This extends from Chapter 5 in that it considers larger outbreaks (in populations

of size 100) with some longer time series, which is a more computationally challenging

problem. Further, it attempts to distinguish between models which are more similar

than in Chapter 5, so model evidences are likely to be closer. Hence, estimates of model

evidence will need to be inferred more precisely to effectively choose between models.

6.4.1 Implementation

The model considered here is a modified version of the SE(2)I(2)R multiple outbreaks

models considered in Chapter 4, with transmission rate β = 0.933, infectiousness rate

σ = 0.5, and recovery rate γ = 2/3. Rather than considering a fixed number of

completed outbreaks, we let the number of outbreaks be stochastic and simulate new

outbreaks in populations of 100 individuals until at least 300 individuals are infected.

Each subpopulation is initialised with a single infection at time 0. As outbreaks in

subpopulations are independent, their seeding time only affects inference in terms of

the time between the seeding time and the first observation (which is assumed to be

0 here). This ensures that data sets contain at least three hundred cases, so more

realistic complete FF100 study data sets are generated. This is also more realistic with

respect to how resources may be used; if there is a single infection in a population,

data collection will be less resource intensive than an outbreak with many individu-

als. That is, the size of the outbreak has an impact on the resources left for surveillance.

For each of the three models we simulate 30 data sets and run JIMS algorithm to

estimate the model evidence and infer parameters for each of the three models. We

choose a prior distribution defined in terms of the reproduction number, mean exposed

period and mean infectious period, where R0 − 1, 1/σ and 1/γ are each gamma dis-

tributed with means 2 and variances 0.75. The number of outbreaks in simulated data
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sets varied from 7 up to 29 outbreaks with a maximum duration of 63 days. The chosen

parameters were such that epidemic fadeout was likely, so many of these ‘outbreaks’

only contain one or two cases.

Again, we use the same particle filter, as described in Chapter 5. We choose an

independent sampler in the rejuvenation step in the same way as in the previous sec-

tion. We set the number of parameter particles to Nθ = 2000 and the number of state

particles to Nx = 200. The rejuvenation step for JIMS algorithm ends when the width

of the credible interval for the evidence estimate, p̂(y1:t), is less than 0.2p̂(y1:t) (after

an initial Nθ samples). After 5Nθ samples of rejuvenation the sampling distribution is

adapted if ESS < 0.2Nθ, that is, the samples from the rejuvenation step are resampled

according to their weights and used to fit a multivariate Gaussian mixture to approxi-

mate the posterior distribution. The rejuvenation step for JIMS algorithm ends with

resampling to keep a consistent number of parameter particles.

6.4.2 Results

Bar graphs of posterior model probability estimates and kernel density estimates of

marginal posterior distributions of R0, 1/σ and 1/γ are shown for the three simula-

tions over time in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. In each case the highest posterior model

probability estimate corresponded to the model that generated the data by the final

time point. For each of these simulated data sets the E1 → E2 is always preferred after

t = 1. The E2 → I1 model, at times, preferred the E1 → E2 model, but by day 40

the preferred model was the correct model. The I1 → I2 model prefers the E1 → E2

model for some early time points, however, after time t = 10 the correct model is

clearly preferred. In all cases the kernel density estimates peak near the true model

parameters, in particular, the posterior distribution of R0 peaks near the true value

and with relatively low variance.

Boxplots of expected values of r, R0, 1/σ and 1/γ evaluated as the means from each

candidate model weighted by the posterior model probabilities are given in Figure 6.12.

The boxes of estimates of transmissibility, r and R0, are generally centred around the

true parameter values. Boxplots of estimates of 1/σ and 1/γ appear negatively and
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positively biased respectively. For the E1 → E2, E2 → I1 and I1 → I2 models the true

model corresponded with the highest posterior model probability in 19, 20 and 19 of

the 30 simulated data sets respectively.
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Figure 6.10: Plots of posterior model probabilities over time from simulated SE(2)I(2)R

multiple outbreak data for three models.
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Figure 6.11: Kernel density estimates of the marginal posterior of R0, 1/σ and 1/γ. The

input parameter values for the simulated data sets, (R0, 1/σ, 1/γ) = (1.3995, 2, 1.5), are

marked by a red line in each panel.
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Figure 6.12: Box plots of the means of r, R0, 1/σ and 1/γ from 30 simulated

data sets. Each estimate is the sum of means from each model weighted by pos-

terior model probabilities. The input parameter values for the simulated data sets,

(r, R0, 1/σ, 1/γ) = (0.1133, 1.3995, 2, 1.5), are marked by a red dashed line in each

panel.
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6.5 Discussion

Sections 6.2.1 and 6.3.1 compared JIMS algorithm with SMC-squared in a way which

used the same samplers, the same particle filters and the same number of particles to

allow for a fair and clear comparison. Our results show that JIMS algorithm provides

an effective way of rejuvenating particles, via resampling and using a stopping criterion

as opposed to performing a specified number of PM-MCMC steps. This rejuvenation

allowed model evidence to be estimated accurately (by design), but also had flow on

effects in terms of low variance parameter estimates and faster run times. The ability

to rejuvenate and ensure estimates of the model evidence allows for estimates to be

inferred precisely enough to distinguish between models. The lack of precision in model

evidence can be an issue with SMC-squared, as highlighted in [25], where the variance

in model evidence estimates was too high to precisely identify the preferred model.

Further, identifying this issue with model evidence estimates required multiple runs of

SMC-squared, whereas the error in model evidence can be estimated in a single run of

JIMS algorithm.

Section 6.4 employed JIMS algorithm to perform model selection and infer param-

eters based on multiple outbreaks from an SE(2)I(2)R model in populations of size 100

where the time of symptom onset corresponded to a E1 → E2, E2 → I2, or E1 → E2

transition. This is a difficult model selection problem due to the size of the data set in

terms of the number of outbreaks, the number of cases and the length of the time series

(the longest outbreak went for 69 days). The length of the time series, in particular,

poses a challenge as it leads to rejuvenation steps requiring many samples. However,

JIMS algorithm was able to estimate the model evidence precisely enough to choose

between models effectively, and, for these simulations the data were informative enough

that the correct model was chosen in at least 19 out of 30 simulations from each model.

Further, JIMS algorithm returned unbiased estimates of measures of transmissability,

the early growth rate and reproduction number. Estimates of 1/σ and 1/γ appear

negatively and positively biased respectively; this is due to a lack of identifiability in

model parameters and agrees with the results from [73]. We note that the kernel den-

sity estimates of the posterior distributions from JIMS algorithm were not particularly

smooth; increasing the number state and parameter particles could smooth these and
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would lead to more precise estimates. A sensible method is to double the number of

state particles, Nx, in the rejuvenation step, as suggested in [24]. For JIMS algorithm

Nx could be doubled when for the jth iteration of rejuvenation ESS/j drops below a

threshold. This was not implemented here so that overly large arrays did not need to

be stored. For these data sets the computational requirements from JIMS algorithm

were intensive and highly stochastic; with 25 CPUs, 2000 parameter particles and 200

state particles, the longest job ran in just under a day and a half and the shortest job

ran in just under an hour.

This chapter presented only one way of implementing SMC-squared and JIMS al-

gorithm, and highlighted a number of alternative implementations. The stopping crite-

rion in the rejuvenation step in JIMS algorithm were based on estimates of the error in

model evidence, but alternatively could be based on estimates of the effective sample

size during rejuvenation. The rejuvenation step in JIMS algorithm was also followed

by a resampling step, which in practice may not always be necessary. The algorithms

were run with a fixed number of state particles, however, it is proposed that these be

increased as the algorithm progresses to reduce variance in likelihood estimates. The

comparison of SMC-squared and JIMS algorithm in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.3.1 were based

on an SMC-squared algorithm with a fixed number of rejuvenation steps per particle,

R. In practice the number of rejuvenation steps could be adapted based on estimates of

the acceptance probability from a previous step as proposed in [25]. It is unclear as to

how effective this rule for adapting R will be in practice for SMC-squared as the likeli-

hood values are estimated via a particle filter, which makes the acceptance probability

decrease between rejuvenation steps. The proposal distribution implemented in this

chapter was chosen to be sensible and to allow for reasonable performance. However,

weights of the Gaussian mixture approximations of the posterior distributions at each

time point were chosen in an ad-hoc way (based on a truncated geometric distribu-

tion). These weights were chosen to ensure that the approximation to the posterior

distribution from the previous iteration was sampled more often than those from earlier

iterations. An alternative is to weigh these distributions based upon ESS from that

iteration, which could account for iterations where the posterior distribution approxi-

mation has high error. Although the sampling distribution was implemented in a way

that stabilises the particle filter, large changes in the posterior distribution could make
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the algorithm inefficient; this would likely occur when applied to inference problems

with high dimensional parameter spaces.



Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

This thesis has developed methods that use First Few Hundred (FF100) study-type

data to accurately characterise an emerging infectious disease. The data consisted

of daily cases of symptom onset stratified by the household of infectious individuals.

When an individual in the population is identified with symptoms they, and members

within their household, may be surveilled. A natural description of an epidemic model

that uses this kind of household stratified data is stochastic and either incorporates

household structure or considers independent outbreaks in households. As there is a

lack of real FF100 study data, this thesis used simulation studies to assess methods for

characterising diseases. As the epidemic process which generated the data is known

this allowed results to be validated.

From simulated FF100 study data this thesis characterised transmissibility by per-

forming Bayesian model selection (to appropriately describe disease dynamics) and

Bayesian inference (to quantify transmissibility). These two tasks are made difficult

by the fact that underlying disease dynamics in a population are largely unobserved,

which makes direct point-wise evaluation of the likelihood function (the probability of

observations given a parameter set and model) difficult. This thesis circumvented this

issue by considering data-augmentation and particle filter methods which allow asymp-

totically exact Bayesian inference and model selection to be performed via sampling.

This thesis contributes to the mathematical epidemiology literature and provides

tools and insight into pandemic preparedness. It describes and implements efficient,

159
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Bayesian, methods for inferring parameters of household epidemic models, and models

of independent outbreaks in households, from FF100 study data. We provide insight

into how a population should be surveilled to most accurately and robustly characterise

a disease; this highlights the importance of model selection for pandemic preparedness.

This thesis develops new efficient Bayesian model selection algorithms that use impor-

tance sampling, particle filters and constrained simulation to infer model evidence (and

thus the probability of observations under a model) to a given accuracy. These meth-

ods were applied to two model selection problems: inferring the shape of the infectious

period distribution; and, inferring the time of symptom onset relative to infectiousness.

We have shown that FF100 study data are informative enough to effectively identify

these important model characteristics, which has implications for the controllability of

emerging infectious diseases.

This thesis developed and implemented efficient methods for inferring parameters of

partially-observed stochastic epidemic models on households or independent outbreaks

in Chapter 3 using FF100 type data. First, we implemented efficient data-augmented

MCMC (DA-MCMC) for an SIR household model with households of size three, and,

a SE(2)I(2)R household model with the same household distribution as Adelaide, Aus-

tralia. The DA-MCMC method for the SIR household model was compared with a

branching process approximation (BPA) that was developed earlier. We found that

DA-MCMC, as an exact method, had lower bias than the BPA method, but was less

efficient. For the SE(2)I(2)R model we found that it was feasible to get accurate es-

timates of the household reproduction number, early growth rate from FF100 study

data. We also implemented a sequential version of DA-MCMC which used ideas from

sequential Monte Carlo to sequentially update estimates of the posterior distribution

as new data are acquired. This was found to be more efficient than DA-MCMC when

applied to a single outbreak from a homogeneous SIR model. It also was able to per-

form inference on the infectious period shape from multiple outbreaks from an SI(n)R

model, where mixing of DA-MCMC was prohibitively slow.

Applying DA-MCMC to household models was computationally taxing; for the

SE(2)I(2)R household model this involved multiple independent runs on a cluster to ob-

tain a sufficient number of samples from the posterior distribution after burn-in. These
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computational issues are inflated when considering models with unobserved cases, as

they increases the dimension of the parameter space, increase the dimension of the

hidden process, and increases the correlation between consecutive samples. More com-

plex models may be fit by improving computational efficiency via non-centering [55] or

optimisation of the number of Hastings steps per iteration. The sequential DA-MCMC

was only briefly considered due to limitations that prevent it from being applied to

more complex models. It depends on calculation of a kernel density estimate from the

samples of the posterior distribution at each time point and point estimates from these

kernel densities need to be made at each iteration. This is a computational challenge

which prevents this method from being more widely applicable when the dimension

increases. For example, we were unable to successfully apply this method to the ho-

mogeneous SEIR model.

Chapter 4 conducted an analysis on the optimal way to surveil a population given a

fixed total number of individuals to surveil. This was done by simulating multiple out-

break data on a six hundred individuals divided into subpopulations of different sizes

(representing, for example, households, schools and workplaces). This leads to a trade

off between observing many small outbreaks, and hence many samples from final size

distributions, and few large outbreaks, and hence richer temporal information. These

simulated data sets were analysed using DA-MCMC under the models that they were

generated from. We found that many repetitions of small outbreaks lead to more pre-

cise estimates than fewer outbreaks from larger populations, that is, the most precise

estimates were made from surveilling many small subpopulations. We also tested how

robust estimates were to a misspecified model. For the models considered, the least

biased results came from outbreaks in larger populations (where at least one subpop-

ulation experienced a large outbreak). To balance the need for parameters to have

both low variance and low bias under model misspecification we found that surveilling

a mix of many small subpopulations and a few large populations were preferable; this

allowed for a balance of many final size samples and some longer sets of temporal data.

However, we found that there is no clear way of surveilling subpopulations in a way

that the reproduction number and growth rate is guaranteed to have low bias under a

misspecified model.
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The analysis in Chapter 4 has some limitations due to simplifying assumptions. We

considered that subpopulations with a combined total of six hundred individuals would

be surveilled without accounting for the number of infections in each subpopulation.

This implies that the same resources were spent on surveilling a subpopulation with

one infectious case as opposed to a subpopulation with many infectious cases. In re-

ality, surveilling a subpopulation which has no secondary infection is unlikely to be as

resource intensive as surveilling a subpopulation with a large outbreak. Resource allo-

cation likely acts as a tradeoff between the number of individuals which are surveilled

and the number of infections observed, however, this relationship is unknown. Al-

though we did not assume that all cases in the population were observed (as assumed

in Chapter 3), we assumed that if any case in a subpopulation is observed then all cases

within the subpopulation are observed. This limits the results of the analysis to dis-

eases with easily identifiable symptoms. We also only considered frequency-dependent

transmission, which could be reasonable depending on the disease considered [69], but

in reality infectious diseases may have a transmission rate that is somewhere between

frequency-dependent and density-dependent [67,68]. The analysis considered transmis-

sibility within subpopulations, without considering the transmissibility between sub-

populations; so this should be considered in the context of characterising outbreaks

within schools, households and workplaces rather than at a population level.

As choosing an inappropriate model lead to biased estimates in Chapter 4, we con-

sidered Bayesian model selection methods in Chapter 5. We developed a Bayesian

model selection method that used an efficient particle filter for calculating point esti-

mates of the likelihood function within an importance sampling scheme. The particle

filter simulates epidemic trajectories in a way that sample paths are always feasible

and always match observations. The method takes advantage of a stopping criteria

to ensure the accuracy of model evidence estimates and hence ensures that the most

appropriate model is chosen for a given data set. We employed this method to identify

two important features for evaluating how to control an outbreak: the shape of the

infectious period distribution; and, the timing of infectiousness relative to symptom

onset. In both cases we found that FF100 study data were informative enough to

identify these features (even with loose priors) and that our method was effective at

computing the model evidence estimates. In particular, in almost all cases, by the time
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one-hundred and fifty households were infected we could identify the time of infectious-

ness relative to symptom onset.

The method described in Chapter 5 was implemented without being optimised. We

note that estimates of the coefficient of variation of model evidence estimates could be

used as a heuristic to decide the number of state particles. As the method was imple-

mented by independently sampling from the prior distribution it may perform poorly

in high dimensional parameter spaces where very few samples have posterior support

and many samples may be needed to infer the model evidence accurately. Performance

could be improved by choosing a more sensible sampling distribution, for example,

samples from PM-MCMC can be used to inform an efficient sampling distribution [23].

Chapter 5 utilised a stopping criteria which required model evidence estimates to have

non-overlapping credible intervals. When model evidences were close this made con-

vergence slow. A solution is to sample until model evidence estimates are within a

specified tolerance. This implementation is practically useful as considering all models

with posterior support and quantifying transmissibility in each case allows for a more

complete characterisation of the epidemic process as opposed to only considering one

“best” model.

Samples from the posterior distribution can be used to improve the model selec-

tion algorithm from Chapter 5 and samples the model selection algorithm can be used

to improve parameter estimates. Chapter 6 combines these ideas to develop a novel

version of SMC-squared, dubbed JIMS algorithm, which uses the model selection algo-

rithm from Chapter 5 to rejuvenate particles when particle degeneracy occurs. Samples

in the model selection step are made by fitting Gaussian mixture distributions to the

set of particles. JIMS algorithm and a standard SMC-squared were applied to data

on daily infectious cases from homogeneous SIR and SE(2)I(2)R models. For each

of these models, JIMS algorithm outperformed standard SMC-squared; it resulted in

lower variance estimates of model evidence and parameter means, and, had a shorter

run time. JIMS algorithm was also applied to the difficult problem of choosing the time

of symptom onset relative to infectiousness, given multiple outbreaks in large subpop-

ulations (of size one hundred). In this case we supposed symptoms corresponded to

a transition into the exposed phase 2, infectious phase 1 or infectious phase 2 class;
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these transitions are more similar to those considered in Chapter 5, which increases

the difficulty of the model selection problem further. For each model we were able to

effectively perform model selection and inference simultaneously. The highest posterior

model probability corresponded to the true model in at least 19 out of 30 simulated

data sets for each model. Further, mean estimates of transmissibility were unbiased

for data sets generated under each model.

Chapter 6 gave an implementation of JIMS algorithm but highlighted many alter-

native implementations. There were multiple ways that stopping criteria could be im-

plemented, importance sampling distributions could be chosen and ways in which algo-

rithmic parameters (such as the number of state particles) could be adapted throughout

the algorithm. This highlights that there are many aspects of JIMS algorithms which

are yet to be optimised. The comparison of JIMS algorithm and SMC-squared consid-

ered an implementation of SMC-squared with a fixed number of samples of PM-MCMC

per particle in the rejuvenation step. It has been suggested that the number of samples

in the rejuvenation step of SMC-squared could be adapted based on an estimate of the

acceptance probability of PM-MCMC [25]. An implementation of SMC-squared with

an adapted number of samples in the rejuvenation step is still unlikely to outperform

JIMS algorithm, as JIMS algorithm outperformed SMC-squared in terms of both accu-

racy and run time. The model selection problem in Chapter 4 considered the problem

of surveilling a fixed number of individuals in subpopulations. In Chapter 6 we con-

sidered multiple outbreaks data again, however, we supposed that there were resources

to surveil subpopulations until three hundred infectious individuals are observed. Re-

alistically, the utilisation of resources will be somewhere between these two models; as

individuals without symptoms will be surveilled, but surveilling a population with few

secondary infections will be less resource intensive than surveilling a large outbreak.

Resources allocation will depend on both the total number of individuals in surveilled

populations and the number of cases in each of these populations. While JIMS algo-

rithm outperforms SMC-squared in the cases considered, we note that independently

sampling from the parameter space may perform worse than proposing small moves to

a set of particles in high dimensional parameter spaces. This indicates that, for models

with many parameters, SMC-squared with a PM-MCMC rejuvenation step that does

not use an independent sampler may outperform JIMS algorithm.
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Future Considerations

The models in this thesis did not consider asymptomatic infection, or otherwise unob-

served cases of infection. Methods based on household models in Chapter 3 assumed

that all infectious cases in the population were observed. The methods applied to

multiple outbreaks data assumed that all cases in each of the subpopulations were

observed. Dealing with unobserved infections poses a difficult inference problem; it

increases the dimension of the parameter space (as there may be an observation prob-

ability parameter), the initial time of infection may be unknown, the initial state of

the process is unknown and there are more latent variables. We briefly looked into

implementing DA-MCMC for a homogeneous SIR model where there was a fixed prob-

ability of observing infectious cases, the dimension of the latent variables and the lack

of parameter identifiability made the mixing slow. However, parameter identifiability

for these models can improved by considering multiple outbreak data, as shown in [73].

Currently, a collaborator is aiming to apply the model selection method from Chapter

5 to models of influenza and SARS with unobserved cases.

In Chapter 3 we only gave a brief outline of the sequential DA-MCMC method

due to its limitations. The ability to sequentially update posterior distributions in a

data-augmented framework is appealing, and this method provides a solution. The

largest computational limitation of the method is its reliance on kernel density esti-

mates. Methods that avoid the need for kernel density estimation could be a useful

alternative, for example, if the posterior distributions can be well approximated by a

Gaussian mixture this could be used instead (though this may introduce some error).

The analysis in Chapter 4 motivated the need to perform model selection. With

methods developed in Chapters 5 and 6 we intend to return to the optimal surveillance

problem where the model is chosen and parameters are inferred. Further, we aim to

perform a sensitivity analysis to determine the sensitivity of estimates with respect to

the shape of the exposed and infectious period distributions. As mentioned earlier, we

assumed that there were resources to surveil a fixed number of individuals, however,

in reality surveilling many people in one subpopulation may be easier than surveilling

many people in many subpopulations. An analysis of the resources available for surveil-
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lance and how efficiently subpopulations of different sizes can be surveilled would allow

for a more realistic model of FF100 style data under different surveillance protocols.

In Chapter 5 we successfully identified the infectious period shape and the time of

symptom onset relative to infectiousness separately. Ideally we would seek to apply to

model selection algorithm to choose between these two features simultaneously, and,

perhaps identify the shape of the exposed period too. Of course, if there are many

models to select between, it becomes difficult to implement a stopping rule which re-

quires non-overlapping credible intervals of model evidence.

In Chapter 6 we discuss the ability to increase the number of state particles and

to use effective sample size in a stopping rule for the rejuvenation step for JIMS algo-

rithm. Neither of these approaches were applied, so implementing these and comparing

run times, the number of iterations of rejuvenation and the precision of estimates is

of interest. JIMS algorithm was implemented with a sampling distribution that was

a defence mixture weighted according to a chosen distribution (we chose a truncated

geometric distribution), comparing different choices of distributions for the most effi-

cient and reliable implementation would be useful. This method could also be used to

prepare for pandemic influenza by performing model selection on historical influenza

data for a variety of models to obtain an informed prior over the model space, rather

than using a uniform prior on the candidate models.

To conclude, in this thesis I have developed Bayesian methods for inferring parame-

ters and selecting between competing models for epidemics in populations of households

based on FF100 study data, and, identified a number of areas of further research. This

thesis shows that FF100 study data are informative enough to infer measures of trans-

missibility for complex models. It analyses how to surveil emerging infectious diseases

and highlight the importance of model selection. Further, it provides methods for solv-

ing difficult model selection problems and shows that FF100 study data are informative

enough to identify important features of epidemics, which has real implications for the

controllability of emerging infectious diseases. All methods in this thesis were assessed

via simulating FF100 study data, due to a lack of real FF100 study data. In Australia

tests of FF100 protocol are likely to take place during a seasonal influenza outbreak
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in the next few years; this thesis provides methods that can be readily applied during

these studies.





Appendix A

DA-MCMC for multiple outbreaks

A subpopulation of size N is modelled as a SI(n)R or a SE(n1)I(n2)R CTMC. These

models are initialised by seeding an infection in the subpopulation at a Uniform(0, 1)

distributed time, t1, such that St1 = N − 1 and I1
t1

= 1. Our data only reveals time of

symptom onset at a daily resolution, and we make the modelling assumption that the

onset of symptoms corresponds to an infection transition. We assume that our data

reveals all infections that will occur in each subpopulation over the entire course of the

epidemic, that is, we assume no more infections will occur in surveilled subpopulations.

To use data from these subpopulations to infer the transmission rate in a subpopula-

tion, β, the mean latent period 1/σ and the mean infectious period 1/γ, we assume

that each subpopulation acts independently after their initial infection.

Due to independence of outbreaks in each subpopulation the likelihood function is

the product of the likelihood functions of each individual outbreak. Let x[t1,T ] be the

complete epidemic process, from the time of initial infection, t1, until the last recovery

at time T . Let y1:T be the data vector, with each entry corresponding to the number of

infections observed each day for a single subpopulation. Here we present the augmented

likelihood for an SE(n1)I(n2)R epidemic, but note that it is simple to modify this to

an SI(n)R model by removing terms related to the exposed period. Assume that x[t1,T ]

agrees with y1:T , meaning that x[t1,T ] describes a feasible SE(n1)I(n2)R process in which

the number of infections each day equals the entries of y1:T . The augmented likelihood
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function for an outbreak in a subpopulation is given by

f(x[t1,T ], y1:T |β, σ, γ, t1) =
∏
i∈A

βIti−1

N − 1
exp

{
−
∫ T

t1

βStIt
N − 1

dt

}

×
Ȳ∏
k=2

g(∆k, n1 + 1, n1σ)
Ȳ∏
l=1

g(δl, n2 + 1, n2γ),

where g(a, b, c) represents a gamma distribution pdf evaluated at a with shape param-

eter b and scale parameter c; It is the total number of infectious individuals in the

population at time t; A represents indices of transitions corresponding to infections

(excluding the first infection); Ȳ is the total number of cases; ∆k is the latent period of

the kth infected individual; and, δl is the infectious period of the lth infected individual.

Let θ be the set of model parameters; in the case of the SE(n1)I(n2)R model this

is θ = {β, σ, γ}. Due to independence of each subpopulation we can write the full

augmented likelihood function as

f
(
x1:M , y1:M

∣∣θ, t1:M
1

)
=

M∏
j=1

f
(
xj, yj

∣∣θ, tj1) ,
where yj, xj and tj1 are shorthand for y1:T , x[t1,T ] and t1 in subpopulation j, respectively.

The objective of the inference is to calculate the posterior distribution, f
(
θ|y1:M

)
,

which we calculate by sampling from the augmented posterior,

f
(
θ, t1:M

1 , x1:M |y1:M
)
∝ f

(
x1:M , y1:M |θ, t1:M

1

)
p
(
θ, t1:M

1

)
,

and integrating over t1:M
1 , x1:M . Here p

(
θ, t1:M

1

)
is the joint prior distribution of θ

and t1:M
1 . We choose priors such that β/γ ∼ Uniform(0.25, 4), 1/γ ∼ Uniform(0.25, 7),

1/σ ∼ Uniform(0.25, 7) and by our modelling assumptions t1:M
1 have an i.i.d Uniform(0, 1)

prior distribution. Let Ȳ j denote the total number of cases in subpopulation j. By

taking the augmented posterior distribution up to proportionality with respect to each

variable we obtain marginal distributions for the Gibbs sampler,

β|σ, γ, t1:M
1 , x1:M , y1:M ∼ Gamma

(
1 +

M∑
m=1

(Ȳ m − 1),

∫ T

t1

StIt
N − 1

dt

)
,

σ|β, γ, t1:M
1 , x1:M , y1:M ∼ Gamma

(
−1 + n1

M∑
m=1

(Ȳ m − 1), n1

M∑
m=1

Ȳm∑
k=2

∆m
k

)
,

and

γ|β, σ, t1:M
1 , x1:M , y1:M ∼ Gamma

(
−2 + n2

M∑
m=1

Ȳ m, n2

M∑
m=1

Ȳm∑
l=1

δml

)
.
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Lastly, the distribution of x1:M , t1:M
1 |θ, y(1:M) can be sampled through Hastings steps.

Note that these Hastings steps can be made independently for each outbreak. In this

case Hastings steps can be made by uniformly randomly selecting a subpopulation and

choosing one of the following moves with probability p and 1− p respectively:

(i) uniformly randomly select an individual (other than the first infected individual)

who became infectious at time t. Sample a Uniform(btc, dte) candidate infection time, t̂,

a t̂−Gamma(n1, n1σ)[0,t̂−t1] exposed period and a t̂+Gamma(n2, n2γ)[0,T−t̂ ] infectious

period, to obtain candidate sample path x̂j. Accept this path with probability

min

{
1,
f(x̂j, yj|θ)
f(xj, yj|θ)

}
;

(ii) sample a candidate infection time for the first infected individual t̂1 ∼ Uniform(0, t2),

and a t̂+Gamma(n2, n2γ)[0,T−t̂ ] distributed recovery time. Accept this path with prob-

ability

min

{
1,
f(x̂j, yj|θ)
f(xj, yj|θ)

}
.

To infer the shape of the exposed and infectious period via DA-MCMC too, consider

the marginal distributions for the shape parameters. These are

f(n1|β, γ, σ, n2, x
1:M , y1:M , t1:M) ∝

n1

(
∏M

m=1

∏Ȳm

p=2 σn1∆m
p )np(n1)

(n1!)
∑M
m=1 Ȳ

m−M
,

and

f(n2|β, γ, σ, n1, x
1:M , y1:M , t1:M) ∝

n2

(
∏M

m=1

∏Ȳm

p=1 γn2δ
m
p )n2p(n2)

(n2!)
∑M
m=1 Ȳ

m
;

where p(n1) and p(n2) are the prior distributions of the shape parameters. These can

be used to infer the shape parameters by normalising and taking Gibbs samples in the

n1 and n2 dimensions. For data on only final epidemic size we can perform DA-MCMC

inference on an SI(n)R model by holding γ = 1 fixed and estimating β = R0.
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